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PREFACE 
In presenting a new statement of theme for the heroic plays of 
William Butler Yeats, I know that a great debt is owed to many eminent 
scholars in the fields of poetry, philosophy, and drama. The stage 
productions that are investigated here are seen essentially as sym-
bolist plays and as species of religious drama. The analysis of that 
vital area of the plays which may be designated as the "unseen world" 
has necessarily been attempted, first, upon the relatively stable 
ground of Yeats 's aesthetic. The challenge that is offered, then, is 
in descriptively circumscribing Yeats's "religious dimension, 11 best 
depicted as a non-paraphrasable ccntent. The pattern that t hus develops 
is best understood in relation to Yeats's Great Wheel, a symbol that is 
central to his prose myth,! Vision. F.a.ch play is built upon a sym-
bolic series that is meant to suggest an emerging "Centre. 11 To the 
extent, then, that a non-paraphrasable content is present in these 
three works of art, the ultimate determination of the theme that is 
offered, I am aware, rests primarily upon what a descriptive language 
will allow. Throughout the study the intent has been to do justice to 
the intriguing mind and the canplex art of a major European poet. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Drs . Daniel R. Kroll, Samuel 
Woods, Jr., and Daniel Judson Milburn for their valuable guidance . 
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CHAPTffi I 
INTRODUCTION 
The heroic plays of William Butler Yea ts-The King's Threshold 
(1904, 1922), On Baile 's Strand (1903, 1906), and ·Deirdre (1907)~are 
often viewed as uncertain theatrical 11experiments 11 attempted by a poet 
in his middle period. Except for isolated studies their relevance to 
the larger design of Yeats's poetics is but vaguely suggested. In terms 
of development they are seen to evolve out of singular interests held by 
the artist~nationalism, Irish .mythology, drama, or poetry--rather than 
from an eclecticism that strove to unify significant elements of each . 
The striving for a unity was the main criterion of Yea ts I s aesthetic: 
"a unity delicately balanced between opposites . 111 In the heroic plays 
this unity is cosmically oriented and metaphysically obscure. Its terms 
purposely set in motion a vague crosscurrent of symbolic meaning that 
speaks essentially in a language not of conununication but of communion. 
The "Centre" of things is affirmed, meaning that which is 11real 11 in a 
world which is "unreal. 11 In the heroic plays, therefore, an individu-
alist concept is made the resolution toward which all lesser parts 
gravitate. As such the heroic plays constitute a vital chapter in what 
one critic has termed Yeats's 11Search for Reality. 112 
1Edward Engelberg, The Vast Design (Toronto, 1964), p . xviii . 
2Virginia Moore, The Unicorn: William Butler Yeats' Search for 
Reality (New York, 1954;, p . 429 . 
1 
2 
Such a view takes cognizance of Yeats's belief that "philosophy and 
theory were not merely desirable for the artist but necessary: he must 
1 
work conceptually as well as perceptually." In Dramatis Personae, 
Yeats declares that he begins his plays with "something that can be 
stated in philosophical terms." These terms, Yeats says, are 11 eliminated II 
until the play becomes "a mere story. 112 That which is "instructive" in 
the "story, 11 however-its values, its point of view-resides more in the 
supposedly "eliminated" terms, thoroughly philosophical, than in any mere 
unfolding of events which may or may not be termed "tragedy." Ecstasy, 
for example-whatever its ultimate ambiguity-has a place in Yeatsian 
drama. Therefore, an attempt is made in this study to include these 
lesser or greater elements-that is, to state an inherent and terminal 
value for the heroic plays. In this chapter the attempt is made first 
from the relatively stable ground of Yeats's aesthetic and secondly from 
the less certain ground of Yeats's metaphysics. 
Divergent evaluations in Yeatsian scholarship, of course, are not 
uncommon. Professor Richard Ellmann writes that Yeats's dramas of the 
first decade "show the effect of much theorizing. n3 Yeats in this respect 
is conceivably at fault, although it is also true that the correctness 
of Professor Ellmann I s remark must be weighed somewhat against that which 
is significantly theorized. It is the latter precisely that is open to 
question. Attempts at classifying or labeling the heroic plays, never-
theless, underscore Ellmann's remark. Critics give Yeats's Abbey plays 
1 Engelberg, p. xviii. 
2Autobiographies; Dramatis Personae, 1896-1902 (New York, 1953), 
pp. 316-317. 
3Yeats: The ~ and ~ Masks (New York, 1948), p. 183. Hereafter 
cited as Man and Masks. 
--
3 
a variety of designations, but, again, this fact in itself points to a 
lack of agreement as to the literary elements involved . Are these plays 
primarily lyric or primarily drama? Professor Edward Engelberg suggests 
that it is rather a trilogy at work, 11a marriage of the three great 
elements in European literature: epic, dram.a, and lyric . 111 The sugges-
tion at least makes possible another dimension for the heroic plays . It 
helps, in fact, to explain a world that, according to one noted scholar, 
"appears to border on the innermost limits of the human consciousness . 112 
Professor Engelberg's suggestion also offers one solution to the 
use of descriptive terms . here art moves toward a middle ground, or 
assumes, seemingly, an unstable blend of literary elements, it at least 
requires some discernible change or response on the part of language tools 
that are applied to that art . In this study, therefore, the author's 
terms are not subservient to the theatre nor wholly those of traditional 
poetry. Professor Thomas Parkinson, for instance, lists "the swan and 
the sun and moon as examples of Yeats's iconographic practice. "3 The 
word icon, he writes, has "a wider connotation than either symbol or 
image and can be used to include both . 114 The word, nevertheless, i s used 
with caution. Yeats's icons in the first decade of the century were still 
in a fo:rma.tive state . The develo:µnental process from an earlier period 
,vias slow. The icons gradually became "n:ore fully s true tured and weighted, 11 
, 
1Engelberg, p . xxiii. 
2 !orton I. Seiden, illiam Butler Yeats: The Poet as Mythmaker, 
1856-lli.2. (Michigan State University Press, 1962;, p . 206. Hereafter 
cited as M.yth.maker . 
3 i . B~ Yeats, The Later Poetry (Berkeley, 1964), p . viii. Here-
after cited aslater Poetry. 
4:rbid. 
Professor Parkinson points out, up until about 1915: 
In the poems of The Rose (1889-1892) the sun and moon began 
to refer to more complicated psychological processes and were 
used to convey feeling more fully structured and weighted . 
From this po.int to about 1915, his tf.eats I iJ sense of their 
possible function .in his poetry expanded so that they were 
now alle~rical, now neutral and decorative, now conventionally 
romantic . 
The terms of Yeats's iconography apply perhaps to a lesser degree to 
plays written during this same period. The general pattern formed by 
these icons at least appears more or less regular in the heroic plays. 
In this respect it is to be noted that only Professor F. A. C. Wilson 
has remarked upon what he terms the presence of 11 secondary symbols" .in 
2 the hel'oic plays . Professor T. R. Henn accedes to a possible symbolic 
intent in On Baile's Strand, but he is finally content to view the play 
.in the light of traditional drama.3 Here, as so often, t he question of 
classification obscures the function of Yeats's icons, which, in the 
final analysis, is to add (following Engelberg 's suggestion) the "epic 
4 
dimension. 11 The "epic dimension," however, must be discussed only after 
a statement of theme. 
Very often the theme of a work of art appears in retrospect as a 
mere platitude, whereas the subject matter which it describes is enor-
mously alive . It is unusual, perhaps, if the theme constitutes something 
of an insoluble riddle in itself . The wisdom of spending much time with 
what is unexplainable or inexpressible is, of course, subject to question. 
1Parkinson, Later Poetry, pp. 150-151. 
~ - ~ · Yeats and Tradition (London, 1958), p. 38. 
3The Harvest of Tragedy (London, 1956), p . 208. 
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There is the view of "modern linguistic analysts," for instance, who 
suggest that nothing profitable is to be gained beyond their "analysis 
of the uses of a word . " Even such a philosopher as Bertrand Russell 
declares that in this "they are perhaps a little rash . For they fail to 
2 do justice to the wide and popular spread of some kinds of nonsense . 11 
rfha.t is "nonsense, 11 here, depends, of course, on the goals that are pu!'-
sued . In this light it is not entirely applicable to the heroic plays , 
but the thought that whole races of people at various times once held a 
similarly absurd view, or such views, is worthy of note . !Vi th this in 
mind the author offers a theme for the heroic plays which, it is felt, 
is compatible with their intent . This theme, the author submits, is "we 
perish into r eality . " 
"Reality" in the heroic plays is a value which, the author suggests, 
resolves the 11tmity bet,'Teen opposites • 11 As a concept the implication 
primarily is that "reality is One . 11 Necessarily, it must be added, the 
term also implies that "reality is Many. " An intellectualized statement 
paradoxically makes this distinction, whereas an aesthetic one with any 
aictra- empirical intent does not . The term involves, as though on one 
side of a coin, a principal cause traditionally associated vrith deity: 
"'So I say that likeness born of the One, leads the soul to God, for he 
is One, unbegotten unity, and of this we have clear evidence (Eckhart, 
Germany, 1300) • ' ,,3 In a more cryptic manner, and perhaps in the same vein 
as a similar statement made by Parmenides, Yeats writes , "'Reality i s a 
1Bertrand Russell, Wisdom of the West ( New York , 1959), p . 92 . 
2Ibid . 
3Quoted .by R. B. Blakney, tr ., The !f& of Life, by Lao Tm (New York, 
1955),p. 29 . 
6 
1 
sphere. 111 That which exists in time, on the other hand, cannot be 
entirely meaningless. A religious philosophy is specific on the point: 
"'Here likewise in this body of yours, my son, you do not perceive the 
True; but there in fact it is . In that which is the subtle essence, all 
that exists has its self . That is the True , that is the Self, and thou, 
Swetaketu, are That (Chandogya Upa.nishad, India) . ' 112 The statement that 
the Many exist, therefore, is the other aspect of 11reality 11 and it ulti-
mately justifies life in the actual world . Yeats expresses it by saying, 
'"Reality is a community of spirits . "'3 The view that "reality is One II is 
a type of theism, which in individualist statements is termed mysticism. 
The view that 'reality is Many," however, leads ultimately to pantheism.4 
Degrees of interpretation, as might be conjectured, are more usual than 
not. 
Both views are clearly implied in the heroic plays, the author sug-
gests, to the extent that Yeats makes use of 11 opposites . " The "unity," 
therefore, as it is understood aesthetically, indicates 11reality 11-a 
"reality," however, which is more on the side of the One than the Many: 
in other words, it is comparable to Platonism. The distinction between 
the One and the Many and the 11realityil of the heroic plays is pursued in 
this first chapter from the standpoint of Yeats's aesthetic and then in 
the light of Yeats's metaphysics . The two are not easily distinguished , 
but for an understanding of the heroic plays the division i s a necessary 
1Quoted by Moore , p. 379 . 
~uoted by Blakney, p. 30 . 
3Quoted by Moore, p . 378 . 
4'rne inference is based upon a remark made by Sidney Hook . Infra, 
p . 31 of this study. 
7 
cne , 
The theme as such ("we perish into reality"), this author suggests, 
resolves the inner structure of the heroic plays~that is, its symbolic 
rooaning . The theme also sheds light on the outer structure of the heroic 
plays, or on the essential role of the protagonist and on the dramatic con-
flict. The outer structure, however, is not resolved in the light of 
Aristotelian criteria for tragedy , And in the light of these criteria 
the inner structure, possibly, is nonrocistent , The dual structure pos-
tulated here is not in fact an actuality of the plays, but, once again, 
is related only to inconsistencies that crop up when one attempts to 
classify, 
The dangers of leaning heavily on Professor Engelberg's theory (it 
will be seen that his remarks are quoted throughout this study) and 
restricting the investigation to only three plays by Yeats are recognized 
by the author . Limited assertions that tend to arise from such an ap-
proach are guarded against by displaying a solid theoretical basis and 
by adding enough comparative references for an adequate perspective . The 
view consequently is of an early mystical strain in Yeats's work which 
becomes less prcminent as his art becomes more universalized . Yeats I s 
lI\YStical propensities in the .middle period in turn define somewhat a 
non- paraphrasable content, categorized in this study as "reality • 11 The 
author suggests that in the heroic plays the aesthetic treatment of this 
concept is central . 
(1) 
Yeats ' s aesthetic, in the words of Professor F.dward Engelberg, is 
never far from 11 the major issue of the 'concrete universal' - an art at 
8 
once both unique and generic .,,]. The elements in this aesthetic are first 
visible in research that Yeats did on the works of William Blake . Yeats, 
in the following passage, points out the principle of "expansion and con-
traction" in the mind of man: 
The mind or imagination or consciousness of man may be said 
to have two poles, the per sonal and impersonal, or, as Blake 
preferred to call them, the limit of contraction and the un-
limited expansion. When we act from the personal we t end to 
bind our consciousness down as to a fiery center. Vhen, on 
the other hand, we allow our imagination to expand away from 
this egoistic mood, we become vehicles for the universal thought 
and merge in the universal mood.2 
The change that takes place as Blake's ideas filter into Yeats's aesthetic, 
however, is best understood by an earlier distinction that Coleridge made 
between "Greek and Gothic • " 
In an age that was on the verge of transition Coleridge foresaw the 
artist uprooted from the past and struggling with a new definition of 
"man as man. " The terminology of his distinction, Engelberg notes, 
"appears at first turned on its head-but only at first": 
The Greeks idolized the finite, and therefore were the masters 
of all grace, elegance, proportion, fancy, dignity, majesty~of 
whatever ••• is capable of being definitely conveyed by defined 
forms or thoughts: the moderns revere the infinite, and affect 
the indefinite as a vehicle of the infinite;--hence their pas-
sions, their obscure hopes and fears, their wandering through 
the unknown, their grander moral feelings, their more august 
conception of man as man, their future rather than their past--
in a word, their sublirnity .3 
Engelberg applies the distinction to "moderns /jihi/ look in" in an effort 
1Engelberg, p . 7. 
2Quoted by Engelberg, p . 7. See The Works of William Blake, Poetic, 
Symbolic, and Critical , eds . , F.dwin John Ellis arrl • B. Yeats, I, 242 . 
3rbid . , p . 11. See s . T. Coleridge, 11Lectures on Shakespeare," as 
quoted by D. G. James, The Romantic Canedy (London, 1948), p . 241. 
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to once again align themselves with a "universal will. 11 "This Rooiantic 
conception," he suggests, is dominated by the voice of Schopenhauer, the 
philosopher that Yea.ts read "as a young man": 
'Sublimity' was a word Yeats used infrequently but its meaning 
was conveyed by 'ecstasy, ' a word he was very fond of using, 
and ecstasy is a lyric or dramatic achievement, never an epic 
one . It is reached only through tension or action, through 
ultimate contraction, inwardness, the turning of self toward 
self. Contraction is, paradoxically, a road toward the ·infinite, 
for it is the Self which contains infinite alternatives , infi-
nite mysteries . What makes for conflict is the · irresolution 
of the str iving . Whereas the Greeks looked out, the moderns 
look in: the epic emotion reconciles the individual to the 
world and the world assimilates and contains him. Epic is 
always depersonalized, and even Greek sculpture~ be said 
to have striven~ in· its quest for Allgemeinheit Lbreadth , gener-
ality, universality, the Greek way of relieving the hardness 
and unspir ituality of pure form; a sacrifice of what the 
moderns term expression7- for the epic inclusiveness . Drama 
and lyric objectify: the individual appr opr iates the wor ld, 
not in order to make himself resemble the world but to make 
the world resemble him. This · Ranantic conception was ini tiated 
and furthered by Kant, Fichte, Hegel, and above all, by Schopen-
hauer: 'Die Welt ist meine Vorstellung 1 /Jhe World is my 
representatio!!.7: conscious will becomes self-consciousness 
and, in Schopenhauer, individual will abdicates to the power 
of a universal Will . Paradoxically, therefore, though the 
individual loses in his power to will, the awareness of his own 
vision of the world gives him a corresponding freedom, 1mlimited, 
inf . 't 1 mi e . 
The personal and the impersonal, the "contraction and expansion" 
of Yeats's aesthetic also finds a parallel, by way of Schopenhauer, in 
lyric poetry and drama. Paraphrasing Schopenhauer 's aesthetic, Engelberg 
declares that it is "no accident" that Yeats t r i es to unify both literary 
forms: 
When that which is rendered is equivalent to him who renders 
it, we have lyric poetry; then, in stages, this equation widens 
until, in drama, the artist and his material are most r emoved 
and most finite, since the distance between creator and created 
in drama necessarily dictates limitations which lyric poetry 
does not. That Yeats should seek at once the most subjective 
1Engelberg, pp. 11-12. 
and objective modes~]yric and drama.~is therefore no accident: 
he desired both . l 
In actual practice, however, it is still another literary form which 
10 
places the "subjective and objective modes" in perspective. This is the 
epic mode which uses the imagination for a stage . The depth of the epic 
material , as a pattern suggested by the icons (or "emotional-intellectual" 
symbols), becomes Yeats 1s 11 received tradition or procession . 112 
(2) 
The "magic" of such archetypal symbols as Yeats uses is that they 
stir up a similar response in people , permitting them to cross the bar-
rier of mere words, permitting them to "re-enter the Great Memory toward 
which their personal memories would be pulled by the inherent forc e, the 
gravitational pull, in the magnet-like symbol itselr . 113 The process, in 
short, provides the "unseen" of the heroic plays . It is a world which 
the auditor is called upon to explore with his mind's eye . And it is the 
primary reason why the symbols must not give more than 11frP.gmentP II of 
ideas to the listener . Anything less or more, as Engelberg points out, 
destroys the illusion: 
NO'l 'symbols, associated with ideas that are more than frag-
ments of the shadows thrown upon the intellect by the emotions 
they evoke, are the play-things of the allegorist ••• and soon 
pass away.' That is, if symbols are evocative of and associ-
ated with ideas that dominate~' are more than fragJitents '~and 
so give back to the intellect ideas larger than the emotions 
evoked initially, then we have idea-dominated allegory •••• 
1Engelberg, p . 13 . See Arthur Schopenhauer; The World as ·Will and 
Representation, tr . E. F. J . Payne (Indian Hills , Colo., 195S;,-r,-248-249. 
2Ibid ., p . 33 . 
3 Ibid • , p. 115 . 
Ideas, then, should be no more than 'fragments' returned to 
the intellect by the emotional evocativeness of the symbol 
chosen. But this does u2!:, render the intellect inoperative; 
on the contrary, 'It is the intellect that decides where the 
reader shall ponder over the procession of the symbols, and 
if the symbols are merely emotional, he gazes from amid the 
accidents and destinies of the world; but if the symbols are 
intellectual too, he becomes himself a part of pure intellect, 
and he is himself mingled with the procession .• The emotional-
intellectual symbol is therefore the preferable kind because 
it unites the reader-as it must the poet who uses it--to his 
symbols, unites his self-consciousness to the 'procession ' 
or, as Yeats called it in 'Magic,' to the Great emory. l 
11 
It is clear, then, that wh~t is basically expressed in the heroic plays-
if indeed the above is functional~is that which is one step beyond the 
reach of words . 
Such a view, of course, cannot be reduced to a category of substance; 
it is an indirect conception of transcendence.2 It makes little dif-
ference, therefore, what Yeats specifically had in mind-the "procession, 11 
the "Great Memory, 11 "Gerl, 11 or, as he wrote two years before his death, 
a "community of spirits." It is only certain that the individual mind 
that perceives must also, as best it can, interpret . The "thoughts II 
that are thus called up can readily be rejected-" 'Evolution, 1 11 Jam Dewey 
writes, 11 'appears to be just one of the irreducible traits of the world, 
which ccnstitute the subject-matter of metaphysics . 1 113 Or the "vision, 11 
if it is such, can readily be accepted: the Chinese mystic, Lao Tzu, for 
instance, begins his teaching with the declaration that "'The reality 
(tao) that can be conceptualized is not the essential reality. 1114 That 
1:Engelberg, p . 108~ See W. B. Yeats, "The Symbolism of Poetry, 11 
Essays (New York, 1924), pp . 197-198. 
2A phrase used by Martin Heidegger . Infra, p. 34 of this study. 
3Quoted by Sidney Hook, The Quest for Being (New York, 1961), p . 169. 
4Quoted by Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor~ Reality (Bloomington, Ind ., 
1962), p. 41. 
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which is inexpressible is said to be exactly that at the extreme of dis-
belief or belief. The mysticism of the latter view is as non-co1IUnunicative 
as the first is disinterested . 
To the extent that mysticism, then, characterizes Yeats I s view in 
the heroic plays, its saving grace, no doubt , is that it becomes a "reli-
gious dimension" embodied in three works of art . It is, of course, not 
simply a matter of giving the 11 epic dimension'' a new name; the religious 
intent was present from the very first . In this respect the direct £2!!-
ception of transcendence that one finds in two plays by Yeats written 
during the first years of the decade are significant . These two moraJity 
plays, The Hour Glass (1903, 19 3) and ~ There Is Nothing (1902, 
1908)1, were evidently Yeats I s last attempt to "conceptualize" his ulti-
nBte subject matter in his art . From the first play the author has taken 
the phrase, "we perish into reality . 112 The title of the second play 
suggests its theme, the completed thought being "there there is Nothing, 
3 . 
there is Goo. . 11 Both statements, it may be noted, are not suggestive or 
"e:iucational" in any sense of the word . The heroic plays, consequently, 
are a vast improvement if only in the subtlety of their mystification . 
The matter, however, is better shown as a process of Yeats ' s aesthetic . 
(3) 
The breadth of Yeats's vision in the heroic plays is predicated upon 
his view of "life . 11 Essentially the view is stated in terms of a mind-body 
1The second version was renamed The Unicorn from the Stars . 
2 Infra, p . 36 of this study. 
3rnrra, p . 37 of this study. 
13 
dualism, because this leaves room for the immortality of the soul . " ' Life ' 
~o Yeati}'was at least half-spirit , half- soul, and fidelity to 1truth 1 
1 
was precisely the recognition of the tmseen . " Yeats was enough of an 
artist to know, however, that even the "unseen" was not well served by an 
"impressioni stic mysticism. 112 In the "Wandering of Oisin" (1889), for 
example, such a direction was taken . I n the sermon delivered by a yotmg 
god, Oisin ( the warrior in the following lines) is told that "the soul 
J:B,sses through several rounds of rebirth • • •• Only when it has aban-
doned the wheels of rebirth, can the soul experience true f reedom and joy": 
"The soul is a drop of joy afar . 
In other y ears from some old star 
It f ell, or from the twisted moon 
Dripped on the earth; but soon, ah! soon, 
To all things cried , 1 I am a slave ! 
Trickling along the earth, I rave; 
In pinching ways I toil and turn. 1 
But , warrior, here there is no law; · 
The soul is free , and finds no flaw , 
Nor sorrow with her osprey claw. 
Then, warrior, why so sad and stern, 
For joy is Gerl and God is joy? 113 
The "ideal 'disembodied beauty 1114 suggested in these lines still was 
not "educative" in the way that Yea.ts would have it be . "Literature," he 
was later to write , 0 is ••• the great teaching power of the world, the 
ultimate creator of all values . 115 The realignment of his essential 
1Engelberg, p . 45 . See also Peter Ure, YI. · .§ . Yeats (New York, 1963), 
p . 48 . 
2Ibid • , p . 62 . 
3Quot ed by Thomas Parkinson, Later Poetry, p . 55 . See al so The 
Collected Poems of :! · .§ . Yeats (New York, 1951), PP • 358-359 . The latter 
version substitutes "Men I s hearts" for "soul . " 
4 Engelberg, p . 45 . See Yeats's letter to George Russell, cited on 
P • 53 of this study . 
5Ibid . 
material, based upon what is actually coP.Bilunicated in ar t and upon what 
he wanted to communicate, had to at least take as its starting point 
events or relations that occurred in the actual world . 11IJ.,iteraturi/ 
nn.ist • • • describe the relation of the soul and the heart to the facts 
of life ••• as it is, not as we would have it be •••• It must be as 
incapable of telling a lie as nature . 1.1 
The method eventually used as suggested by the type of art Yeats 
admired, "all heroic and bardic literature . " Engelberg finds in Yeats ' s 
admiration of such art, therefore, a clue to the 11rnodus operandi of /piif 
aesthetic": 
One kind of art which appealed consistently to Yeats has in 
common a grandeur of conception and form; all heroic and bardic 
literature; ••• everything that could 'mold vast material into 
a single image. 1 In that last phrase lies the modus operandi 
of Yeats .1 s aesthetic: for the threat that vastness would lose 
itself in anarchic flood was always to be checked by the 
assertion of the single image . 2 
(4) 
The aesthetic, of course, describes what Yeats felt was possible in 
his art . 1!hat the auditor sees and what the author of the heroic plays 
intends that he should see is in essence the whole problem. The response 
to such otherworldly obscurities as the heroic plays present, even in 
Yeats's lifetime, was somewhat negative . The aesthetic and what is found 
in the plays, however, suggest that a 11 single image" is present . The 
heroic plays also sug0 est that the "single image" includes two polarities 
that are conceptually opposite: "contraction and expansion, 11 the "personal 
and the impersonal," or the actual world and the invisible world . If in 
1 Engelberg, p . 45 . 
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the mind of the auditor, however., the t1single image'' fails to check 11un-
limited expansiontt-tha.:t is, if the invisible world is felt to be unrelated 
to the actual 1,•1orld-then what is left,. at best, is but the tragic a.rt of 
ltflood, tt or a mood and emotion whose causal force seer.tlngly has no origin 
i.ri the plays themselves. The "single image," as a concept, must therefore 
be clearly understood if the supposed ba.lance or "unity between opposites" 
is to be established. 
Following Yeatsts aesthetic, Engelberg point.s out tha.t the ttsingle 
ima.ge 11 is the 11disengaging soul .••• defining its individuality within 
the art it creates. ,rl In the later poetry this soul is often Yea.ts•s 
own; in the her?ic plays the poet, of course, is not entirely on the stage. 
The soul that defines its individuality belongs to the protagonists:: 
Sea.nehan in The. King's Threshold, Cuchulain in Qn. Baile' s Strand, and. 
Deirdre in the play by that name. At most these cre,a.tures reflect but 
one facet of the poetrs make-up: a projection of what he thought was 
an opposite-or an 11 impersona.1 11.....:.aspect of himself, or of people like 
him.self. The viei'r, though. f'inall,y an aesthetic one., is here supported 
by ttYeats' doctrine of psychological dualism-a theory that all men 
2 possess both an ego or self and an a.ntisell'.n 
It does not follow., however, that the antagonists-King Guaire in 
~ King's Threshold and King Conchuba.r in Q.!1 Baile 1 s Strand a.nd in 
Deirdre-express the "Self" in the sense that they represent the poett s 
- -
true personality. The "psychological antinomies,ff as Professor Seiden 
11ri te.s, center on n single protagonists u: 
1Engelberg, p. .xxx. 
2seiden, Mythma.ker, p.. 58. 
Throughout his poetry and dra.ma.s of the years 1900 to 1910, 
Yeats centered his psychological antinomies on single protag-
onists, rather than solely on different characters whom he 
juxtaposed. An:i, after Maud Gonne 1 s marriage in 1903, he 
undertook to celebrate especially men of the heroic virtues: 
men who do not abandon instinct for an unobtainable ideal in 
womanhood; and men who can, in the midst of despair, assume 
toward life a stoic pose. Occasionally during the 1S90 1s he 
ha.d admired such men; but they now became a kind of obsession 
with him. His life and his art thus gained in drama.tic inten-
sity. In Qu Baile I s Strand Cuchulain,· upon learning that he 
has inadvertently murdered his own son~ conceals his grief,. 
although in so doing'he loses bis mind. Seanchan the Bard in -
~ King's Threshold, through his very aloofness to misfortune, 
brings a. king to his 'knees Lor brings about his own death in 
the revised versioi/, In Deirdre, while they await the ven-
geance of Conchubar, Deirdre and Naoise quietly play a game 
of che·ss.1 . 
What is supposedly seen in the heroic plays" then, is the 11Masks" (a 
term used only after the heroic plays for the 11antisel£n). Behind the 
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:Masks ( the protagonists) the 11Sel.f 11 once again is nunseen. 11 The "Self, n 
hovrever, is "half-spirit, ha.lf-soul.u No distinction is ma.de in the 
heroic plays between the mind and the soul, just as in the writings of 
Plato, for insta.nce.2 
It is clear, then, that what the antagonists represent (seemingly 
coercive institutions, the law, or unimaginative thought) is also the 
physical world of the Masks. At the end of each play the physical Mask, 
like the nhusks 11 of the spirit~3 are left behind, the world of the antag-
onist is rejected., and the ttdisengaging soul, 0 at once unique and generic, 
comes at last to the end of its struggle against warring opposites. The 
soul or "Self II is not followed into its immortality, but as Yea.ts 
believed, 11 It is the conviction of the soul's immortality., not its 
ls~ide~, ~1ythmaker., p. 59. 
2 Infra,_p. 34 of t~s.st~y • 
.3seiden., Mythma.ker,. p. 27. 
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ultimate life in another world, which makes art possible. 111 
(5) 
The ritual of the soul in the heroic plays, however, is not solezy . 
indicated by the Masks. Their passions, drama tic ally at least, suggest 
that there rray be a secretive cause-this is to say that one, generally, 
cannot rely on the protagonists' initial c mfronta.tion with and reaction 
to evil to present anything other than what appears to be an idiosyn-
crasy ( the heroic stance). The icons, in a way of speaking., also have 
their secretive cause (is it the spirit or the Self?): 11The imagination 
deals with 'spiritual things symbolized by natural things '-by birds and 
tov1ers, by dancers and m1ords, by tables, ancestral houses, and svvans. n2 
The rhythm of the lyric, not in any sense last, likewise plays its part 
in emphasizing specific icons. The result is not purposely a dual level-
a separation between the ttseen't and the nunseen. fl Rather there is a 
blend of emotions-the function of three different literary elements-
that is meant to create a. synthesis: 
Through methods uniquely his own, Yeats developed a.n aesthetic 
of equipoise: epic grandeur (reverie), lyric sweetness (ecstasy) 
and dramatic intensity (ps.ssion). Synthesis-or Unity of Being-
was salvation: through a balanced interplay of epic, lyric and 
dramatic, abstraction might be defeated, egoism avoided, and 
tradition preserved.> 
The pattern that evolves, then, based upon the ttsingle image'' and. 
the 11vast ma.teria.ln merezy declares its existence upon the stage, am 
in ways that will presently be pointed out-that is., Hit declares that 
lEngelberg, p. 63. 
2Ibid., P• 64. 
3 Ibid • , p. 27. 
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the unseen world is real and the actual a varyingly transparent veil."l 
Such an indirect conception of transcendence, a.gain, lifts its elf as it 
can from the 11 power of the spoken l/vords, 11 from the 0rragments11 of ideas 
that reside in Yeats's icons., and from "an ordering of the whole to ,vtdch 
the parts contribute in subordinate fashion. 0 11Wr.at is sought," Engel-
berg says., is a ttunity within itself., 1t and what is achieved io 11a deepex-
reality at the circumference of form 11 : 
True art sought unity within itself, that is., by an ordering 
of the whole to which the parts contribute in subordinate 
fashion~else pattern would again subdue rhythm, the detail 
the whole design. Instead of mirroring and trying to balance 
the objective things of reality--fi]J.ing the work wholly and 
faithfully with the rhythms of life in the hope that such 
rhythms would make a pattern-the artist cut through •the 
passing mode of society I to reach a deeper reality at the 
circumference of form. What he-cuts through is space L:che 
pictorial space of the theatr~, and the process of forging 
a path creates in turn the echo or resonance Yeats desired.2 
The problem that such a rigorous and impacted symbolic language 
presents to a physical art such as the theatre is understandably a barrier 
to the uninitiated. One critic of the theatre writes., 11The visual and 
literary arts are not simply juxtaposed /Jn the theatr27; they are fused 
in the physical presence of the actor. n3 In one sense of the ·word., 
however, the visual element of Yeats 1s literary art is substantially 
implied by the presence of the actor. The actor., of course, is the "dis-
engaging soul,n the "Self,n the "single image,." or, in other words, that 
which emerges epically in the play to become a pa.rt of the "unity between 
opposites," 
1A mystical concept so declares itself in religious drama according 
to Una Ellis-Fermor., ~ Frontiers .Qf. Drama (rJev.r York, 1946)., p. 146. 
2tngelberg, p. 126 • 
. 
3 August iN. Staub, 11The 'Unpopular Theatre t of W. B. Yeats ,If Quarterl;y: 
Journal .2£. Speech, XLVII (December, 1961), p. 36?. 
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The problem of' the actor., nevertheless, is not solved ii' the pot.en ... 
tial mystic watching the drama. unfold refuses to 11see." Yeats evidently 
believed that given the right elements a.nd the proper formula the poten-
tiality would express itself. The impetus is ·given in the heroic plays 
in Yeats 1s emphasis on na synta....~ 'for ear alone. tn The visual element, 
however indescribable,. then tends to arise of its elf. In this sense 
(perhaps a very technical sense) it can be said that Yeats put it there: 
He has spent his life, he says in his introduction to his 
plays (dated 1937, only published in 1961), getting rid of 
'every phrase written for the eye• and re-establishing a syn-
tax 'for ea.r a.lone'; but the assertion is soffiewha.t misleading: 
he wished to disengage the audience from visual delusion, but 
in doing· this he substituted a visual illusion which would 
coincide, rather than interfere, with the auditory power of 
the spoken words.l · 
In theory, then, the auditor was to see through nature (nature imitated), 
through noo.tural things, 11 through his Masks, in fact, just as ancient 
men or mystics had always seen. And as that '"soul which is alike in a.11 
2 
men 1--the ~ mundi itself 11 constitutes at. least the 11half-spirit 11 of 
the "single image, 11 or its Higher Self, then Yeats evidently believed 
that ea.ch mind "sees" much the same thing. The word that categorizes the 
insight of the unigue ~ of ~ is, of course, nreality. u 
(6) 
A METAPHYSICAL VIEW OF REALITY 
11 •A vision of rea.lj_ty': it was a way Yea.ts defined art, both in 
1Engelberg, p. SO. 
2Thomas Parkinson, l£. ,g. Yeats, ~-Critic (Berkeley, 1951), p. 55. 
Hereafter cited as Self-Critic • 
. . -~ 
3Engelberg, p. 61. 
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' . . 1 poetry and in prose," Engelberg writes. Thus the 11 single image 11 in the 
heroic plays defines itself' as a part of the value suggested by the term 
"reality. 11 In a sense this is to say that the "single iraa.ge 11 is not para-
doxical; the semantic arro111, to the extent that it is perceived, points 
in one direction-towards 11reality. 11 And as the inherent and terminal 
value of the heroic plays, consequently, 11reality 11 is erected to a point 
where it transcends all human relationships (and even nature as a whole) 
and possesses absolute or independent validity. The degree of value, 
however, is similar to the historical,,.philosophical one in form only. 
"Reality" here escapes the usual scientific limitations because its hypo-
thetical constituents are not scientifically but aesthetically determined 
(nature imitated). Outside such works of art as the heroic plays the 
nappearance-reality 11 vieiv-that is the assumption that a distinction can 
be made between what 11is 11 real and -what merely 11appears 11 to be real-is 
scientifically and pragmatically unwarranted. 
Yeats's ''reality," therefore, .may be typed as it shows forth its own 
ontological limits, based upon the implicit outreach and intent of the 
images and symbols. The intent here, the author suggests, is best deter-
mined by Yeats's aesthetic. 11Reality 11 in the heroic plays, to repeat the 
assertion, is not commensurate with any othe:r 11 reality, 11 although it .may 
be thought of as though it were the "whole reality. 112 Yeats at least 
must be allowed the exercise of his intellectual rights, remembering once 
again that the poetically significant J.-the Yeats ·who !§. his art-is to 
'be distinguished from the Yeats who wrote prose. The Yea.ts who v:rites 
1Engelberg, p. 61. 
2The argument is paraphrased fro.m Philip Wheelwright I s HE;_taphor §.s. 
~.eality:, pp. 167-172. 
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prose interprets t1rea.llty 11 ; the Yeats who ll_his art presents "reality." 
The interpretations of the former, of course, are an invaluable guide. 
The primary difference, ~oivever, is between a direct .!lli! !!! indirect £9!1..;. 
caption of transcendence. The direct conception, as the earlier quoted 
. l 
remark of Lao Tzu implies, is not entirely meaningful. 
A distinction here is also postulated between Yea.ts ts real under-
st.anding of the term and a.n artistic situation which merely capitalizes 
on the term, The latter, of course, is not to be taken in a. derogatory 
sense., In effect, the difference, a.s a.n assumption, is between the know-
ledge that a philosopher has a.nd the knowledge that a. nwstic supposedly 
has. Consequently, in the writings of the artist there emerges an older 
and more philosophically astute Ye.a.ts who often attempts to reconcile his 
later erudition to earlier insights., or in the light of an earlier nwstical 
knowledge which in essence defies explanation. 
(7) 
Yea.tsts aesthetic, further, is related to the issue of 0 reality 11 in 
the heroic plays purely from a philosophical standpoint. Engelberg., for 
instance, suggests that the aesthetic has a parallel in 11the philosophic 
quarrels centering on the tension between form (stasis) and reality (flux), 
and the attempted Platonic synthesis between stasis a.nd flu.."'C ••• Lai/ 
outlined in detail by Pater in Plato ~ Platonism [j.92y. it2 The first 
three essays in Pater I s book, Engelberg declares, nreflect the back-
ground of a philosophic equipoise between motion and rest which bears 
l Supra., p. ll of this study. 
2Engelberg, p. 184. 
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resemblances at every turn to the Yeatsian aesthetic. 111 Whri.t follows is 
a brief swnruary of two of the essays and an a.pplica tion o.f purely philo-
sophica.1 ideas to Yea.ts 1 s aesthetic and his later thoughts about 0 reality. n 
In the first essay it is noted that 11Heracli tus • theory of t eternal flux rn 
was unacceptable to Plato: 
According to Pater's first essay, HPlato and the Doctrine of 
Motion,tt Plato was influenced by three precursors: Heraclitus, 
Pa.rmenides, and Pythagoras. Il:ach contributed to Plato's 
philosophy, either by irritating Plato into attack or by serving 
to support a position to be further developed. Chief among 
the irritants was, of course, Heraclitus 1 theory of 'eternal 
flux.,• ·which Plato felt bound to oppose with his 'Doctrine of 
Rest. 1 Pursued to its logical end, th~ Hera.c1itean position 
rendared knowledge relative, reality LactualitiJ plastic., al'ld 
Absolutes untenable. This stress on Becoming, rather than 
Being, paralleled, as Pater noted, the scientific-philosophic 
movements of his own time: Darwin and Hegel. And Pater put 
the Doctrine of Hotion to the test: •Mobility! We do not 
think that a necessarily undes'.i.rable condition of life •••• 
7Tis the dead things, we may re.rr,ind ourselves, that after all 
are most entirely at rest, and biiJ might reasonably hold that 
motion (vicious, fallacious, infectious motion, as Plato in-
clLnes to think) covers all that is best worth being. 2 
Professor Engelberg next summarizes Pater's presentation of Platots 
''Doctrine of Rest.II Pater, it is noted, rejects npure Being" but says, 
in effect, that as an aspect of Plato rs Hellenism it complete.s a balance 
that is desirable-t1motion checked by rest; rest ari.imated by motion. 11 
Yeats also recognizes at this later date that na single and multiple 
reality11 a.re irreconcilable: 
"Plato and the Doctrine of Rest 11 examines this Platonic 
check against the .still dominantly Asiatic conception of flux. 
Here the role of Parmenides seems crucial, for it is he, ac-
cording to Pater, who suggested to Plato the idea of an 
toochangeable reality '-an idea which Yea.ts, through Bergson, 
had once rejected on philosophic grounds. But even Parmenides I 
Doctrine of Rest was based not on inherent stasis but on the 
1 Engelberg, p. 184. 
2 Ibid., p. 185. 
paradoxical theory that ,perpetual motion' in space becomes 
eventually tperpetual rest t: the analogue to Yeats I s aesthetic 
use of the dance. 
Pater ts treatment of Plato I s abhorrence of motion is often 
hostile., even irreverent, for Pater•s doctrines of art depended 
on the vitality of p:rocess-grtrwth and change. Like Yeats he 
felt that Pure Being riight lead to Pure Nothing.t. to death. 'fo 
Pa.rmenides 1 paradoxes, 1 that what is, is not; Lan2:7' ••• that 
what is not., is,' and 'that what is, is; and that what is not, 
is not, 1 Pater ascribed a harmful influence: 1 the European 
mind ••• will never be quite sane again., ' because a too relent-
less quest for the One., the Absolute, is Quixotic, a search 
for the •algebraic symbol for nothingness. 1 Himself essen-
tially a relativist, Pater felt such an uncritical dedication 
to a single deity to be a 'mania, 1 leading to the 1self-
annihila.tion1 of 'Old Indian dreams, 1 to the 'ecstasies of the 
pure spirit, leaving the body behind it, 1 to a 'li tera.l 
negation of self '-in short., to 'moral suicide. 1 · Yeats never 
went so far: he would need to keep both impulses, self-
realization and self-surrender, and maintain his g:rasp on 
reality with the· 'profane perfection' of his soul. tI think, t 
he wrote in 1930, 'that two conceptions, that of reality as 
conf_series of beings, that of reality as a single being, e.lter-
nate in our ernotion and in history, and nust al~va:YS reJTiai:n 
something that human reason, because subject always to one or 
the other, cannot reconcile.• For Yeats 1 therefore, single 
and multiple reality, the One and the tfa.ny, were irrecon-
cilable, except within the pattern of their alternating 
rhythnIB in man and the history he shapes. If Yeats moves 
forward from his position of 1930 it is only to see that the 
Man;,r can be0ome One., tha.t I cone;eries, 1 assembled in the pro-
per design:,. assuxrre the shape of Et 'single being. 1 On the 
other hand, Pater savi the whole movement in philosophy from 
Plato through Spinoza., Descartes, and Berkeley as a futile 
pursuit of. Pure Being •attained by the suppression of all the 
rule and outline of one 1s own actual experience and. thought'; 
a.rid at such a price he disallm•ted it.l 
In sum.rnary, Engelberg writes, nneraclitus taught tprogress • and 
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Pa.rmenides 'rest': Pythagoras taught the philosophy of 're-action. t Plato 
then executed his dualistic I compromise'; upon it, Yeats seems late in 
life to have built his own.11 2 
1 En,'5e1berg, pp. 185-186. 
2Ibid., p. 187. 
( 8) 
The philosophic implications., perhaps, a.re rightfully felt to invali-
date somewhat the "reality'' of the h.aroic plays-but ma.inlJt, it must be 
noted, from the standpoint of explanation. What essentially., then, is to 
be added? One eminent writer points out that the eleraent of change in the 
logical structure of explanation itself, for instance, is based upon the 
recognition of successive entities that remain themselves unexplained. 
Sub-atomic particles and SfB.Ce itself have this in common-that is, their 
explicative force remains intact as long as they are not themselves under 
investigation. The statement here, of course, is hopefully a. faithful 
1 
rendering of a view ,~xpressed by Bertrand Russell. John D~vey writes, 
"''l'he attempt, to give an account of any occurrence involves tho genuine 
and irreducible existence of the th:l.ng dealt with. 1 n2 The limitations that 
the philosophic view thus imposes on 11rea.lity 11 are possibly more in conflict 
with the theatre itself than with the subjective aspects built into Yeats's 
plays by the lyric mode. To the extent that the rhyt]:-,.ms and images of 
Yeats's lyric a.re present, 11realityu is a.r, explicative force in the heroic 
plays. It is the theatre., on the other hand, which presents "natural 
things" and asks that first they be seen as such. And it is the theatre 
which, at its best, ref;!9ves the type of 0reality11 that Yea.ts invokes to 
such a distance that it is not of immediate concern. Therefore, ~ ~ 
ma.china in the theatre is perhaps as much of an anomaly as is Yeats's 
11reality" in the theatre. It is not difficult to see why Yeats wanted it 
1aussell, PP• 44-45. 
2--l,,l,UOted by Hook., p. 169. 
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there. It ~ difficult, however, to disentangle 1ima.jor premisesn-one 
belonging to Yeats's 11 rea.lity0 and the other to the theatre-which work 
a.t cross purposes. 
"Reality, 11 therefore, leads one ultimately to a questioning of' 
Yea.ts• s aesthetic. The design of his later pee.tics provides a. few examples 
that are instructive. For it is only in art, in a.. poem like "Sailing to 
Byzantium,." for instance, that the necessary qualifications can be ma.de • 
. Paradoxically-at lea.st to this author-this meant that the "whole reality» 
mist first be seen a.s the actua.litl of the world ( the Hera.clitean 11nux11 ). 
The special knowledge, or the 11ecstasyn of the heroic plays, becomes once 
a.gain the stepping stone to the "reality at the circumference of form." 
11The paradigm of this mode, 11 according to Professor Parkinson, is the 
poem 11A.m.ong School Children 11 : 
Because of his sense of the reality of biological and social 
limit as well as the claims of the super human, he could order 
a range of experience that would include the reminiscent per-
sonal and move out to the historical or biological limits of 
men and from there to a final religious vision. 'I'he paradigm. 
of this mode is 11Among School Children, 11 beginning as a lament 
on the defect of human expectations and, in its final version, 
ending coolly with the observation that the world of permanent 
forms mocks every great man and his enterprise, but in its 
final version tearing the fa.bric of its vision to permit the 
emergence of the symbolic tree •••• It brings its writer and 
reader smoothly to the ultimate, and there it stops, with the 
implied proviso that beyond this point language is useless.l 
Parkinson adds that "one way of phrasing the intention is to assume that 
he is examining the emergence of reality in a multiplicity of processes, 
the poem being the instrument of a. spiritual quest.n2 
The 11realityu that emerges, however, can as easily signify a.rt itself 
1 Parkinson, Later Poetv, pp. 50-51. 
" 
..:.Ibid., pp. 51-52. 
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as the supernatural. The last line of the la.st stanza that follows, for 
instance, seemingly asks how one can know the particular fron1 the univer-
sal, whether in art or in life? 
Labour is blossot'J.ng or dancinr; Vihere 
The body is· not bruised to pleasure soul, 
lfor beauty born out of its O":m despair, 
Nor blear-eyed 111isdom. out of midnight oil. 
O Chestnut tree,· great-rooted blosson1er, 
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole? 
O body sw.:wed to r.:iusic., 0 brightening glance, 
Hrnv can we know the da..r1cer from the dance?l 
In these lines the ecstatic utterance leaves little doubt that something 
fundamental in a.rt and in life is being singled out. 'l'he "tree" as the 
essence of life, either timeless or ter.1poral, and the "dancer" as an 
aspect of 11rea.lity, n e.i ther beyond art or in art, are so subtly juxtaposed 
that their implications are not immediately seen. If the questions are 
felt, to indicate an Immanent Principle, then the implication is that it 
conditions the whole of human experience. Placing the questions in tenr~ 
of the individual, however ( 11H0tr can vm knovr-? 11 ), in1.plies that human 
experience is essentially the sole arbiter of value .judgr.ients. Yeats 
undoubtedly would accept both interpretations as valid, based on his 
aesthetic. The conflict between the One and the Many, however, is not 
thus resolved. 
The distinction, perhaps, was only brought home to Yeats in his 
later years. Nevertheless, even then., he still Hsought to balance between 
the self-consciousness of freedom and the consciousness of surrendern: 
Yeats 1/mrried about the metaphysical design a.nd he never found 
any sincle relationship that exactly suited his needs. 'fhe 
Christian design placed 1r.an between Gerl and the beasts; the 
Greeks, by a.'1d large, excluded man from the desi5n e:ir.:cept in 
1The Collected Poems of W • .£• Yeats (new York, 1951), p. 21L~. 
Hereafter ciW. as Poeiii.'s." - -
so far as he wa.s a victim of its operation: though excluded 
by the gods, the Greek cou.ld not afford to live without them. 
Only the East ha.s provided for a union with the divine o.f 
which the divine is not jealous, probably because the Eastern 
aseetic is willing to dissolve his persona, is not jealous of 
it, a dissolution neither Odysseus nor Faustus p0'4ld even con ... 
template. Yeats borrowed freely from all views, including the 
Greek tfocessity and the Christian longing for a unity that 
would close the gaping chaos that followed the Fall. But he 
always sought to balance between ·the self-coI1sciousness of 
freedom md the consciousness of surrender: 'lam. ahtaJ'S, in 
all I do, driven to a .moment which is the realization of my-
self a.s unique and free, or to a. moment which is the· surrender 
to God of all that I am •••• Could those two impulses, one as 
much a. part of truth as the other, be reconciled~ or if one 
or the other couJ~d prevail, all life would cease. t Man can 
neither live outside the design nor lose him.self in it; but 
to survive he must retain both impulses. Althoug.11 he can 
never relinquish the image of Self, the only way of ensuring 
against that Self ultima:t.e]Jr alienating itself from the v;orld 
is to make it serve the design that is its nearest kin. That 
was the accomplishment·or the Byzantine craftsmen and artists 
when, collectively, they expressed a single image of their 
culture without ~vi_olating their individual talents. The 
design is the shape given it by its artificers.l 
(9) 
The 11 realityn of the heroic plays, therefore, is an early value-
term. of Yeats's a.rt. To the extent that it c cnstitutes Yeats• s 11choice, u 
it is a "religious philosophy, a Platonism articulated • • • in terms of 
his Celtic sy.mbolism. 112 As to its real meaning, even Yeats's later 
11synthetic myth in prose,." ! Vision, is of little help. It is clear, 
for instance, that the .2!12. 11reali tytt must somehow justify even that strange 
work, In the final analysis,. however, the distinction between Yeats •s 
prose writings a.nd his art mst again be ·made. n1us philosophic specu-
lations/1 Engelberg declares, ''were merely •metaphors I for his poetry: 
1Engelberg, p. 207. 
~Amos t~. ·1Nilder, ~ Spiritual Aspects £!:..~~Poetry (New York, 
1940), p. 201. 
the aesthetic itself is, after all, philosophic (as distinct from the 
'philosophy:t of! Vision)~ 1;t. The two versions of ! Vision that were 
published, and several statements that come at the very end .of Yeats's 
life., suggest at least that the same impasse was reached: "realityn 
remained impenetrable and inexpressible. rievertheless, as F,ngelberg 
notes., "~ Vision enables us to see the aesthetic reflected and refracted 
from different angles. u2 
It is, of course., not wise to overlook Yea.ts 's myth, A Vision. 
,' . ' :, . ~. . .... . 
Yeats., as Parkinson ·writes, 11 could not accept the idea that subject made 
no difference to the value of a poem, that medium was all. u3 The reaction 
in part was against current tendencies in painting and poetry that held 
that art was something entirely separate fron1 subject matter. The Amer-
. - -
icans, Whistler and Pound, for instance, were proponents of such views.4 
The criticism that Ezra. Pound leveled at Yea.ts was that 11 the symbolist's 
syrpols have a fixed value., like numbers in arithmetic, like 1, 2, a.ni 
7. 05 The inference was that whether it be "Christianity or Platonism 
lJ.w was in poetry a mode of cheating: it asked a. uniform response' what-
6 -
ever context was provided for the symbol."· Yea.ts, of course, felt that 
the subject matter was a part of his own 11na.ture, 11 which he could not 
separate from. his vmrk. In the preface to his collected essays, he writes 
1Engelberg, p. xviii. 
2Ibid., p. xx.ix. 
3Park~son, ~ Poetry, p. 16. 
4Ibid., PP• 9_a.nd 16. 
5Ibid., p. 15. 
6Ibid. 
as follows: 
I have never said clearly that I condemn all that is not 
tradition, that there is a subject-11111t.ter which has descended 
like that 'deposit' certain philosophers speak of. At the end 
of his essay upon 1style 1 Pater says that a. book written ac-
cording to the principles he has laid down will be well written, 
but whether it is a great book or not depends upon subject-
m.a.t ter. This subject-matter is sorn.ething I have received 
from the generations, part of that compact with my fellov.r-men 
made in my name before I ·was born. I cannot break fro..m. i't 
without breaking some part of my own nature; and sometimes 
it has come to me in supernormal experience; I have met vtl. th 
ancient myths in my dreams, brightly lit; and I think it 
allie1 to the wisdom or.instinct that guides a migratory 
birdo 
6_ Vision, therefore, is Yeats's attempt to catalog that 11received 
tradition. tt Its com:plexities need not be detailed here. 'l'he Doctrine 
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of the Mask has been emphasized by those vrho investigate !ea.ts' s poetics. 
'l'his study, however, emphasizes its ontological aspects. The following 
sumr.n.ary, then, the author believes, is sufficient. as a general outline 
of 1.tvha.t is involved: 
-!!_ Vision is based on the conception that all existence is 
in conflict between opposed principles (hence each hllimn being 
is both himself-t!an-3Xld. his opposite-l[ask). The character-
istics both of individuals and of historical periods likev;ise 
belong to opposed principles: the principle of objectivity, 
which Yeats calls primary and that of subjectivity, which he 
calls antithetical. In between these tv10 m:treme conflicting 
poles there a.re a number of possible intermediate states. 
Considering individual or universal life in ~, Yeats postt:-
lates a continuous movement of such life from a primary 
(objective) to an antithetical (subjective) state, and back 
again to primary. · And he chooses to use, in order to repre-
sent this n.ov-ement, the t:m.alogy of the 28 phases of the moon 
during the lunar month, so that phase one, the dark moon, 
repreoent3 complete objectiirity (primary) and phase fifteen, 
the full moon, complete subjectivity (antithetical) .2 
1Qooted by Parkinson,~ Poe:t:,rz., p. 160 
2Giorgio Melchiori, The 'Nhole ~'!,yster.v .£f. ~: Pattern into Poetrx: 
in 2 ~!fork of }!. ;§.. Yeatst"New York, 1961), p. 173. 
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(10) 
In the 1925 a.nd 1937 versions of Yeats ts myth, 0 T'ne principal sym-
bol in the essay is that of a Great Wheel, which," Professor Seiden writes, 
"defines the Absolute. 111 The overall implication of Yeats ts 1•system, 11 
however, reaches out tmvard 11reality, 11 In philosophic terms., as was seen, 
the insolubl(! riddle of ttreality11 hinges primarily upon a synthesis of 
the uuncha.ngeable One, n the thing-in-itself, and that which expresses dif-
rerence and cha.~ge. Yeats's! Vision, of course, neither poses the problem 
in these terms nor .anm,1ers such a problem directly. One must assume, 
therefore, that ! Vision has a specific meaning for Yeats which even that 
work inadequately suggests. One of its possible meanings, as far as 
11 reality11 is concerned, is related to the dominant symbol itself. 
The important fact a.bout Yeats ts Great Wheel is that it has a hub I 
a motionless place for the axle, or, as the author shall henceforth refer 
to it, a. 11Centre. tt As an expression or characteristic. of the Absolute 
( its quality of nemptiness II or 11ffothingness II appears so a?.:. least to human 
eyes), it underlies all things and yet is pre-eminently the thing-in-its elf'. 
The symbol., however, further indicates that!..'!:! is the necessitating logical 
ground of the existence of this world, the Many, "motion and change," or 
the rim of the Wheel. The One and the Many, therefore., are in truth of 
the same substance, or of the same liNothingness. 0 It is worldly knowledge 
vlh.ich views things in terms of a. glib dualism. 
Such a view, of ~ourse, may be traced to the very beginnings of 
pri.losophical thought. 0 Sacred space," as Professor Mircea Elia.de points 
1s eiden, gythmaker, p. 15. 
ou.t., is of the essence of a ucentreH: 
A 'Centre I represents a.n ideal point -vrbich belongs not to pro-
favic geometrical space, but to sacred space; a point in which 
colllilJ.-unicat.ion with Heaven or Hell may be realized: in other 
_ words, a 'Centre' is the paradoxical I place I where the planes 
intersect, the point at which the sensuous world ca.n be tran ... 
:::mended •1 
The implication,. then, is that the Great VJheel has also a microcosmic 
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existence in the mind of one person. To a certain extent this identifies 
the mystical experience with an extra-empirical "reality. 11 In this sense, 
:more tha,1 one ucentre 11 is recogni.zed at the 11rim. of the Wheel. 11 Yeats, 
for inst,a:nce, has the line, "'God is a circle nhose centre is everyv.rhere.' 
While the saint resides in the centre, the poet moves to the circumference, 
2 
to the ring '1·here everything co.mes round again.' 11 The concept essentially 
is of an Immanent Principle. Speaking of such a concept, Professor Siclney 
Hook declares, 11In its strict form • • • [J.y leads to pant.heism. 113 
(ll) 
When the 1925 version of !'!, Vision wa.~ published, one of the criti-
cisms leveled at Yea.ts' s "system11 ·,:m.s that his 11universe 11 had no God: 
During the 1890 's and shortly afterwards he tJeati/ had occa-
sionally made reference to H.im--h1 The Secret~ and in Ideas 
of Good and ~-as the Nothix1g which is beyond .matter, the 
human spirit, and Anima. Mundi, But., while at work on Per 
Amica Silentia Lunae and the first edition of hfo sacred book,. 
hehad c an.pletely removed. Gee. .fror11 his universe ,l} 
Such a view., o:f course, implied that Yeats 1 s world was corn.pletely 
1 Innges §!1S!. S;ymbols (London, 1961), p. 75, 
2E-
- ngelberg, p. 290 
3 Hook, p. 126. 
' -
4seiden, Myth.maker, p. 120. 
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"deterministic . 111 Moral choice, long associated with the Incarnate Goo 
or the Vest., had clearly been overlooked . "In his f:leats •iJ diary notes 
or 1930., 11 Professor Seiden remarks., 11 he wrote that a I levelling pantheism ' 
could in no way satisfy him: it cc:mpletely denies the individual ego . But 
the deists, he complained in the diary, remove God much too far from the 
2 human consciousness . " 
In the 1937 version of f;_ Vision it is clear that Yeats tried to 
amend his "vision of reality . " Goo became the Thirteenth SJiiere of 
Ani.ma Mundi. The Great Wheel gave rise to a series of cmes that inter-
penetrated with other cones to become II gyres 11 : 
The world of the spirit and the world of man, he /:f.eat~ imagines, 
are to each other as two interpenetrating gyres w hi.ch, like 
all such gyres, alternately expand and contract . Next, he 
imagines that in Anima Mundi there are Thirteen Spheres; arrl 
these he goes on to characterize in great detail . He begins 
with the argument that they are symbols of per f ection, that 
they are Great 'heels, and that they are simultaneously cones, 
gyres, and cycles . Arrl then he explains the complex relation 
of these Spheres to one another. Except for the last, the 
Thirteenth, they exist in transcendent time or supernatural 
years . The first Twelve SJheres, with the entire phenomenal 
universe, evolve towards and emanat e from the last . And the 
last, the Thirteenth SJhere or Cycle , is the greatest of all 
possible gyres, whether super natural or natural, although it 
is completely without past, present, or future . Yeats here 
describes the macrocosm as consisting of Thirteen Spheres, 
probably, because he would suggest the archetypal cycles of 
Blake's Prophetic~ and of occult lore . These cycles are 
traditionally symbols of Goo and His Twelve Ema.nations, Christ 
and the Twelve Apostles, the revolving heavens and the Twelve 
signs of the zodiac, and an imaginary year and its twelve 
lunar months ) 
After the publication of the 1937 version, it occurred to Yeats that he 
had created a 11 transcendentn God . Secondly, since Goo was equated with 
1Seiden, M.ythmaker, pp . 125-126. 
2Ibid . , p . 122 . 
3Ibid . , pp . 97- 98. 
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the Thirteenth Cane, it was pointed out that He was clearly not the center 
of Yeats's "universe . 111 Yeats ended by saying that !_ Vision was only 
his "public philosophy,., his "private philosophy" had yet to be stated . 2 
(12) 
Professor Virginia Moore gives more space than most Yeatsian scholars 
to what is perhaps Yeats I s final statements about "reality • 11 There seem.-
ingly is little attempt toward the last to reconcile the philosophical 
arguments . In "Seven Propositions, 11 the two sides of the question are 
merely juxtaposed in direct statements: (1) 11Reality is a community of 
spirits,n and (2) "Reality is a sphere . 11 A third statement, taken from 
a letter to a friend, is at least final: "Man can embody truth but can-
not know it . 113 
The words thus stated indicate little except that a philosophical 
stale.mate has been reached . Much, it is clear, has been l eft unsaid . 
That which cannot be said, it is hoped, has also been indicated . To a 
certain extent this latter re.mark also applies to Yeats's "unity between 
opposites . " lhen the "opposites" do not adequately explain actuality, 
then, possibly, a synthesis is valid . Such syntheses have occurred in 
the past . The atomists-Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus , for 
instance-4formulated a compromise between the One and the Many . As a 
theoretical pattern it later became a point of reference in the Hegelian 
1seiden, Mythmaker, p . 129 . 
2Toid . , p . 127. 
3Quoted by Moore, p. 434 . For Professor Parkinson ' s interpretation 
of this remark see page 63 of this study. 
~ussell, pp: 44, 45 and 109. 
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dialectic. Russell.declares, Hit is certainly true of intellectual pro-
gress that it arises from a synthesis of this kind, consequent upon an 
unrelenti..11g exploration of extreme positions. n1 
In art, however, the "extreme positions 11 are mainly ethical in nature. 
If Yeats 1 s nunity betvreen opposites n is somehow to be related to the 
phrase 11Know thyself, 11 thsn ,•,hat is essentially involved is either a 
static Q!. e. dynamic attitude toward one of the higher fidelities, vizo 
the Truth. The two attitudes are vaguely comparable to nmotion ari.d rest, 11 
the 11Self and the Soul, 11 ncontl"a.ction and expansion, n ''picture and gesture, u 
111yric e.nd drama, u or 11personal and impersonal. n 'rhe point, however, is 
that to make sense of the ethical view of the heroic plays the auditor 
is forced to reject one of each of these pairs of ttopposites.n The end 
result, therefore., is the recognition of a static attitude toward a. sup-
posed ultimate Truth. Martin Heidegger writes, 11 Every philosophy which 
revolves around an indirect. or direct c cnception of •transcendence' remains 
of necessity essentially an ontology., whether it achieves a new foundation 
of ontology or v,hether it assures us that it repudiates ontology a.s a con-
ceptual freezing of experience. n2 The 11Self and the Soul II as essentially 
one behind the 11Masktt is in fact two assertions to most intellects. In 
-
the writings of Plato, however, one also finds tha,t the soul and the mind 
are indistinct.3 
laussell, p. 29. 
2wrhe Way Back into the Ground of Meta.physics .,1' Existentialism from 
Dostoevsky !2.9_ Sartre, ed. Walter Kaufmann (:Nev\J' York, 1956), p. 219. 
3Russe11, p. 75. er. Arthur o. Lovejoy, The Great Cha.in ,g! Being, 
(Harvard University Press, 1936), p. 48. "Ideas ~at2} were eternal 
objects of pure thought, souls were everlasting conscious and thinking 
beings;. and since the former were universals or essences, and the latter 
were individuals., they could not easily be reduced to unity. But it is 
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(J.3) 
Platonism is the probable parallel to Yea.ts ts vi.evrn in the heroic 
plays. The nrea111 world is felt as invisible and essentially as the One. 
It is the polar opposite to ttth.isu world, which is to say that the 11:pan-
theism" inherent in Yeats•s icons and more or less indicated in the first 
version of! Vision had not been clearly thought out. Yeats; just as 
Plato did, attributed to 11reality 11 an. t'indescribable beauty. 111 Plato, 
in one passage, says that tc apprehend it, the faculty of knowledge, 
u 'along with the whole soul, must be wheeled round from that which is 
subject to becoming m1til it is able to endure the contemplation of that 
which is., a.nd the most resplendent part thereof; and this-, rre declare, is 
the Good. • rr-2 Yeats, of course, tended to think of the Absolute a.s de-
. ta.ched from any ethical. implication. 
There is also the suggestion in Yeats I s use of the Great Wheel and 
in earlier pa~sages from~ Hour Glass (1903; 1913) and Where There 1! 
Nothinz (1902~ 1908) that 11rea.lityn is either prior to God or perhaps a.n 
approach to Gerl.. The relationship is not clearly stated in Yeats 1s 
early writings. What is suggested, especially in the .morality plays 
mentioned above, is something that parallels a line of thought developed 
in a poem by the Chinese mystic,. Lao Tzu-that is, 11:reality," or the 
Way (tao), is like ••a. preface to Godtt: 
at least a probable conjecture-which can be·supported by specific pas-
sages-that .Plato in the end conceived of the highest members of both 
series as somehow identicaJ.. 1t 
1Engelberg, p. 4).. 
' 
2Lovejoy, p • .41. 
a void, 
Used but never filled~ 
An abyss it is, 
Like a.~1 anct.;:stor 
Frorr1 wtd.ch all things c omz • 
It blunts sharpness, 
Resolves tangles; 
It ta11pers light., 
Subdue,s turmoil. 
A deep pool it is, 
Nev-er to run dr3r 1 
Whose offspring it may be 
I do not kno1,,r: 
It is like a. preface to God.1 
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The 11Ifothinc;ness, 11 or the hub of the Great Wheel, similarly suggests that 
it 1.s all that humans -with their limited viev;s can understand oi' Goo.. 
Yeats •s 2:ttitud.e in this respect is again akin to the vieus expressed by 
trad.itior-'11 rr:ysticism, of which Professor Blar,.ney- ,NTi tes: 11 The ultimate 
Reality is not irnpersonal, to coin a word, it is proto-persona1, that is, 
pregnant like a mother with men as well as things. It is One and Go::l is 
2 in it; it therefore involves personality. n 'l'he outlines of just such a 
ureality 11 is seen in Yeats 1s '{he, B-211.£ Glass. In this play the 
ma,de to say: sink in on Gcx:t, we find him in beco:rning nothing-we 
perish into reality.113 
In the other morality play, Where ~ Is 1.:Iothing (1902), la.te:r 
1,-Trans. by Blakney, p. 56. Professor Blakney writes of the ':1Ia:y of 
the mystics as follm,s: 1t ••• their conclusion -vms that the Way of nature 
is the untirnate Reality that gives birth to all things arrl regulates them. 
The We.,_y of nature is the universe of being, with this difference: it is 
process and not static. So much might be gathered from the vrnrd chosen 
to designate i to The lfa.y is not a path which nature might. take, but it 
is the movement of·natur·e itself; it is effortless movement, hut none-
theless a m.ovement, like the annual rhythm of the seasons ( • 42-1+3). u 
2 I'· ··a 01. ·-' •, p. 43. 
J mi, • 1 · . . ' d b U Ell . F . m, l..1u.s ear 1.er Prose version is quot.e 'Y . na is-• ermor in ~ 
g:i~h, Dramatic Move;aent (London, 1939), p. 115. 
re·1rised into ~ Unicorn from th~ S;ta;.~.:s. (190$); Paul Ruttledge speaks 
in similar language! 11ffe must put out the whole world as I put out this 
1 
candle. • • • Where there is nothing • • • -there is God 1 '' S0111e con-
fusion may no doubt result, at least a.s such things are viewed in this 
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decade, because of the "Nothingness" propounded by Existentialist thinkers. 
The di.ff erence, possibly, is that in the mystic view pra;1rer is meaningful; 
the 111fothingness 11 of the E..ustentialist, on the other hand, is m.ore to 
be equated with nemptiness 11 than the 11rich nought:, 11 so to speak, of the 
"nm·st4cs •2 y,,,..,t +'" c r th l · , v. .,_ = s, 01. ou se, was no · eo ogia.n. He tries to express his 
1Quoted by J. I. li Stewart, Eight .Modern ~friters (Oxford, 1963), 
p. 328. 
2 
The distinction drawn here is taken f'rom Hel!aut Kuhn, EncoUJ:"lter 
~ lJoth.ingness, An §_ssa.z .Q!!. EJ.d.stentialisn (Hinsdale, m., 1949;, 
pp. 90-92. Professor Kulm sees a certain similarity of language used but 
a radical di.ff erence in point of' view between the E."'dsten:tialists and tJ1e 
niystics. To clarify this point, Professor Kuhn ts view· is quoted here at 
length: 
The similarity of language is striking indeed. ·:rediun1, ennui:i 
emptiness-these words from the Existentialist vocabulary are fully ap-
plicable to a mystic experience more comm.only ref erred to as the dryness 
of the soul or acedia (•spiritual indifference') or, with a different 
emphasis, as the annihilation of the self, or the 1noughted soul.' The 
same correspondence of terms exists on the side of the object. Gerl Him-
self is described by mystic viriters as Nought (one remembers the Gottes-
Hichts in Meister Eckhart), and this divine i\Jothingness, like the N_ichts 
in Heidegger, is active-it 1 noughts t ( tes nichtet'), and the f'ruit of 
its annihilating activity is, in Walter Hilton's expression, the 'noughted 
soul J (The Scale of Perfection, Book II, Chap. 35). The same metaphors 
are used, especially the dark night, the desert, and the abyss. Tauler 
sneaks of the 'Wilderness of the Quiet Desert of the Godhead 1 ( 'l'he Imer 
Vl~y_, Third Instruction, p. 324); Ruysbroeck, of the 'Abyss of Dar.kn~ 
vt.aere the loving spirit dies to itself, and wherein begins the manifes-
tation of Go:i and of Eternal Life' (L'orneBent des n2ces ~irituelles., 
Lib. III, chap. 2). Tauler and Eckhart play with the similarity oi' the 
German word for ground or reason(~) and·the one for abyss (Abr;rund)-
and so does Heidegger (Voro. ;\'esen cte!l Grundos, p. 109). 
Let. it be said at once that the lr.i.nship of language is irdsleading, 
particularly where the objective side of the eA-perience is concerned. 
The ifothingness of the E.."ti.stentialists· is the actual void, nothingness 
by itself, the deprivation of Being or., at any rate, of meaningful Being. 
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mystical visions. One critic notes that he variously referred to Gcxl as 
the 11 •Eternal Darkness, 1 'the Supreme Enchanter' • • • the 'Ineffable 
ll!ame )' 'the Light of Lights, r the 'Master of the still stars and of the 
Flaming door. 1111 And in old a.ge, as was seen, Yeats evolved the more 
unusual term "the Thirteenth Cone. tt 2 
Yeats I s Irish Rituals (from his diary of 1898 to 1901) also suggest 
that the invisible world, as the one nreality, n is what is being hinted 
at. These rituals were written for a project which never materialized, 
the proposed "Irish Mysteries at a Castle of Heroes. 113 In the last rite., 
the Initiation of the Spirit, the One and the Many a.re again suggested 
in the following account: 
It starto with a reference to the 'Islands of the Young 
of the Blessed, Tir-na.n-Og• as present, though invisible. 
the previous initiations a.re explained. The elements have 
• symbolically overcome. 1 An Officer reads the C&'1dida.te I s 
and 
Then 
been 
But v1he:n the mystic speaks of Gcxi a.s l:fought, as Darkness, or as abyss, he 
means to sa.y that Gerl appears so to us. The God-Nothing is really ou.1'.' 
01Nn nothingness which is unable to comprehend Goo. It is the inadequacy 
of our own human language which., in the vain attempt to express Goo, is 
finally reduced to sta.nm1ering *lfothing, • thus confessing that our words 
are too narrow to hold God and that He can be expressed only nega. tively 
and indirectly by the admission of our failure to express Him. Considered 
by Him.self, God is none of the things he is likened to. In fa.ct, He is 
the very opposite, and it is blasphemy to think otherwise. God., in truth,· 
is the 'rich nought' that appears void only to our deficient comprehension., 
the infinite light of wisdom which, precisely because of its superlative 
resplendence, is like night to our feeble eyesight, the teemi.rig abyss of 
Being rather than the waste abyss of Nothingness •••• 
The anguish suffered by the mystic in the spiritual desert is still 
i:oc-a.yer, whereas the Existentialist's encounter with Nothingness is 1 the 
opposite.• 
1Richard Ellmann: The Identi~t of Yeat!:!_ (New York, 1961.), p. 53. 
Hereafter cited as Identit_;z. 
20ne remembers also the image in nEaster 191611 - 0 'The stone's in the 
midst of all, -1 radiating through-its stillness all the life arou.r:id it. 11 
See Engelberg, p. 127, and Poems, p. 179. 
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record; a.n-d speaks of choice, and the stilling -of choice. 
tThe incarnate is many,. the disca.rnate one; all flames are in 
the flame. ' They bow heads and cover eyes. l\fow the Candidate 
must enter the formless. Ha.vine passed through sound, silence. 
'l'hey rua.ke a. circle round him. Each manber ts right hand lifts 
a. staff, while his left' grasps the wrist of a neighbor. The 
staves meet above the Candi.datets head. The First Officer 
praises unity (the circle) e.nd variety (the pattern of the 
staves). •All unite,· yet each remains individual. t The ·tests, 
the Candidate is told, show the form his staff must ta.ke.1 
The ritual, seemingly, has little that could be called a. 11 climax. n 
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Hovmver, they 11show plainly, n Professor Uoore declares.,, 11,mat Yea ts in his 
early thirties considered to re important. 112 In Professor Moore ts words, 
this is first "the attainment of true individualityn and, secondly, the 
attainment of 11 joyit: 
Ma.11 is a pilgrim, life is a quest, the purpose of which is the 
attainment of true individuality-in other 'WDrds, the bringing 
to consciousness of man• s Higher Self. His journey to the 
light reverses the cosmic and anthropological descent from the 
Absolute, and involves him. in the world of contraries. From 
matter, he passes through soul (vater., the ford-) to spirit. 
~he process takes will. Hastened by initiation, :the end is 
Joy.:; 
(15} 
The difference between Yea.ts I s mysticism and his occultism is best 
suggested by the word 11.ma.gie. 11 Professor J. I. M. Stewart, for instance, 
recounts the familiar details of Yeats•s life, but insists-rrainly from 
the concluding poem of !.h!. ~ (1893)-tha.t Yeats's "vision is ma.gica.l, 
not mystical. n4 The view of this study is simply that the two went hand 
in hand. Celtic lore itself, Professor Amos Wilder rem.arks, "v.ias congenial 
1Moore, p. 75. 
21b'd 81 1 -•. , p. . • 
.3Ibid. 
4s.i--· .t- 306. 
-,wa.r , p. 
to the m,ysticism that he /J.ooti/brought to it in common with other !rish 
poets. ,yl Yeats. as wholly a mystic, however, is a claim that no critic 
·would allow. Mysticism is generally associated with same individualistic 
form of theis.m. One of its chief cL-'lims is that it is the sole :means of' 
penetrating to the essence of God. The conviction of such views with 
Yeats evidently went hand in hand with a critical or objective attitude 
tovrard such views, as mey be gathered frcm what has been said about A 
. -
Vision. The ntheorizing n of the heroic plays may therefore be ascribed to 
the poet's attempts to express a mystical experience, or at least a thor-
oughly mysticaJ. view of life, in his a.rt. 
Occultism itself ha.s this quality of seeming but chaff to the wheat 
where a great tradition of mysticism is involved. To the mystic, perhaps, 
the ready-made formulas are a means of evolr.ing magically or of suggesting 
symbolically that which ordinary experience is impotent to reveal. An 
expedient solution at least is offered to a language problem. That which 
cannot be expressed, however, provides no exit to what is essentially a 
t1hall of m.irrorstt (to use a metaphor for the world). If each "mirror,n 
to continue the metaphor, is a Yea.tsian symbol with sonrething of flreality" 
in it, then only the breaking of all of them would establish that 11theism•t 
is being communicated e.nd not "!)'lntheism. 11 Such a view is suggested in 
the third stanza of Yea.ts 1s poem, 11The Statues. u 'rhe "ew.pty eyeballs 11 
hint at a m;icrocosmic version of the Great Wheel; the thought is prirr.B,rily 
that 1vorldly knov1ledge leads one a.stray: 
-
One image crossed the many-headed, sat 
Under the tropic shade, grew round and slow, 
No Hamlet ithin from eating flies, a f a.t 
Dreamer of the Middle Ages. Empty eyeballs knev,r 
1v1nder., p. 109. 
That knowledge increases unreality, that · 
Mirror on mirror mirrored is all the show. 
When gong and conch declare the hour to bless 
Grim.al.kin crawls to Buddha's emptiness.l 
The nemptinesslt of the One ( the Buddha) and of the Many ( the eyeballs) 
once again present the view of "theism II with an al.roost equal stress on 
"pantheism. n Both views are also present in the heroic plays, for,. to 
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return to the metaphor, Yeats would have his uviewers n break only certain 
"mirrors" and then pretend that the :rest a.re illusory. The visions that 
2 derive from a. nheterodox mysticism" (Yeats' s own term) imply as much. 
Trw mysticism that ~ present, however, compares, not in tone but in 
substance, with the reports of :mystics in other lands and other times. 
The five points of R,t B. Blakney3 (numbered below and with the author's 
canpa.rative references betwee.n) suggest one parallel. by which Yea.ts 's 
mysticism may be evaluated.: 
(1) Reality, however designated, is One; it is an all-embracing 
unity from which nothing can be separated. 
Yeats writes, ttwe perish into :reality11 and 11Rea.lity is a sphere. n 
(2) It, the Ultimate, is nameless, indescribable,, beyond 
telling: and therefore anything said about it is faulty. 
In uA Dialogue of Self and Soul 11 the Ultimate is similarly indicated: 
"For intellect no longer knows / ~ from the Ought, or Knower· from the 
Known.n4 From a passage in the first draft of his Autobiographies, one 
finds the remark, n•Should not religion hide within the work of art as 
1 Poems, p. 323. 
2,.,,r•l 15 
,111 son., p. _ • 
3Blakney, PP• 29-30. 
4~, P• 231. 
1 
Goo. is within His world • rn·- The 11C entrc II of th c Grea. t Wheel likewise 
suggests that the Ultimate is indescribable. 
(3) Within the self, IT is to be found and there it is identical 
with Reality in the external world. 
Professor Seiden listo as one of the major paradoxes of Yeats ts belief 
the following: "Although he LYeati/ maintained that his myth both origi-
na.tes in and describes the psychic life of mankind., he fervently asserted 
that a.Ll of its daninant ideas ha.ve an independent reality and truth~ 112 
A similar paradox was seen in the last stanza of n.A.mong School Childrentt 
3 
and the third stanza of r1The Statues. rt 
(4) It can be knmm, not discur.sively, but by acquaintance, 
and this acquaint~nce is the point of all living. 
In a passage already quoted Yeats says., 11 I cannot break from f;ry subject 
matter, or the "received tra.ditiony without breaking some part of my Oi'vTI 
nature; and sometimes it has cane to me in supernormal experience. 114 
( 5) Reality is disclosed only to those ·nho meot its c cndi tions 
and. the conditions are primarily moral. 
Yeats writes, 11 *For there is only one perfection and only one search for 
perfection, and it someti.mes has the form of the religious life and some-
times of the artistic life. 1115 The moral c.cndition is also a prhna.ry 
characteristic .of the protagonists of the heroic plays. The 11heroic 
stance" permit,s Seanchan, Cuchulain., and Deirdre to realize their Higher 
Selves. As in Yeats's Irish Mysteries, they pass through 11 sound 11 (the 
l 
· Quoted by Moore, p. 82. 
2Seiden., Mythmaker, p. 2. 
3supra, pp. 26 and 41 of this stu(fy-. 
4supra, p. 29 of this study. 
5Quoted by Moore, P• 28. 
v~rld), n silence 11 ( the "tragic gesture 11 ), and into the nrorml.ess II 
( 11 realitytt) •1 
1+3 
'rhe heroic plays, this author believes, are the last artistic pieces 
by Yeats of which it can be said that the mystical strain is properly 
nconcealedl' And morally true to ritual and .myth. In the later plays the 
stultifying conditi~s of the actual world are dropped and the 11obscurity" 
itself is presented• Thus if the veil is penetrated in the heroic plays, 
a.s Yeats thought it would be, mysticism, or. a dominant tendency toward 
mysticism, lies "mconcea.led. 11 Professor F'. A. C. Wilson, in his discus-
sion of Yeats's drama.tic techniques, also, it is clear, descr-ibes the 
mystical process in the heroic plays. The movmnent toward tho "Centre," 
as this 11Centrett earlier we.s describoo, constitut.es the action of the 
plays, a.s well as the ritualistic entrance into the "forml.essn: 
What Yeats primarily requires of the theatre is less katharsis 
th&"l what he calls 'stillness 1 ; a sir1.gle moment of emotional 
equipoise to which all the •passionate intensity• of the action 
trill tend .... ; one might define it as an awareness of stasis, 
a moment when the mind passes through profound emotion into a 
condition of absolute calm.2 
The nce:itre, 11 or the 11 stillness, n again, is the 1tintersecting plane 11 
through which the ".Self" transcends time and achieves 11 stasis 11--"the 
eternal non-temporal present.n3 
'l'he. antidote to the ttcomplete surrender 11 implied by "stasis., 11 hm1r-
ever, is also present in the heroic plays. Essentially it is the Many 
of 11reali ty, n for Yeats 's icons suggest that an entrance is first made 
into the 1tcyclic 0 world of Anima Mundi, the Soul of the World. The 
1 Supra, p. 39 of this study. 
2Wilson., p. 37. 
3Eliade, p. 75. 
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inference is seen most clearly in Deirdre. The two lovers expect the 
fulfillment of their tragic earth-bound affair in the be<yond. It is pos-
sible because rireality is a community of spirits.n Engelberg writes, 
"Because infinity and eternity became overwhelming absolutes, Yeats 
could contemplate only a cycle, in which souls, reincarnated, keep re-
turning. It 1iva.s too much to lose one •s soul forever-to the powers of 
light or da.rk. 111 The "cyclic 1t world, of course., preserves scmething of 
the actuality that was at the same time being rejected. In the later 
poems, as Professor Seiden notes, Yea.ts adheres to the cyclic pattern, 
favoring "reincarnated souls, not disembodied men. ,l It is but one more 
of the cmflicts that Yeats later discovered in "reality. 11 
In the 1937 version of A Vision, an escape from the cycles of re-
---
birth is possible, however. The release occurs when the :,~oul ascends into 
the Thirteenth Sphere of Anim.a Mundi. The 11reality" that Yeats wanted 
to convey, of course, .made some such explanation as to the final 11burial 
ground" of consciousness a necessity. "'It is that cyclB {the Thirteenth!, rn 
Yeats writes, n' ••• which may deliver us from the twelve cycles of 
time and space. 1113 The issue, however, is more clearly seen in "A 
Dialogue of Self and Soul. 11 In this poem the poet is urged to rejoice 
in 11 the winding ancient stair 11 ( the imaginary gyre or "Centre'') leading 
to God. The symbol of the 11 stair ,t' or the If ladder 11 ( one may remember 
"Jacob's ladder 11 ), again, is fully in accord with traditional usage. 
Professor Mircea Elia.de writes, 11The most usual symbol to express the 
1Engelberg, p. 177. 
2seiden, r4ythmaker, p. 293. 
3Quoted by Moore, P• 372. 
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break through the planes and penetration into the •other world 1 ••• is 
. 1 
the 'difficult passage,'· the razor's edge. 11 The text of the Gospel that 
is somewhat analogous is "'Strait is the gate and narrow is the way which 
leadeth to life, and f'ew there be tha.t find it. ttt2 In Yeats's poem., the 
soul must ascend in the darkness which is its light, for 11Who can dis-
tinguish darkness from the soul?'' 
!Y; ~· Such fullness in that quarter overflows 
And falls into the basin of the mind 
That man is stricken deaf and dumb and blind, 
For intellect no longer knows 
Is from the Ought, or Knower from. the Known-
That is to say, ascends to Heaven; 
Only the dead can be forgiven; 
But when I think of that my tongue's a. stone.3 
In~ Baile's Strand, when Cuchulain similarly loses his senses, the 
implication is that he also na.scends to Heaven. 11 The whole of the sym-
bo1ic statement suggested by the icons in that play, however~ tends to 
support this vi.e'Jl rather than the mere fact of the protagonist ts insanity. 
(16) 
At this point most critics let the matter come quietly to rest. The 
ideas in the 1937 version of !., Vision are quite enough to explain most 
obscure passages in the later lyrics. The material that follows, then, 
is not intended to describe the ttwhole realitytt (implied by the there of 
the heroic plays), but merely to justify the use of the term as an in-
herent and terminal value of those plays. 
The author s.uggests, then, that what is ultimately. nima.gined II or 
1Eliade, p. 83. 
2Quoted by Eliade, p. 83. See Matt. 7:9. 
3~., p. 231. 
11 unde:rstood 11 by Yea.ts as an underlying principle of things is nothingness, 
or the 11rieh nought II behind arid within ''unlimited expansion. n The vision 
is similar to Bla.ke•s in that 11 he /JeatiJ sees, in fact, what is to human 
eyes nothing. He returns to the primal unity before the bifurcation of 
God into the Sun and Moon resulted in the stars, the earth, and all that 
goes with it. ,l 
The one-to-one relation between the world of man's apprehension and 
the spiritual world, or the Doctrine of Correspondence, likewise suggests 
that Yeats's vision of 11reality 11 is but~ series of fading worlds. Blake 
earlier expressed the doctrine t1hen he wrote, n ''f'here BMst hi. that 
Eternal tforld the Perm.anent Realities of Every Thing which we see reflected 
in this Vegetable Glass of Mature. rn2 The as-cent by nega.tion-!!Not this 
and not this, 11 as the Hindu says-leaves only a. complete II self-surrender" 
to the final ~· Yeats therefore says that the last of his worlds en-
compasses all, it has the attributes of deity, a.nd, in effect, nullifies 
(philosophically) the infinite regress. It is possibly for this reason 
that Professor Moore writes: "It is correspondence that lies behind his 
/J.eats I iJ nevr theory of freedom a.s the gift of the Thirteenth Cone. n3 
The finite existence of "Nothingness," then, i.f as such it can be con-
ceived, occµ.rs at the expanding edge, for it is kn.mm that the galrudes 
are expanding at tremendous speeds from the center of the universe. 
Therefore, 1'Reality is a sphere 11 (Yeats's definition of the universe and 
of the soul). At the edge, however., there are seemingly "solar systemstt 
lp k. I t P t . 159 
·.ar inson, ~ ~ r,r, p. 0 
2Quoted by Moore, p. F!:7. 
3Moore, p. 372. 
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of Consciousness {of the soul it is the mind), worlds such as the earth 
whose spirits have not yet broken away to become a part of the :Nothing-
ness at the center. These spirits in their 11 invisible world 11 are a part 
of Anima Mundi: ttReality is a comm.unity of spirits. 11 Eventually,. as the 
galaxies disappear like a puff of smoke in the void, there will only be 
spirits, the Many, and the original Nothingness, the One. ll1The whole 
passage from birth to birth,' 11 Yeats writes, "'should be an epitome of 
the whole passage of the universe through time and back into its timeless 
and spaceless condition.'"l 
(17) 
The author•s hypothetical statements do not, of course, suggest that 
the scheme has 11bea.uty11 or a final tt joy. 11 Yet, these ingredients, it is 
clear, are as much a part of Yea.ts 's ultimate subject matter as is the 
simplified universe that emerges as the final frame of reference. Its 
ultimate .mystery, in fact., is its strong point. Its final value is pos-
sibly its weak point. Nevertheless., it was important to Yeats and it 
has meaning for Yea.ts 's a.rt. The theme of the heroic plays therefore 
remains 11we perish into reality. n 
Yeats 1 s nreality, 11 to the extent tha.t it is an inherent value of the 
heroic plays, ha.s three principal characteristics: it is presentia.1.., it 
2 
is coalescent, and it is perspectival. The nsense of presence'*n as an 
independent dimension of 11reality, 11 is, in the heroic plays, related to 
the essentially symbolist technique of exploiting nwthologica.1 material 
~uoted by Moore, p. 379. 
4rhe description paraphrases a similar one ma.de m Philip Wheel-
wright •s Metaphor!_ Reality, pp. 154-173. 
for the purpose of intimatine; mood and cuot,i.:m. The ex.ample may be 
drawn of a person v'Jho returns from a distant city ( "the glittering tovrn," 
1 
as Yeats would say). His experience of 11 being there, 11 :Linguistically 
conveyed, creates an emotion in his listeners that may be termed a 
"sense of presence. 11 The emotion, if skillfully coo.trolled by the 
speaker, approximates more and more closely the original experience but 
never truly equals it. Other than this 11sense of presence,1t one must 
rely on what religion has always said-believe-or on what might be termed 
Yea.ts 1 s ttoption 11-ma.giq,. The latter method of bringing the listeners into 
the unknovm city, so to speak, has been related to Yea.ts I s occult symbols, 
his belief in a generic soul, and the intent of his dramatic techniques. 
11Every presence, 11 Professor Wheelwright declares, nhas an irreducible 
core of mJ1-stery, so long as it retains its presential character. 02 To 
explain the 111ystery, as Yeats tries to do in !. Vision, is only to obscure 
the issue. It is to be caught up in endless circles, the cycles of re-
birth, and the insoluble riddle posed by philosophy. 11All such questions,11 
says Hheelwright (in another cmtext and about 11reality0 in general), 
ua.re peripheral": 
Explanations, theories, and specific questionings are directed 
toward an object in its thinghood, not in its presentness. An 
object in its thinghood is characterized by spatio-temporal 
and causal relations to other objects in their thinghood: we 
inquire about its name, its place, its why and whither, its 
status accord.in~ to some system of values. All such questions 
are peripheral. 
11Reali ty, 11 as Yea ts evidently viewed the term ( through his icons) , 
1 Ellmann, Identity:, p. 4B. 
2
~;1heelwright, p. 158. 
3Ibid. 
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is also coalescent in that no line of demarcation exists between mind and 
matter, or between subject and object. Professor Ellmann writes, "His 
tfeats • i7 work finds its real centre in the imagination •••• At its 
most extreme he asserts that the imagination. creates its own world. There 
is also the reverse of' this medal, an acknowledgment that the Vlorld should 
be th t . f th . . t' b t . t lil e crea ion o e ima.g1na ion u is no. The view tha.t results 
from such a paradox, therefore, is taken as a true statement of the way 
things are. Professor Wheelwr.tght expresses much the same thought when he 
says that the bea:nty of a rose is neither in the mind of the beholder 
nor in the rose, but it resides in both.2 In terms of Yeats's 11rea.lity,n 
the! and the~ are of the same primordial substance; awareness thus 
is a. matter of 11 surrender 11 to the pristine view of things: 
The I who am aware and the That of which I am aware are but 
Two aspects of a single sure actuality, as inseparable as the 
convex and concave aspects of a singls geometrical curve. 
They ca.n be distinguished intellectua.llyj for the simple 
reason that they vary in their respective degrees of prom-
inence in different sit.ua.tions.3 
In the heroic plays, therefore, the mind and the soul as the !'Self" are 
~ behind the tt:Mask. 11 Only after the heroic plays does one find the 
Self and the Soul pitted a.ga.5.nst each other, or ndistinguished intcl-
lectually. n 
Again, to the extent that Yea.ts sees life in constant motion,. the 
soul in a state of growth and rebirth, even in the beyond (as in A Vision),. 
his "reality" also coalesces with time. The coalescence between parti-
culars and universals., for instance, was seen in the last stanza of Yeats's 
1 Identit,y, p. 5. 
2Wheelwright, p. 166. 
3Ibid. 
poem 11.A.mong School Children. 111 In the heroic plays much the same thing 
can be said for the soul that is unique in time and that 11 soul which is 
alike in all men 11 for all time. The distinction th.at is pertinent here 
is re.lated to the views of a science-oriented society as opposed to those 
of a. npre-sophisticated civiliza.tionn: 
Abstract universals a.re the product of logical analJ.rsis; in 
Greece an understanding of them was of slow growth, resulting· 
from the· successive contributions of (in the main) Parmenides, 
Socrates, Plato, and Ar.i.stotle. Concrete uni versa.ls, on the 
other hand-in which the particular actuality is one with all 
other things of' the same species-a.re the natural ani usual 
terms of thought in a. pre-sophisticated civilization, and they 
persist in, or at least leave their traces on, the poetic 
mode of thinking in times therea.fte:e.2 
In Qu Baile 's Strand, therefore, the fowl (or chicken in the pot) is 
seemingly used to repre·sent the 11Self 11 of both father and 'son. If the 
nse1rn is ltha.lf-spirit, half-soul, 11 then no real conflict should be felt 
when it is seen that the hawk also represents the 11Self 11 of Cuchulain. 
Bird imagery is primarily responsible for the symbolic pattern that 
emerges in all three plays. The blending of real objects, therefore, 
predicates itself on the ''dramatic ecology 11 of the universe. The i.mmen-
sity of the pattern and the nature of Yeats's icons, on the other hand, 
:make it v;rong to suppose that Yeats ts methods operate entirely within a 
nclosed system of reference, 11 as Professor Parkinson points out: 
l'lhen he LYeatiJ writes of ultimate reality that it tcan be 
symbolized but not known, 1 he is stating a counterpart to the 
guiding motive of his dramaturgy: 'A man ean embody truth but 
he cannot know it.' Art embodies reality and .makes a drama.tic 
or symbolic revelation; it is not a closed system..3 
lsupra, p. 26 of this study. 
2,.v'Jheelwright, p. 168. 
3La.ter Poetry, p. 123. 
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The above statement, of course, is truer of Yeats 1's later poetics than of 
the heroic plays. Enough of the "cyclic 11 world and the outlines of tradi-
tional drar.na are present in the heroic plays, however, to cast doubt on 
Yeats's possibly resolute intent. The problem that remained for the 
later poetry, therefore, was still ''reality. n 
In the heroic plays, this "reality" is finally perspectival in that 
it provides an a.ngle of vision through which his 11reality 11 can be beheld 
in a. certain way, a unique way, not entirely connnensurate with any other 
way.1 If, however, this "reality" could be entirely understood, then, 
possibly, it would be a 11closed system.. 11 Its vagueness, its almost con-
fusing moral implications, of course> do not per.mi.t such a view. The 
ultimate truth, even to Yeats, was at best a question mark. The Yeats 
of the heroic plays, however, was. implying that the truth existed and that 
it was a. vital end result o.f all things. Thus he stated the .fa.ct in the 
only language capable of significantly doing so when he wrote the heroic 
plays. 
(18) 
THE HERO!C PLAYS AS A PERCEPTUAL UNIT 
The preceding discussion has to this point concerned itself' primarily 
vd.th the relationship of content to form in the heroic plays. Whether or 
not an essential value of Yeats 1 s subject matter is in fact definable in 
the light of the 11clean outline 11 provided in the heroic plays has been 
questioned. The author suggests still that a certain view must be taken 
of Yeats's 11single image .• 11 The metaphysical intent then becomes 
~Theelwright, p. 170. 
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aesthetically understandable-that is, it becomes a value to Vi hi.ch all 
subordinate parts contribute. Such an intent, besides being subtly woven 
in.to the fabric of Yeats's a.rt,, vitalizes a .m.vstical view oi' that which 
is non-discursive and primeval. The unity which is perhaps not estab-
lished by Yeats's use of three literary elements becomes, therefore, a 
distinguishing characteristic of the heroic plays. Such a view is 
assumed, for instance., if one feels incapable of the mystical vision of 
11Nothingness." In what foll01vs, more general and possibly more can.clu-
si ve f eatlU'es shall be pointed out, but this aesthetic malfunction is the 
controversial item, perhaps, in any determination of the heroic plays a.s 
a. perceptual unit. 
Yeats is commonly said to be a poet who wrote in the symbolist 
literary tradition., but his more than twenty-five plays attest to a 
lifelong interest in the theatre. His theatrical works are divided by 
most critics into three periods, corresponding generally to the develop-
ment of his verse. 1'he heroic plays, then, are products of Yeats I s middle 
period, dated by two volumes of poetry, In~ Seven Woods (1903) and 
!i~onsibilities (1914). Some hint of a changin3 attitude toward his art 
after the turn of the century has already been indicated. Professor Seiden 
vva.s quoted on events in Yeats I s personal life that might have affected his 
h . . 1 c ang1ng v:i.ews .. The fifteen ... year-old love affair with Maud Gonne that 
ended abruptly in 1903 receives extensive treatment in Ellmann 1 s book, 
Yeats: The Man and the Masks (1948). - _.,... ____ _ 
In another book, The Identity of Yeats, Professor Ellmann gives more 
attention to the possible influence of Nietzsche, whom Yeats began reading 
1supra, pp. 15-16 of this study. 
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1 
in t.h~i summer of 1902. In a letter to the poet George Russell (AE) of 
:May 14, 1903, Yeats shows a sudden interest in the Apollonicm and Diori.y-
sian principles propounded by Nietzsche: 
The close of the la.st century was full of a strange 
to get out of form, to get to so1ae kind of disembodied 
and now it seems to me the contrary impulse has co.me. 
a.bout me and in me an impulse to create form, to carry 
realization of beauty as far as possible.2 
desire· 
beau·::-.;r, 
I feel 
the 
The form that Yea.ts created for the heroic plays-supposedly in accord-
ance with the AJX)llonian principle-must finally be seen as incomplete, 
(Jr at least in a process of 11becoming, 11 for after 1910 he began his 
search for what he termed the 111 theatre 1 s anti-self. i 113 
Ell1nann also notes "that Uietzsche 1s contrast of slave morality with 
naster morality helped Yeats to set the pattern of opposition between 
self and soul which became central in Ji Vision and much of the later 
verse. 11 4 The point is possibly important as it may suggest that no dis-
tinguishable difference was drawn between the 11 self and soul II until after 
the heroic plays. The v.i.evr that the 11self and soul" are the same to Yeats 
during the first decade vra.s one modification which this author made in 
Professor Engelberg's explanation of Yeats's aesthetic, for instance. In 
~ Amica Silentia Lunae (1918), Yeats conceives of the soul as both 
Ani.n1a. t1undi and Anima Hominis, which corresponds to Engelberg' s statement 
that life to Yeats was "half-spirit, half-soul." Nevertheless, Ellma.nn, 
lEllma.:n, Identi~y, P• 91. 
2rbid., p. 95. 
3The expreosion is·quoted by Eric Bentley, 11Yeats a.s a Playwright, 11 
The Permanence of Yeats, eds. James Hall and :Martin Steirunann (New- York., 
1950), p. 2l}4• -
4Identity:, p. 97. 
in his book, cites a marginal note made by Yeats ttunder Nietzsche's 
stimulus« which seemingly implies that the 11Self0 (perhaps as mind or 
intellect) is merely a subdivision or an appendage of the "soulu: 
Socrates denial of self in the·soul 
Night one god - turned towards spirit, 
Day 
Christ seeking knowledge. 
Homer 
affirmation o:f self, the soul 
rra.ny gods - turned from spirit to be its 
mask and instrument when it 
seeks life.l 
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Running counter to Parmenides 1 warning, then, Yeats begins with non-Being 
rather than with Being in the heroic plays. The adjustment '111J'as made in 
his later poetry when the process was reversed~ 
Brief mention must be made also of three characteristics whieh help 
to define the heroic plays: Yea.ts I s treatment of ttsensuality ,'1 his spe-
cialized use of esoterica, and.his idea of a 11Unity of Culture." 
Professor Ellmann, .for instance, points out that Yeats only late in life 
achieved some rounding out of his view of sex: 
In contrast to the idealized celibacy of his early verse, the 
lyrics of the middle period ma.de allusions to sensuality which 
were usually baldly physical;. not until about 1918, in such 
poems as the series about Solomon, did he bring together warm 
affection with sexuality. When he did his noble isolation was 
over.2 
The 0 sensualityu of the heroic plays derives ma.inly from the emphasis upon 
the passionate nature of the protagonists. It is not an obtrusive quality 
of the plays; nevertheless, it is present.) 
Yeats's use of occult symbols in the heroic plays has not been 
1 Iden~ity, P• 97. 
2 Ibid., Po 115. 
- . 
3 See Ellmann, M!!!. filE_ Masks , p. 179. 
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generally recognized. The search for "interconnecting correspondences 11 
and such has taken on something of the chase where other works of Yeats 
are concerned. In this study the complexities of this aspect of the 
heroic plays are left for Chapter Three. The distinguishing characteristic 
of Yeats's esoterica in the heroic plays, the author suggeats, is simply 
its appearance of being a shadowy substratum to otherwise turgid drru-r,.a. 
The episodic movement and the single dramatic idea in each play leave 
little time for the auditor to ponder over difficulties. Nevertheless, 
Yeats possibly felt the auditor would; and, it must be noted., this was 
the very purpose of the heroic plays. The blending of literary elements 
vms to permit those who were perceptive to finally grasp the shadowy 
chain of events that, in effect, had caught up the soul of the protagonist. 
Finally, there is a quality of the heroic plays that can only be 
described as "cosmic optimism. 11 The author believes that this is essen-
tially related to what Yeats termed a "Unity of Culture. n At the turn of 
the century he felt that such a unity was possible in Ireland. And at no 
time, evidently, did he conceive of his work as something perpetrated in 
~· One way of viewing the heroic plays, for instance, is as a social 
wa.rnine to a nation not to tamper with the essential 11feudalism 11 of the 
universe. nHave not all races,'' Yeats writes, "had their first unity 
from a m,_vt,hology, that marries them to rock and hill ? 111 In a more reflec-
tive vein, Yeats modified his statement: 
But this much at any rate is certain-the dream of .m,y early 
manhood, that a modern nation can return to Unity of Culture, 
is false; though it may be we can achieve it for some small 
circle of men and women, and there leave it till the moon 
1Autob}2_,flraphy (New York, 1953), p. 131. 
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bring round its century.1 
When the heroic pleys were written.,. Yeats was interested in reaching all 
levels of society. His People 1 s Theatre,. the Abb~y, was in fact to por-
tray nthe deeper thoughts a.nd emotions of Ireland. ,.2 The fa.ct that such 
dreams came to nought prompted him to search for a. Unity of Culture in 
history: 
And therefore I have sailed the seas and come 
To the holy city of Byzantium.> 
The hero.ic plays a.re possibly Yeats•s moat conscientious attempt to 
relate Irish heroic legend to the very beginnings of occidental mythology .• 
ProfessQr Seiden writes tha.t two main currents of Gaelic .Ireland 1 .s liter-
ary tradition were used, bardic stories principally.,. as well as folk 
tales: 
The first includes the bardic stories of the Roo. Branch Tribe 
of Ulster and the Fenia.ns of Connacht and their successors, 
warriors who flourished in Ireland from the period shortly 
before the birth of Christ through the early Middle Ages; men 
whose stories are a charming mixture of fact and fiction. The 
second tradition includes the folk tales and the folk songs 
and ballads: a. literature-a.bout the Sid.he (the fairies o.r 
demons of the -atmosphere), about life among the peasantry in 
rural Ireland., and about a. Catholicism in ivhich paganism is 
sometimes mixed with orthodox creed.4- . 
The heroic plays, of course, are not the only plays that draw upon Irish 
heroic legend. The Cuchulain cycle eventually became a series of five 
plays, three of which were written after 1910 i:'.rhen Yeats. be.came aware of 
Noh drama.. 
. 
1Autobiogra.eh,y, p. 196. 
, 
2i!as1'....ell M. Block . ., 11Yea. ts 's -~ IO.nf s Threshold: The Poet a.nd 
Society., tt Philological Qua.rterl:t:, XXXIV · 1955)., p. 207. 
. .. 
3usailing to Byzantium.,n Poems, p. 191. 
. -
4 Seiden, }4ythmaker, p. 6 •. 
(19) 
listed as HAn Heroic Farce. 11 Ori;:;;inally vJa.s th,e author··~ s j_ntent to 
include this play. Perhaps its most significant .feature, however., is an 
11 irregular fourteener, n a rrheroi.c 11 line which rightfully outweighs vrhat 
can be said of its symbolic irrtent. Professor Ellmarm coimnents: t1Yea t.s 
had sporadically toyed with fertilitJr ritual in his play TI£~ fu;.l-
··1·0,._ !11 l ~ 1ue Professor Stermrt sees the ~play as na rou2ti-and-tumble version 
vr.d tes with a greater unden:;tandini; of its intricacies thtm most. In a 
recent. article, Ure points out its avoidance of Hthe conflict between 
two or more harmonies. 11 The tripartit€ blend, ;:w was noted elsmthere :L'1 
this i3tudy, characterizes the three heroic i:)l&ys under discm:1 s:l.on her:::. 
In the folla'.dng pc'i.s:,,age, then.? the hint ths.t 11 ~ceal:Lt,y" of onA form or 
another :\.E: a recognizablrs V8,1ue all of Yea ts I s plays does not, of 
course, suggest that the methcd of achieving this or that Hreality 11 is 
11Real people, 11 as m ·1 ot is cited as expectior:tg from the heroic 
play,s, i.s once again confused with the pro-'c:.agoni::1ts who are "seen 11 ~ 
It is~ in some ways, a g1·eat rn.isfortune for Yeats 1 s reputation 
as a poetic dramatist in the Age of Eliot that his discovery of' 
the Japanese Noh not long after t.hc composition of The ~~ 
Helmet made it easier for him not to follow up what the play 
had begun: the forging of a measure which would avoid the con-
flict between two or more harmonies, ·which, Eliot considers, 
joltf., the audience into an awareness that people talking poetry 
are not real people. Yeats had to choose between runx1ing 
this risk, for which he has paid in full, and for3going his 
338. 
wish to •transport the audience violently· from one plane of 
reality to another'-t.he subject of most of his plays, for 
whi.ch he has not yet been fully judged at all.l 
(20) 
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Since the writing of t!:iis study (it was begun in the summer of 1963) , 
scholarly works on Yea.ts*s plays and poetry continue to appear. Right-
fully, as a. trend, the business a.t ha.nd has been the sustained achievement 
of Yeats• s later poetry" The workshop-if as such the middle period may 
be termed--has had consequently its one grand exit. Yeats's aesthetic, 
however, belongs essentially to the middle period, Only with difficulty, 
in fact, can the aesthetic be applied to the later poetics. Professor 
Engelberg explains; 11Testing the poetic achievement against theory does 
not always yield happy results: it leads to a limitation either of the 
theory or of the poetry. 112 Whether or not the aesthetic remains m.-0re 
appropriate to the heroic plays than to the poetry is, of course, merely 
a passing reflection of this investigator, There is the suspicion that 
only the problems that remained unsolved had any deep meaning for Yeat$. 
1tReali.ty, n as the author has tried to point out,. was one of these pro-
blems. As in the legend of Parsifal and the Fisher King, it was the 
question asked that ultimately counted. Yeats, it is clear, also had his 
important question to ask: 
Between extremities 
Man runs his course; 
A brand., or flaming breath, 
Comes to destroy 
All those a.ntinom.ies 
111reats and the Two Har.monies ,11 :Modern Drama,. VII (December, 1964), · 
p. 254. 
2 . . 
Engelberg, p. 5. 
Of day and night; 
The body calls it death, 
'!'he heart remorse. 
But if these be right 
'!Iha t is joy?l 
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The previously quoted passage of Professor Peter Ure, then, somewhat 
outlines the nature of the task remaining. It is felt, possibly, that 
Y"iats was unwise in 1910 in not deciding to become another Eliot or 
another Chekhov. Eminent critics such as Professors Peter Ure., 'i'homas 
Parkinson, and Helen Hennessy Vendler, for instance, accede to the pre-
sence of an ot,herworldly view in the heroic plays. Their interests and 
the gist of their ·writings, howev-er., are more. readily stated a.s a concern 
with parts that are involved in the whole., rather than with any inclusive 
11unity 11 that makes use of diverse parts. Professors C. ll •. Bm"lra, Morton 
I. Seiden, a..11d Richard EJJ.ma.1111, ranging from brief statements to a full 
descript::'Lon, interpret the plays primarily as a projection of the poet's 
personal problems. Ma..."ly critics, includ.i.ne; Eric Bentley and Ron<1ld Pea-
cock, comment knowingly about Yeats's drame.tic art without telling vihat 
actually goes on in the heroic plays. Professor U:na Ellis-Fermor is alone 
.in stating that the spiritual view is the ~ ~ !!.2!l. of all the plays. 
Unfortunately, she cites only the two morality plays, The Hour Glass and 
VThere There Tu_ Nothing. She sees the poetry in 'fhe King I s Threshold in 
spiritual terms, but she 3ays nothing about the function of the symbols. 
Professor F. A. C. Wilson, on the other hand, explains the symbols, but 
only for the later plays. Ee lists symbols with a subsidiary function 
for T~ King I g_ Threshold and Deirdre, but they are not expla:ined. As far 
as it has been possible to determine, no critic has stated a central theme 
1 The opening stanza of nva.cillation, 11 Poems, p. 245. 
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fer the heroic plays which does justice to Yeats's poetic vision and the 
syrabols that are involved. 
It would therefore be an inaccuracy to subdivide the views of the 
above critics into groups. As far as the heroic plays are concerned, they 
have in common an absence of emphasis on poetic symbols~Yeats 1 s icons. 
A line here and a page there completes what may posoibly be termed the 
II special interest" literature on the heroic plays. 'I'he nationalistic 
view of the heroic plays, the work of essayists generally, has been omitted. 
Whether or not Cuchulain is in fa.ct Charles Parnell, in any case, stems 
mainly from Herbert Howarth' s view of The Green Helmet. In Chapter Two, 
therefore, the author proposes to present full descriptions of the heroic 
plays (largely based on the work of Professor Peter Ure) and commentary 
from those scholars who probe deeply the values of the heroic plays. The 
latter include such scholarly critics as Professors Thomas Par1<-J.nson, 
Morton I. Seiden., and C. :M. Bowra. Such a list is by no means definitive. 
Their views are comprehensive, quotable, and to the point. They see the 
heroic plays in the light of the traditional theatre-the only way these 
plays have ever been seen-and they emphasize their remarks accordingly. 
It will be seen that Professor Ure presents a view of~ King'~ 
Threshold which marks it as somewhat transitional. Professor Seiden sug-
gests that in one sense Yeats ts subject matter is 11reality. 11 Professor 
C. M. Bowra sees the plays :mainly as poetry. Generally, however, the 
theme which the heroic plays are said to share in common is one which was 
first offered by Professor Ellmann: "the conflict between the reckless 
ideal and the inglorious reality. 111 Chapter Tl,·1ro examines the views that 
1
~dentity, P• 106. 
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are a development of this theme, as well a.G related com,mentary. Chapter 
Three presents argumcnte for the theme 11we perish into reality. u 
CHAPTER II 
THEATRE BUSINESS, 1903-1910 
What is mainly of aesthetic or philosophical interest is but lightly 
touched upon or not at all by critics who write of the three heroic plays-
The !f~g 1 s Threshold (1904, 1922), On Daile's .Strand (1903, 1906) and 
Deirdre (1907). The theme that these plays share in com.11.on,. Professor 
Ure declares, is "the conflict between cUl objective world of established 
values, of governm.ent, concord, and reason, and the passion of the hero, 
which affirms the inward self and all the wasteful virtues.n1 The theme 
that is perhaps the original to this (.ind.teated at the end of the last 
chapter) belongs to Professor Ellinann. Professor Thorn.as Parkinson, in 
his-first book on Yeats, also applies a comparable version of this theme 
to all three of the heroic plays.2 The variation of this theme, stated 
in modified form for each of the three plays, comes from Professor Morton 
I. Seiden: "The transiency of earthly pleasure II for The King's 'I'breshold; 
11 t.he eternal conflicts between an individual and himself or society or 
nature or, perhaps, his Gcrl 11 for Q!! Baile's Strand; and nthe impossibility 
3 
of perfect love 11 for Deirdre. "Reality," Professor Seiden also implies, 
is a way of indicating the metaphysical aspects of Yeats's art; but it 
1!. 12,. Yeats (New York, 1963), p. 42. Hereafter cited as Yeats. 
2Infra., pp. 70-'71 of this study. 
3uw. B. Yeats as a Playwright,11 ::Jestern Hu..11Janities Review, XIII 
(W:inter, 1959), p. 91. Hereafter cited as Wl-IR. 
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ultimately "eludes explicit statement. 01 Professor C. M. Bowra offers 
perceptive commentary on poetry in the heroic plays. His concern is not 
essentially wit,h theme but with Yeats I s conception of poetical drama. 
The scholarly acumen and preciseness which characterize the above 
critics' evaluations of the heroic plays convince one that additional 
remarks will be either repetitious or peripheral. The author's study, 
no doubt, is in the latt.er category, for it is concerned with the impli-
cations, the "overtones" perhaps, of that, which is termed by Professor 
Ure "the wasteful virtues" ( comparable to Ellmann I s "reckless ideal 11 ). 
''.rhe chief difference between the author 1s theme and the views of the 
above critics is simply that in this study a special emphasis is placed 
on overall pattern, such that, in a. sense, P.J.ore of what Yeats put in 
the heroic plays is pointed out. Yeats's "vast material 11 in fact finds 
itself somewhat dwindled in the writings of these critics, circumscribed, 
perhaps, by views that relate only to ''Theatre business, management of 
2 
men. u Whether the heroic plays can be so viewed without losing some-
thing of their intent is, in the ma.in, the purpose of this chapter. 
TRAGIC REVERIE 
Professor Ure, to begin with, draws attention to a larger outline 
or purpose in the heroic plays-suggested by the term "tragic reverie"-
which has to do vd th Yea.ts' s ani.ma mundi and the bringing to light of 
11 secret thoughts. 0 3 These terms are stated for what they are worth; 
1seiden, WHR, p. 89. 
211 The Fascination of What's Difficult, 11 ~, p. 91. 
3Yeats, p. 43. 
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they are possibly the by-products of Yeats's theory of tragedy. More to 
the point, the relationship between two of' Yeats I s earlier plays and the 
heroic plays is suggested in terms of Yeats's "mere story.n It therefore 
develops, according to Ure, that as 11 the true drama.tic encounter becomes 
possible II in the heroic plays Yeats 1 s antinomies become central-that is, 
the plays became 11 essentially a dialogue between objective and subjec-
tive.111 In Ure's view, then, it is the "objective world •.•• wrought 
explicitly into the structure" which must ultimately be weighed against 
·what Yeats terms "life, 11 or against, perhaps, his intended Hplay of 
ideas. 1t2 'I'he balance in favor of this view, again., centers upon Yeats's 
protago.nists. They are seen, even with their defects in character, as 
real people. 'I'he aesthetic distance that is thus destroyed (as they are 
not therefore seen as nMaskstt) damages the intent of Yeats I s theory of 
tragedy. The explanation at this point, of course 1 belongs to the author. 
Professor Ure, for his part, stresses the observable presence of uthe 
objective world 11 in the heroic plays: 
On Baile I s Strand does not fit Yea.ts' s theory of tragedy, 
if only because the exclusion or lessening of character occurs 
even less in this play than in Deirdre. The very success of 
the Abbey ma.de Yea.ts frightened of the theatre and awakened 
old suspicions of its power to move us not with the 2snima 
~, not with 'life,' but with excitements and energies that 
are specialized within the theatre itself 'before the foot-
lights. 13 
It mtst be noted at this point that essentially the author has no 
quarrel vJith this view of the heroic plays. The special ·plea of this 
study is merely that more, possibly, can be said for the heroic plays 
1~, p. 42. 
2r ·d bi .• ' p. 48. 
3Ibid. 
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than the fact that they do not succeed in the theatre. The theatre., as 
an art form,. very likely eschews stylization of any kind. The degree to 
1t,hich it is carried in the heroic plays, however, makes Yeats•s contri-
bution o:f interest on that account. Such an opinion hardly serves notice 
on Professor U:re 1 s views; the author., at the most, suggests that some 
clarification at least is need~d of what is involved in tta dialogue 
between objective and subjectiven where only the "objective" seems to be 
.functional. 
RITUAL OF PASSION 
In the .fourth chapter of Professor Ure 1s book.,!·!!_. Yeats, a pos-
sibly representative su;.rruna.ry account of the three heroic plays is given. 
The plays are not well lr.nown. The author therefore quotes at length 
certain passages of Ure '1 s fourth chapter, the gist of which has already 
been indicated. A brief description of the heroic plays is followed by 
pertinent background .material,.. as noted in the above,. and the outline of 
Yea.tsts theory of tragedy. Professor Ure quotes Y~ts to show that his 
ttritual of passion II is intended to produce a Hcondition of • tragic rev-
erie. • 11 The comm.union of souls and the unbaring of "secret thoughtsn 
perhaps stresses the importance that ttpercepticn 11 has in Yeatsian drama: 
In The King ts Threshold Seanchan the poet gives up his life 
in a prophetic ecstasy rather than yield to King Guaire's 
demand that poetry should accept its banishment from the 
council table. In On Baile 1 s Strand Cuchulain the free war-
rior clashes with the High King of Ireland but,. by betraying 
his own nature, becomes the. victim of an evil will outside 
himself. In Deirdre the heroine triumphs finally, in a 
great act of the loving imagination., over her own weakness 
and over the possecsive bonds of Kmg Conchubar 's amorous 
will. This c cnflict is of the same kind that came mu.ch more 
faintly to life between the subjective poetic world of Aleel 
in The Countess Kathleen and th~ demands ma.de upon the: 
her<ilile by the suffering .of the aetual world about her, am 
between F'orgael rs dream and his companions' greed and common 
sense in The Shad.QY..y \Jat~E.· Yeats had appeared to choose 
Aleel I s and Forgael I s world, which is the world of The Rose 
a'Yld Tii-..i WitL<i !ffiong the Reeds; but all his art, as h~a~o 
diocover!I perhaps chiefly in the process of v1riting these 
plays, was to be essentially a dialogue between objective and 
subjective. In the plays the objective world is at last 
v.rrought explicitly into the structure and, since its place 
is reco6"!1ised within the work of art, the true dramatic 
encounter becomes possible. All the plays are tragedies, 
and for Yeats tragic art is, above all, passionate art. 
He defines passion as 'the straining of man's being against 
some obstacle that obstructs its unity.• A passion ca!l 
o!tly be contemplated in a work of art 'when separated by 
itself, purified of all but itself, and aroused into a 
perfect intensity by opposition with some other passion, 
or it may be with the law.' Tragedy, he thought, unlike 
comedy, tends not towards the definition and discr:unination 
of individuality, to all that is called character, but 
towards those moments when indi vidualit ..y 1 sinks airmy, when dram.a is 'emptied' of the naively human. 
Such a view is taken, Ure believes, when Yeats writes, "Amid the great 
moments, when 'rim.on orders his to.mb, when Harr.let cries to Horatio 
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'absent thee from felicity awhile,' when Anthony names 'Of many thousand 
kisses the poor last., v all is lyricism, unmixed passion., 1the integrity 
of fire. 1112 The human coo.di tion, at least, gives wa.y to that which is 
more tha.'fl hum.an. At such moments all though ts, perhaps., are influenced 
qv that bi.sexual principle in the circumambient ether--the ~ mundi: 
It is this 'ritual of passion' that induces in the audience 
the condition of 'tragic reverie,' a condition which is easily 
disturbed by an awkward gesture or a misplaced stage-effect., 
and which is frustrated by the trappings of the naturalistic 
theatre, by hysteria, elocutionary expertise or constantly 
varying attitudes on the actor's part. Yeats's theatre values 
stillness, and stresses the distinguished, solitary, and proud; 
he wanted his actors to look more and more like Byzantine icons, 
and finally covered the tawdry human face with a mask. There 
remained for them only the enerf',Y and precision of subtle 
speech, which arises from the depth of the soul and so cornmun-
ica tes iirith the soul of the audience; for in the moments of 
1 
~' pp. 42-43. 
2:Essay:s (New York, 1924), p. 297. 
tragic reverie audience and performer draw upon the a.nin.1':1. 
mundi, 1that soul which is alike in all men,' and startle' us 
with our ovm secret thoug..11.ts .1 
It might appear that this view is related to what Professor Ure 
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actually finds in the heroic plays. If so, the description is misleading, 
for Yeats's 11ritual of passionn is seen to lead not so .much to the thresh~ 
old of ~ ~ as to a willful or rueful death under rrd. tiga ting 
circumstances. Beyond what appears a rather ambiguous end to that which, 
Ure implies, is possibly cast in the form of tragedy, there is no mention 
of 11stillness11 or of the Yeatsian values which supposedly transcend form. 
The end of ea.ch play indicates simply that the "dialogue between oppo-
sites" is at an end. The "objective world 11 does not include the "subjective 
world 11-a.t least n.ot in the Yea.tsian sense-exceDt ·possibly in The Kin2:ts 
,A -~~.. 
Threshold. The fact that it does so in this play derives ~Binly from. 
1rmat the protagonist is made to do-that is, speak out his convictions 
in poetical terms. It vrl.11 be seen later, hov.re,rer, that these poetica.l 
terms 11 objectivelyn indicate traditional Christian theology to a great 
extent, whereas at a 11 subjective 11 level (which this study terms the sym-
bolic level) the orientatiop is primarily toward Eastern thought. 
Nevertheless, Ure suggests that Seanchan's faith is not entirely convincing, 
ma.inly because his identity is incomplete: 
The King I s Threshold (produced 8 Oct. 1903), the least im-
pressive of the three plays, presents well enoue;h the dialogue 
between the objecthre and subjective v::orlds and 1noves through 
it towards a 'ritual of passion. 1 The sense of locality is 
strong and the temptations offered to Seanchan to break his 
fast are solidl,y realised; his different visitors, the Mayor 
of Kinv.ara, the soldier., the monk, the chamberlain, the crip-
ples bring 1dth them a circumstantial world of provincial 
pride, sick cattle, and salt fish, and they quarrel convinc-
ingly. The episodes are organized in 'Greek' fashion, as 
1 Yeats, p. 43. 
Yeats himseli: ::.:id, round the poetic Samson, Seanchan; he is 
an obdurate professional, not a dreamer like Aleel. As he is 
separated and purified from everything, his .mind rises out 
of delirium and weakness into the intensity of prophecy, into 
'joy, 1 and he assumes the role of the 1man that dies,' with 
a vision, like that of Paul Ruttledge in Where There Is 
!fothing, of the future race that lies beyondthe world of 
death. The symbols that mediate this antithesis-the infected 
moon, and the joyful, pro-creative stars-because they are 
located in dra.'ntltic speech, an:d because the speaker has a 
situation and a history, came to us v:it.h the passj_on and 
directrn~ss that was lacking in the symbolic language of the 
earlier lyrics. But it is precisely the 'absolute and un-
contaminated' nature of Seanchan's poetic faith, as Una 
Ellis-Fermor describes it, that w.akes the play difficult to 
accept now; although Seanchan's message of rejoicing is the 
same as the one· 1:1hich came to the old man by the cave that I s 
christened Altl, his character: a.nd the faith which he holds 
are finally so purified of irony and compromise that they 
la.ck salt. Yeats still exempts the 'ritual of passion' 
itself from the sardonic eye that was to turn even poets 
into old scarecrows.2-
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Professor Ure gives extended treatment to Qn Ballets Strand, perhaps 
the most "joyless" play of the group in the eyes of most critics. Ure 
declares that "the play is a.bout how the building of a city and a king-
dom destroys another kind of lifelf-the life of "wasteful virtues. 11 
A network of ironies indeed draws Cuchulain toward the ultimate unaccep-
table irony-the unknowing murder of' his own son. Such 11objecti ve 11 
elements at least are stressed by Professor Ure. Cuchulain suffers and 
is broken finally because in a moment of weakness he sells his birth-
right: 
The hero of Q!1 Baile' s Strand §roduced 27 Dec.· 190,;/ is a 
more troubled figure. Unlike Deirdre and. Seancha.n, he is not 
single-hearted in his opposition to the objective world of 
order:, represented by King Conchubar, but also, more specifi-
cally., by fixed values of inheritance and kinship: Conchubar 
has · sons who will succeed him, Cuchulain has none; and his 
childless condition is a. dangerous emblem of the old, untamed, 
lThe reference is to 11The Man and the Echo, n Poems, p. 337. 
2 Yea.ts, pp. 43-44. · The last reference is to Yeats's poem, 11Among 
School Children, 11 Poems, p. 212. 
heroic self. Begotten by a god, he glories in this turbulence; 
hut Conchuba.r lmows that in his sleep Cuchulain cries out des-
pairingly • I h,tve no son. 1 This division of the hero• s self 
against itself is the weakness at i,Jhich, when the play begins, 
Conchubar is levering in his endeavour to get Cuchulain to 
swear an oath of obedience to him. Far the play is about hov,r 
the building of a city and a kingdom destroys another kind of 
life. Canchubar, planning his kingdom, wants to establish it 
upon the union of Cuchulain I s warrior-strength vrith his own 
wisdom; his most powerful argument is that Cuchulain, hunting 
and dancing with his wild companions, has left the shore un-
grtarded so that an unknovrn warrior .from Scotland has been able 
to land. (This intervmaving of the themes into the initiation 
of the main action is particularly skilful and was achieved 
only after the first half of the play performed in 1904 had 
been entirely revITitten). Cuchulain, weakened, finally gives 
way and takes the oath;.it is an oath specifically directed 
against the power of the shape-changing witches and the wild, 
antithetical hate and lo1re- 1the brief forgiveness between 
opposites •-·:;;hich had bound together Aoife and Cte.chulain long 
ago in Scotland; by taking it, Cuchulain repudiates the golden 
liberty, which has been his joy and his secret despair. The · 
oath is no sooner done than the unknown warrior from Scotland., 
Con.laoch, arrives with his challenge to Cuchulain. Struck by 
his resemblance to Aoife, which answers to hio deepest, wish 
for a son, Cuchulain wants to make a comrade of him; but his 
is the first test of his new allegiance and of the kingdom's 
pmver to defend itself against intruders, and Conchuba.r insists 
upon th.e fight. In a fury of sudden mmrement, when Cuchulain 
strikes the High King, he is persuaded that Conlaoch I s povrer 
over him is the pat"fer· of witchcraft again at work, and they 
rush to their swords. So Cuchulain 1".ills his own son, as he 
learns at the end of the play from the Fool and from the Blind 
Man, 'Who knows everything. 
The hero ts destiny and character are here trapped in 
a network of ironies, as are King Gonchubar's. Both, when 
they least suppose it to be so, are in the power of Aoife 1s 
witchcraft and evil will-Conchubar v,rhen he insists on ruining 
what 11•m.s to be the strength that upheld the stability of his 
land, Cuchulain when he fights the son whom the new movement 
towards pea.ce and kinship, intensified in him by the oath that 
repudiates wildness, presents to him in a form. that answers to 
his wish. But it cannot be fully recognised because he is 
made foolish by the new allegiance. That Cuchulain and Conchu-
bar are playine; the roles of blind man and fool is of course 
brought home by the presence of the Blind Man and Fool at the 
beginning and end of the play; they are cleverly used, not 
only as expositors and as possessors of the secret that drives 
Cuchulain mad, but also as a means of enforcing the main theme 
of foolish strength entangled with dependent wisdom and of 
framing all this heroic circumstance within a sardonic 
commentary from co.mm.on life: what is the death of heroes, and 
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1 
all that fuss and fu:ry, beside a chicken in the pot? 
In Deirdre., the "mere story, 11 in so .man;y words, is told at the 
beginning of the play. The method undoubtedly was meant to suggest to 
the auditor that his concern should properly lie elsewhere. Following 
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Ure I s commentary, one surmises that the interest was redirected to 11 that 
movement of tragic sympathy'1 which center on the human c cndition. Ure 
explains, however, that this would be so only if one sees Deirdre ts II life 
2 in her way and not another 1 s. 11 The implication again is that her 
character and her 11choice 11 (suicide) do not do justice to cominon notions 
of what life is all about: 
Deirdre (produced 24 ?fov. 1906) has a different .structure. 
We are told at the beginning of the play, by the authority of 
the Musicians, whose skill in reading omens and whose experi-
ence as storytellers inform them what kind of story they are 
in, that the tale is to have a tragic ending; that Deirdre is 
trapped and that Conchubar is determined to kill her lover 
Naoise and possess her. When Deirdre enters, we watch her 
gradually finding out the nature of the story she is in; her 
understanding is stressed against the foolish hopes and mis-
takings of Naoise and Fergus. Her imaginative effort becomes 
directed to altering the story from within by the assumption 
of a series of roles; she tries to pretend that after all she 
does not love Naoise so that he may escape, then to await 
death in the posture of an ancient heroine, a. role which in its 
turn breaks down when she pleads with Conchubar for Naoise 1s 
life, and finally, after Naoise is killed, she plays her most 
testing part and wrenches the story towards the end she now 
designs for it: she assumes the role of a half-reluctant mis-
tress, attracted by Conchubar and yet angry with him because 
he will not cl>llow her a moment to adjust herself to her new 
dignity by brief mou1°x1ing over her former lover Is corpse. 
Conchubar is convinced and unknowingly a.llovrn her time to die 
behind the curtain upon the body of Naoise. She finishes the 
story in her way, and not Conchubar•s, by a great effort of 
the imagination and will, by a climactic disguising. That is 
the form her 'ritual of passion' takes. This is a remarkable 
and successful scheme., and d oos have the effect of making us 
1 Yeats, pp. 46-48. 
2Ibid. 1 p. 45 .. 
live with the character as she creates her c6nscious paradigm. 
of roles. Deirdre stands out from her background as no Yea.tsian 
character hitherto has done. For this reason, it is difficult 
to admit that Yeats has emptied his play of character, in the 
ordinary sense, although it is true that, if we can share in 
Deirdre's efforts to see her life in her way and not another's, 
what separates her from us .may melt away in that movement of 
tragic sympathy which Yeats called •a drowning and breaking 
of the dykes that separate man from man. tl 
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The hesitancy to dwell on some of the more obscure values (even from 
the 11 objectiven view) that might be present in the heroic plays is, of 
course, quite c crrect. It is the duty of critics to evaluate stage pro-
ductions in the light of values traditionally associated with the theatre. 
The author suggests., however, that it is also a duty to find out what such 
an author as Yeats is trying to fashion out of his a.rt. Perhaps this is 
not a larger purpose, for there is no essential conflict with the views 
of theatre critics, but merely another purpose-an understanding of the 
heroic plays. In the field of Yeatsian dramatic literature the heroic 
plays already a.re undergoing a process of ossification. V'.Jha.t is impor-
tant a.bout them, however, is only partly related to the theatre. Their 
value as 11th ea. tre, 11 in fa.ct, ha.s long since been decided. The effort to 
see them in terms of ·t.ra.gedy, as this term is generally understood, is 
somewhat doomed fx·om the start. The plays highlight the tragedy of mun-
dane existence, yet their outcome is better seen in terms of a "divine 
comedy. 11 Com.edy for Yeats implied a heightening of character, and it is 
precisely such a process that the critics tend to describe. The imagina-
tion which Yeats counted on to transcend the actual world merely dissolved, 
not the real world of human nature, but the procenium arch. The heroic 
plays but give another example of the difficulties of breaking down this 
1Yeats, pp. 44-45. 
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most humanistic of art for.rn.s-the theatre. It is only necessary a.t this 
point, however, to indicate that the author sees the heroic plays in dif-. 
ferent terms. Much that is found in secondary literature about the heroic 
plays is still of interest and deserves to be heard. 
REVELATION OF HUMAN POSSIBILITY 
Professor Thom.as Parkinson centers his investigations on the second 
play of the group, Qn Baile's Stx:,~q. The theme for all three plays, 
however, is again "the conflict between the institutional world and the 
personal world of the protagonist": 
Most simply stated, the major subject of Yeats's Abbey dramas 
was the conflict between the fixed palpable world of human 
affairs (G~ire, Conchubar) and the world of passion and 
aspiration, which is beyond reason, system, or office (Sean-
cha.n, Cuchulain). The basic split in the plays is tha.t between 
the institutional world--limited, tame, calculating, interested 
in the virtue of fixed cha.r;i.cter-and the personal world-
exuberant, carefree, rdld, affirming the values of intense 
personality .l 
The end result of such a conflict, according to Parkinson, is to "grant 
us a. revelation of human possibility.n2 The qualification here, of course, 
is to understand this revelation in terms of a 11uni versal mood. ,.3 In 
this light the tragic $esture, or climactic moment, becomes supremely 
important in ea.ch of the plays. In the hero's a.ct of passion the essence 
of tragedy is expressed. The "sublime simplicity11 of these moments should 
also be understood as the time of unification with the ~ ~: 
Cuchulain, t.lpisi, Seanchan, Deirdre-indeed all of Yeats' 
tragic heroes..-are noble persons who live .in terms of guiding 
1self--Critic, p. 54. 
2Ibid.; p. 84. 
3Ibid., P• 83 •. 
passions that are too large for a limited temporal structure. 
Because of his exces::,ive passion the hero is in continual con-
flict with some external person, perhaps with some motive within 
himself. When that conflict reaches a climax, the hero then 
asserts his force of being in an extravagant gesture: Seanchan's 
hunger strike, Deirdre I s suicide, Cuchulain I s fight viii th the 
waves. 'I'he gesture h1 meaningless except as an expression of 
the hero's passionate nature. 
This gesture is, to Yeats' mind, the essence of' tragedy. 
Insofar as human experience is significant, it follows a certain 
definable pattern, that is, a hero moves through conflict to 
si!'aplicit;f, the conflict develops and reveals his nature, and 
his ult:iJnate gesture .stands as a symbol of a tmiversal mood •••• 
Such figures as Deirdre and Cuchulain grant us a revelation 
Of }'nwA,-,,,., ')·QC:"'1.' i)l.0 li' Lw· l 
- ~,i'\,..UlK.li.!U, 1:: .._,,._J .. ~ "'-"f.(. 
'fhe author suggests that even these rather conservative rem,.1.rks 
have quite another implication. Professor Parkinson's writings ir.1;:'?l;v, 
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perhaps, that the terminal value gained i'ro.m the plays is somehow related 
to nctying well 11-that is, the ter:;:estia,1-, heroic end of life gives to 
all much food for thought; it is Ha revelation of huinan possibility • 11 
Seemingly there is no further Hrevelation. 11 1'he "extravagant gesture is 
meaningless except as an expression of the hero's passionate nature, 11 
which is to ,;ay that only life, or the hwn.-1,n condition in the actual 
world, is served through the hero's death. Consequently it is difficult 
to see such a death as anything but bleak. Cuchulain, somewhat like 
Hercules, is made in all innocence to perform horrible tt,urder. 1Nhat 
happens is psychological disaster. Cuchulain, however, goes on to per-
form his "gesture 11 of fighting the waves, just as Hercules in the rr,yth 
goes on to perform his Herculean tasks. PericlE;:s would dismiss both 
courses of' action (per tragedy) as mo:cally indefensible. Cucb.ulair1, in 
Parkinson I s view, is therefore more pathEtic than tragic, and v:hat is 
left, consequently., is a death without hope. ':Vhere then in this play is 
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the shaping force of ~ mundi and its message that there is n joy11 
beyond such a troubled existence? Professor Parkinson, in the final 
analysis, denies that it is thereo 
AN'flNOMIES AND REALITY 
Professor Morton I. Seiden discusses the heroic plays primarily as 
drama but with an emphasis on Yeats's metaphysical leanings. The. themes 
that he lists for each of the three plays has already been cited.1 Profes-
sor Seiden, it must be noted, is possibly the most authoritative critic 
of Yeats I s synthetic myth, ~ Vision. He offers lucid commentary on all 
phases of Yea.ts I s esoterica and perha,ps pinpoints the real problem in the 
heroic plays-Yeats•s antinomies. The author feels, in fact, that this 
study is but a. development of a view which Professor Seiden gives and 
then, unfortunately, dismisses. Of Ya'il.ts 's purpose, he writes, "The end 
of dramatic art was that it must effect a spiritual regeneration of the 
modern word. tt 2 As can be seen from a resume quoted in the first chapter 
of this study, the biographic interest of the heroic plays is his main 
~ 
concern.-" He does, however, offer another view, more inclusive, which 
points out that Yeats's subject matter;; in fa.ct, is nreality": 
In short, the proper subject of the drama, as of all litera-
ture, is reality; the only reality is that of the soul, and 
the soul, by which Yeats means the imagination or the passionate 
intellect., inevitably eludes explicit statement.4 
Whether or not 11 realityn is onlr the "soul, 11 even in the Yea.tsian sense, 
lsupra., p. 62 of this study. 
2tif!R,, p. 94. 
32upra, p. 16 of this study. 
~ijHR, p. 89. 
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is a question which the author attempted to answer in Chapter Ona. The 
view that Yeats's Abbey plays do not center in their. ideological content, 
vhen finally analyzed, is perhaps relevant to Professor Seiden's point of 
view. Nevertheless, one finds Seiden writing that n! Vision is, to a 
large extent, a. mythopoeic faith, 111 the elements of which he sees even in 
the poetry of Yea ts ts middle period. 
PURE POE'm.Y 
Professor C. I!. BorJvTa. is the critic whose views must properly bring 
this chapter to its conclusion. The search f'.or some intelligible crite-
rion which may better be applied to the heroic plays causes Bowra to 
question the very basis of Yeats's dramatic art. In comparing the heroic 
plays to Shakespearean drama and Shelley•s !a! Cenci., Bowra notes that 
they differ primarily in a conception of poetry. In the heroic plays, 
Bowra believes, the natural rhythm of drama is usurped by the poetry. 
In turn, certain basic problems of the playwright's art are left unre-
solved. Bowra concludes that Yeats's plays ttare after all more poetry 
than drama.It: 
Yea.ts is so thoroughly a·poet, so loyal to his conception 
of poetry for. poetry I s sake,. that he hardly . .varies his tone 
throughout Lthe heroic pla:yijJ. The persons speak with his 
voice and his intensity. 'l'he result is that they are not · 
characters in any dramatic sense. They are not even types. 
They are creatures of the imagination who speak poetically 
about matters of great and universal import. They have more 
affinity to lyric than to drama. Iifov, it is true that in the 
highest moments of all great poetical drama the personality 
of the character does not count so much as his situation, 
which is typical of a tragic human destiny, and that at such 
moments individuality is merged in poetry. Yea ts is capable 
of such effects as this. There is real tragic nobility in 
such lines as his Deirdre speaks when she knows that she and 
1M:ythmAker, p. 129. 
her lover are to die: 
And praise the double sunset, for naught I s lac.lr,..ing, 
But a good end to the long, cloudy day .1 
But. the whole play· is pitched a.t this level and almost. in 
this tone. As a dramatist Yeats did not interest himself in 
building up the action and the characters, in leading frow 
one tonG to another, from ordinary events to a tragic end. 
No doubt he felt that this vms not a poet •s husiness aril. that 
poetical drama must throurJlout be poetry. In his own way he 
still sought 1pure poetry• and provided it in his plays. 
Poetical drama cannot be 1 pire poetry' if it is to be drrun.atic, 
and Yeats' plays are after all more poetry than drama.2 
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Ultimately Professor BoiNra 1 s view suggests that the heroic plays have 
no ideological center., rather, since he uses the term npure poetry, 11 it 
is an image or a set of images and not an idea which must occupy the 
foreGround of the auditor's attention. It is perhaps worth noting at 
this point that Bowra, using a. more technical term than Seiden, never-
theless arriYes at much the same position in regard to Yeats's 
non-paraphrasable content. The heroic plays-whatever they are, it is 
implied-are not 11plnys of ideas. n In respect to "pure poetry, 11 hm<f-
ever., John Grovire Ransom, for one, questions whether it can, in fact, be 
as 11 pure11 as it claims to oo.3 No one, it rnay be suspicioned, has 
VJritten a play or a poem, worthy of being called such, without saying 
E,2!ll~.~h;n.G• 11 Idealists are nothing if not dialectical, u Ransom declares. 4 
Even the Ima.gists themselves rather believe "that no image ever comes to 
1The Collected !:le:.Y.:s of E:• ]i. ~~ (Nev, York, 1952), p. 125. Here-
after cited as Plays. 
4rhe Herita_g_e of SY!l::bolism (London, 1943), p. 197. 
>"Poetry: A Note in Ontology, 11 The Great Critics., eds. James H. 
S_mith and Edd W. Parks (3d ed., I\few York, 1950), p. 771, 
4Ibid. 
us which does not imply the world of ideti.B, tha.t there is 'no percept 
1 
without. a concept. 111 Perh2.ps a mere use of terms :ls here involved, but 
it does focus attention upon Hpoetryn a.s Bowra uses the word .. 
Some confusion arises perhaps from the fact that Professor Bowra 
notices that the music or rhythm of poetry is present to an unusual degree 
fo the heroic plays, but ends by implying that its purpose cannot ulti-
mately be deter.mined. If, however, "matters of great and universal 
import" are the !sind of content, then (if poet,ry is indeed present) it 
would still be necessary to point out the ornet of content to at least. 
establish the movement of things or ?-,deas, or, in short, the poet. 1 s 
ontology. 2 Professor Bowra, however, shifts his attention to the heroic 
plays as ~rama and the question of rhythm-if this truly is the question-
still remains unanswered. Yeats, at least, writes as though the rhythm 
of his poetry did have a purpose in the kind of plays he proposed to 
vVrite: 
When I began to rehearse a play I had the defects of my early 
poetry; I insisted upon obvious all-pervading rhythm. Later 
on I found myself saying that only- in those lines or words 
·where the beauty of the passage came to its climax, must rhythm 
be obvious.3 
The effort to break awaJr from 11 theat:re business, n to see one literary 
element as predominant over another, is once again to tamper with the 
ha:.r.qony of the theatre. Yea ts at tempts a new harmony, an art which lies 
in the slender margin between the real and the unreal. In the traditional 
1T.oo 9F~¥ CriJJ.s~, p. 772. 
211~"' ' · n69 Th - t h d f r .,.,.,..,..,i,. ··a·~e b 
_;,t.Oc., p. f • e argumen parap. rase :rom a 6mcuh ,!l.u. Jr 
John Crowe Hansom, quoted by eds. as follows: 110ne guesses that it is an 
order of caritent,, rather than a ~ of con tent, that distinguishes 
texture from structure, and poetry from prose. 11 
\~,:;:·hies; Dramatis Persom1e, 1§29.-J;.902., pp. 291-292. 
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theatre there is always the view that what Yeats has created is not 
traditional. To many that view is enough. Louis MacNeice, for instance, 
a.ns-iNers Bev\f!'a when he writes, "It would be a confusion of ca.use and effect 
to attribute Yeats's failure as a dramatist to the inadequacy of his 
dialogue. His dialogue is inadequate because he lacked the dramatic 
sense. 111 
Chapter Three presents demonstrations for the author ts theme, 11we 
perish into reality~ 11 
l p f ''AT B Y t (L d 1941) 191 TI:!£ oetrl 9.... !!• _. ea s on on, _ , p. . • 
CHAPTER III 
WE PERISH INTO REALITY 
The theme of the heroic plays-~ King*s 'rhreshold (1904, 1922), 
On Baile•s Strand (1903, 1906), and Deirdre (1907)-is nwe perish into 
reality. 11 In itself, such a phrase little suggests the reverence of tone 
or the impenetrable allusiveness usually found in mystic utterances. 
Such a direct conception of transcendence was in fact Heliminated" in the 
writing of the heroic plays. As a diagramma.tical r_'?presentation of Yeats• s 
"mere story, 11 then, one discovers only the "'spokest1 and the "rim" of the 
Great 1i.\1heel. If' this were all, however, the heavy stress on contrary 
forces which characterizes the ttrim11 (or the Doctrine of the Mask, as it 
is often referred to) would suggest the ttYin-Yang 11 cognates of Taoist 
thought rather than the more philosophically mature concretion of the 
Tf-lheel.1 Yeats I s idea of 11 oppositestt is akin to the Yin and Yang to the 
extent that both offer an explanation of the actual world, predom.ina.ntly 
in terms of femaleness and maleness. In each instance, also, the prefer-
ence is for the weaker side, for the darkness or the negativeness 
associated with a .feminine or a subjective personality. The point, h:-,w-
fner, is that the interaction of "opposites," in Yeats•s viei'IT, may lead 
tc., a synthesis, a perfect state-more rea.s.onably thought of as Yeats I s 
Otherworld., as the 11Centre11 of things., or as Yeats's ''rea.lity. 11 
Yeats's 11reality11 in the heroic plays is determined (theoretically 
1A brief account of the 11Yin-Ya.ng 11 is given by Blakney, pp. 24-26. 
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at lea.st} .mainly by 11 event 11 ; it is f'ound "beyond death 11 (or, ae,stheti-
ca.lly, at the "circumference of form"), though even here the distinguishing 
boundary line shows signs of being blurred. It is possibly true, for 
instance, that the 0 perceptionn of Yea.tats Otherworld on the part of the 
auditor, if' it is to take place at all, must be.somewhat in retrospect, 
in that II stilll' moment when insight or vision rises above the mere swirl 
of conflicting natural forces (Yeats's 11mere story"). The more m,ystical 
description of this moment of insight, or moments such as this, is given 
by Ana.nda. Coomara.swamy: 11 Hflhoever would transfer from this to the Other-
world., or return, must do so in the uni-dimensioned and timeless 'interval' 
that divides related but contrary forces, between which, if one is to pass 
at all, it must be 'instantly,' (S;ymplegades, p. 486).rn1 
EssentiaJ.ly this process, 11-Ihich the author believes to be related to 
the mystical. experience ( whether Yeats intended it to be so or not), must 
finally be described as a solitary passage that reaches a. visionary truth. 
As in The_Hour Glass, only in that blind moment of spiritual terror can 
the ultimate reconciliation take on meaning: 
Only when a.ll our hold on life is troubled, 
Only in spiritual terror can the truth 
Come through the broken mind.2 
Such a Truth, for the outsider or for the student, can merely be typed. 
Nevertheless, such an 11 eternal non-temporal present, 11 or this idea at 
least, rounds out Yeats's world.-the world of contrary forces--and adds 
design and meaning to the heroic plays. 
If the cr,itics, then, have but described the 0 rim.'' of the Great 
1Quoted by Elia.de, p. 84. 
2 . 
Plays., p. 208. 
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vTh.eel, the author consequently has the task of indicating the 11spokes"-
the images, the icons, the II fra.grnents n of ideas-that point to the nrich 
nought," the hub, or the .motionless ttCentre" of the heroic plays. A 
summary of ea.ch play cr.n this level of meaning is attempted in this chapter. 
Yeats's esoterica, of course, is of primary concern. The necessary philo-
sophica.l qualifications need not be reiterated. Yea.ts in his meta.physical 
leanings, it may be noted, strives to be a system-thinker. In his· art, 
however, one does well to recognize his ability as a problem-thinker, for 
it is the aesthetic unity in itself which he ultimately develops to its 
fullest. If the latter is but another way of stating poetic license, then 
its terms will become clearer a.s the author proceeds. 
THE OCCULT TRADITION 
To begin with, then., the central place that bird-imagery has in 
Yeats's art must be remarked upon. In a note appended to the first edition 
of Cabrar.y: (1921), Yeats suggests a.gain his world of 11opposites,0 his 
"dialogue between objective and subjective." The antinomies, just as in 
Yea.ts 1 s "system/' have their appropriate symbols: 
Certain birds, especially as I see things, such lonely birds 
as the heron, hawk, eagle and m-van, a.re the natural symbols oi: 
subjectivity, especially when floating upon the wind alone or 
alighting upon some pool or river, while the bea.sts·tha.t run 
up-on the ground, especially those that run in packs, are the 
natural symbols of objective man. Objective men, however 
personally alone, are never alone in their thought, which is 
always developed in agreement or in conflict with the thought 
of others and always seeks the welfare of some ca.use or insti-
tution, while subjective men are the more lonely the more they 
a.re true ·to type, seeking always that which is unique and 
personaJ..1 
Each of the birds listed in this passage is present in the her-oic plays: 
1Melchiori, p. 102. 
the crane or heron and the swan in The King' s Threshold; the hawk in Qu 
Baile'.!. Strand; and the eagle, a pa.i:r of them, in Deirdre. 
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Professor Thomas Parkinson finds bird-imagery in Yeatsts poetry even 
before the turn of the century, in Yeats's Gel.tic Twilight 1)eriod. The 
symbols from the following lines, from orie of the Rose poems, is explained 
in terms of the itoccult tra.ditionrt; 
Soon far from the rose and the lily, 
and fret of the flames would we be, 
Were we only white birds, my beloved, 
buoyed out on the f oa.m. of the sea! 
••• the white bird is an alchemical symbol for the soul. The 
rose and lily symbolize the masculine and feminine principle, 
hence sex •••• The aesthetic hope is that the symbols will stir 
vague indefinite moods within the audience by playing upon the 
unconscious mind., the ~ mundi of' occult tradition, vmich 
is similar to Jung•s collective unconscious.1 
Yeats's schooling in the occult tradition, it is clear, achieves 
something of the academic specialty. Bird-imagery, though his particular 
obsession, is but a. part of his specialized repertoire. The time that 
Yea.ts gave to secret societies or to research into esoterica is in itself 
informative. The fund of symbols and the strange knowledge gathered from 
ea.ch of the three following sources, for instance, can hardly be indicated: 
Theosophical Society, 1887-1890; Golden Da-vm, 1890-1901; and the Blake 
edition, 18$9-1892.2 Aey listings of items- that might bear on his thought, 
or on the heroic plays, is likely to appear presumptuous. Nevertheless, 
the attempt is necessary. 
In the heroic plays, Yeats makes use of 1tinterconnecting corres-
pondences.,tt such that a color, a. direction, a bird, a. tower, or a tree 
l. lf C •t• 18 ~- n ic, P• • 
2see Ellma:nn, identitz., p. 27. 
tends to have added significance. The meanings of certain symbols are 
perhaps shrouded in antiquity, formerly being a part of primitive belief. 
The direction "up, 11 for instance, is quickly seen as somehow a "moral'* 
direction, for the ethical course of action habitually runs counter to 
1 human nature. It is perhaps inevitable then that fire, warmth, birds, 
the direction east, the pillar, the sun, and the tree should come to share 
something in common. Downwardness, on the other hand, brings one to the 
earth-mother, the source of nourishment, eventually to ideas of inward 
things like the soul, the life-giving water, the n:wsterious roots, and 
possibly spiritual rebirth. Some symbols, which carry the same or very 
similar meanings for a large portion of mankind, are termed a.rchetypa.lo 
QUADRIPARTITE DIVISION 
In the occult tradition the correspondences between all manner of 
symbols are of central concern. "To know the genuine correspondences is 
to be master of the switches that control life and poetry, 11 or so Yeats 
believed. 2 In the Esoter.ic Section of the Theosophical Society, Yeats 
no doubt studied closely the 11a.ssociations of the seasonsn:3 
Spring 
Morning' 
Youth 
Fire 
East 
Summer 
.Noon 
Adolescence 
Air 
South 
Autumn 
Evening 
Manhood 
Water 
West 
Winter 
Might 
Decay 
Earth 
North 
When Yeats became a member of the Isis-Urania Temple of Hermetic Students 
1The information is paraphrased from the material in Philip iheel-
wright1s book, Metaphor~ Reality, pp. 111-119. 
~llmann, Identitz., p. 27. 
3Ibid., p. 26. Professor Ellmann gives the more precise account of' 
Yeats's esoterica; it should be emphasized, however, that a close reading 
of Yeats's Autobiograph~ is indispensable. 
of the Golden Davm, he encountered .more of the same. Professor Virginia 
Moore writes about the central place that the Doctrine of Correspondence 
had in its instruction in the Medieval Occult sciences: 
Yeats I Hermetic 0:rder taught that the Hermetic philosophy 
underwent permutations without ever losing its·central doctrine 
of correspondence. It could not lose it a.nd remain Hermetism. 
By the test of this focal doctrine, the Order--and Yeats---
. regarded many bodies of belief, traveling under other labels, 
as species of Hermetism: among others, Chalda.eanism and Pytha-
goreanism (supposed to derive from Egypt), Platonism (supposed 
to derive from Pythagoras), Jewish Gnosticism (supposed to 
derive, ultimately, .from Egypt), Christian Gnosticism (supposed 
to derive from Hermes and Christ), Johannine Christianity with 
its Logos doctrine (supposed to derive from Christ but to have 
been foreshadowed by Gnosticism and Platonism}, Gabalism 
(supposed to derive from Egypt through Moses), and medieval 
alchemy and Rosicrucianism (supposed to derive from various 
of the above). :Medieval alchemy-whether it aimed at maldng 
physical gold, or at that transmutation of the inward man 
which means gold on another level, moral gold-stood betv1een 
ancient and modern Hermetism: between the ancienta.s outlined 
above and the modern as represented by Paracelsus, Boehme, 
Swedenborg, and Blake •••• 
Do these movements combine to constitute a tradition in the 
sense of a set of beliefs transmitted,. handed dovm? The Her-
metic Order ·t.hought so; also Mead and Yeats. Hermetism to 
thwi was a many-branched tree.l 
The system of degrees was fundamental in the Golden Dawn, Professor 
Moore relates. 11 Passing through them constituted, Yea.ts said., 'an evo-
cation of the Supr€1!1e Life ••• a climbing to the light• which it was 
the very essence of their system to believe flowed from the highest to 
lowest, and lowest to highest. 1•2 In one of the degrees Yeats was required 
to meditate upon the 11five Hindu Tattwa [or Tattva.iJ symbols ••• a 
means of developing clairvoyance (clear-seeing). 03 Professor Giorgio 
Melchiori lists these symbols as follows: 
1 Moore, pp. D.2-113. 
2Ibid .. , p. 164. 
'.3Ibid., P• 141. 
Element 
-Earth 
Air 
Water 
Fire 
Na.me 
~ithivi 
Vayu 
Apa.s 
Tejas 
Akasa. 
Color 
-Yellow 
Blue 
Silver 
Red 
Bla.ck 
r.~g~-~ 
Square 
Circle 
Crescent 
Triangle 1 
Ovoid (egg) 
The importance of the "quadripartite division·" to Yeats,. which 
figures in his conception of a unity, is !1oted by Professor Ellmann: 
The linkir1g of qualities to the four elements in particular 
became habitual with him /J.eatiJ. Long afterwards he still 
felt under the influence oi' a Kabbalistic ceremony in ,Jhich 
he participated as a young man, where there were t two pillars> 
one symbolic of vrater and one of fire.~ •• The Ymter is sensa-
tion, peace, night, silence; indolence; the fire is p,.,~ssion, 
tension, day., music, energy. 1 But the example of Blake was 
perhaps t1ost important in keeping the poetic usefulness of 
this collection of correspondences a.lway:3 before his mind ...... 
/j or Blake alsi/ saw the world i11 terms of a. qua tern.ion •••• 2 
Professor Ellma.nn also points out the form that Yeats's .four elements 
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take in their Irish setting; from the first draft of Yea.ts' s Autobio-
ara.phies-n 'the four talismans of the Tua.tha De D.a.naan Llegenda:rJ, inhabi-
tants of Irelans!.7, the Sword, the Stone, the Spear, and the Ca.uldron.rn3 
Professor Ellmann explains as follows: 
The spear is associated with passion, the sword with intellect, 
the cauldron with moving images (presumably imagined), and the 
stone with fixed ones (presumably seen). The man who ha.a 
mastered each of these can hope to attain to the fifth element 
or final harmony ( •Jerusa.lem 1),. where he is at one with univer-
sal forces, and where passion and intellect., desired image and 
actual fact, are united into one whole.4 
'l'he fifth element, it is seen, is comparable to 11Aka.sa. 11 in the Tattva.s 
symbols. The figure for this element is listed there as ''Ovoid, 11 which 
1:tielchiori, pp. 25-26. 
2 Identity,. pp. 27....;28. 
3 . 
Ibid., p. 29. 
4Ibid. 
by ex:tension, possibly, suggests the phrase 1treality is a sphere. 0 
The 11w.rious guises n which these four elements take a.re described 
by Professor Ellma.nn: 
With his tentative congregations of' symbols and symbolic ram.i- · 
fications in mind, we can penetrate some distance into his ri.ianner 
of composition and into the structure of his poetic imagery. 
The four elements appear steadily. They can be recognized 
easily under various guises: water is often 1dew.,' twave., • or 
'flood'; air is 'wind'; fire is 'stars • or t flame t; earth is 
1 clay t or 'woods• ' These readily extend them.selves: the dark-
ness of earth suggests a connection with night. and sleep such 
as Yeats made in his Esoteric Section journal, and, because 
of the con.notations of blackness, is often regarded as malevo-
lent. Since Sa.tan, supreme power of darkness, has his seat in 
the north (originally, perhaps, b~c.ause of clima.tic considera-
tions), tha.t cardinal point may come to be associated, by 
successive stages, "With earth. Water suggest.s tea.rs and sorrow, 
therefore loss and· therefore death; since death· is traditionally· 
'stepping westward,' water comes to be related to the west. 
Fire, being crimson and suggesting the fires of pass.ion-a 
metaphor which indicates how irresistible this way of thi11.king 
has always been, may become a. symbol of love and, being hot, 
call up the south. The remaining cardir1al point is east, and 
the element remaining is air; by identifying these for the sake 
of' congruence we obtain a. connection between air and the rising 
sun and dawn, and thus hope .1 
It is not difficult, being confronted with this set of elements, to 
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become fanciful. In passing, howe-ver_t it .may be. noted that certain sym-
bo1s suggest more than one element. The tree, for instance-the 
Sephirotic tree, in fact-had ntwo aspects, one benign, the reverse side 
malign •••• Since the Kabbalists consider :raa."l to be a microcosm, the 
double-.natured tree is a picture both of the universe aw;l. of the hum.an 
mind, whose faculties, even the loi'llest, can work for good or ill. 112 
1 Identit,y:, p. 30. 
-
2Ibid., p. 76. 
THE SHADOWY WATERS 
To see the occult symbols at vrork immediately preceding t.he heroic 
plays-at least, where they are said to be at work-one must turn to Yeats's 
thoroughly symbolic play., Th~ {,llJ.admv;t "!late.!§_ (1885-1899). Professor 
Ellmann paraphrases Ye.a.ts I s first explanation of this play as follows: 
Its hero appears with c:\ lily embroidered on his breast, its 
heroine with a rose; Yeats explained in a note on the play 
that these were masculine and femi.nine symbols, for he con-
ceived of man as for ever seeking death, and of woman as for 
ever seeking life. This explanation helps to make precise 
what the poem makes only misty, that the speaker is anxious 
to escape from the world where such distinctions of desire, 
and such opposite states as life and death., trouble the 
inhabitants •••• Venus, the flaming star of evening, suggests 
love and death; they are contrasted with the maternal ocean., 
to which their tensi.ons drive the poet to flee vrith his beloved 
in the form of a bird. 
But birds are not free of all these pressures. t;fo are 
dealing here, however, with special birds., close to the dis-
carnate species in 'Sailing to Bvzuntium. ,1 
From the start, Professor Ellmann notes, readers of The Shaclow,2; VJaters 
were perplexed by it. Yeats, when asked to snpply an exegesis, replied, 
n ''The more one explains, the :raore one narrov,s the symbols. 1112 A few 
years later, however, in 1906 Yeats did offer a summary: 
Once upon a time, when herons built their nests in old men 1 s 
beards, Forgael, a Sea-King of ancient Ireland, was promised 
by certain human-headed birds love of a supernatural intensity. 
These birds were the souls of the dead, and he followed them. 
over seas towards the sunset, vihere th,eir final rest is. By 
means of a magic harp, he could call them about him.when he 
would and listen to their speech. His friend Aibric, and the 
sa.ilo::cs of' his ship, thought him mad,· or that this mysterious 
happiness could come after death only, and tha.t he and they 
were being lured to destruction. Presently they captured a 
ship, and found a beautiful woman upon it, and Forgael subdued 
1Identity, p. 700 
2Ibid., p. 800 
her a..nd his own rebellious sailors by the sound of his harp. 
The sailors fled upon the other ship, a11d Forgael and the 
woman drifted on alone folloHing the birds, awaiting death and 
what comes after, or some mysterious transformation of the 
flesh, an embodiment of every lover's dream.l 
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Whether the perfect state is located definitely in death or in life, 
Ellmann remarks, is typically left unsettled. 2 An additional bit of 
:information., written "for the performance of the play of July 9., 1905 ,II 
supplements the above: 
The nain story expresses the desire fgr a perfect and eternal 
union that comes to all lovers, the desire of Love to •ctrown 
in its own shadow.' But it has also other meanings. Forgae1 
seeks death; Dectora has always sought life; and in some way 
the uniting of her vivid force with his abyss-seeking desire· 
for the waters of Death makes a perfect humanity. Of course, 
in another sense, these two a.re simply man and woman,. the reason 
and the will., as Swedenborg puts it. 
The second flaming up of the harp may mean the coming of a 
more supernatural passion, when Dectora. accepts the death-
desiring destiny. Yet in one sense, and precisely because she 
accepts it, this destiny is not death; for she:, the living will, 
accompanies Forgael, the mind, through'the gates of the unknown 
world. Perhaps it is a mystical interpretation of the resur-
rection of the body .3 
With these two surnmaries Professor Ellmann proceeds to explain other 
symbols in the play. Essentially he suggests that Yeats •s "opposites, 1t 
on a s;y"1Ubolic level, achieve a unity or a ''reconciliation, 11 such that 
both death and life are placed in relation 11 to some kind of transmutative 
fusion of the two11 : 
These hints will bring us closer to the intent of the sym-
bolism. Even the stage setting is symbolic. It shows the deck 
of a galley, with a sail which has •a conventional patternt of 
three row:s of hounds, 1the first dark, the second red, and tho 
third white with red ears.' In the proisTam.me note, Yeats 
1 Identit;y,, pp. 80-81. 
2 .. Ib1.d., p. 81. 
3Ibid. 
offers the suggestion that these may 'correspond to the~, 
~, and Sattva qualities of the Vedanta philosophy, or to 
the three colours of the Alchemists. 1 :'Jith the aid of Max 
I1[u.Uer, who was probably the ma.in source of Yea.ts I s early 
knowlede;e o.f Vedanta, the passage may be glossed as meaning 
that the hounds symboli~e thesis, antithesis, and reconcili-
ation. As ifaJJ.er puts it., 'Tension between these qualities 
produces activity and struggle; equilibrium leads to temporary 
or final rest. 1 In later life Yeats identified Ta.mas as dark-
ness and exhaustion, Ra~ as activity and passion, §2tt"i@ as 
brightness and wisdom. The three hounds signify, i_ri terms of 
the play, Forgael'c death-wish, Dectora 1s life-wish., and their 
fusion i:1 tsome mysterious transformation of the flesh.' Yeats 
chooses houndc for his symbols to suggest pursuit, and their 
colours reflect their qualities-the dark being related to 
death, the red to life and passion, and the white with red 
ears to sowE kind of transmutative fusion of the two.l 
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In a last note on Tl:l<i Sha.~y !aters, Professor Ellmann points out a 
few of the "symbols of reconciliation": 
!he Sh.~dow~ Waters carries its symbolic involutions still 
further. SLnce hero and heroine have opposite longings, they 
respond oppositely to one another. As Dectora. falls in. love 
v1ith Forgael, her heart is said to grow Jroung, his to grow old. 
As their warring hearts and opposite desires are joined, symbols 
of reconciliation appear on the scene. The arrov1 at la.st suc-
ceeds in piercing the red hound I s heart, and Dectora imagines 
that she sees apple blossoms over a stream. Such blossoms, 
Yeats rri..akes plain in an occult diary kept 1:1hile he vms writing 
his poetic play, 'are symbols of dawn and of air and of the 
earth and of resurrection in my system an.cl in the poem. t A 
wood of precious stones has also a symbolical meaning, accordin8 
to Yeats's note; the stones I are perhaps eraotions n1ade eterna.1 
by their ovm perfection'; and the first draft of his Autobio-
grap-\'lies gives corroborative evidence: 1I th.ought we ,Ziaud Gon..rio 
and himsellj became one in a v.rorld of emotion eternalized by 
its own intensity and purity, and this would have for its 
symbol precious stones. ,2 
The "responding oppositely" to a person, as v,1:al be seen, is used in a 
different fashion in TI:;~ King's Threshold. 
1 Iden~i t.u pp. 81-82. 
2Ibid • , p. 83 • 
11ULTIPLE MEAIU!ITGS AND A TRIAD OF GOJ.ORS 
Every critic who writes o.f Yea.ts must sooner or later vrade through 
a. luxuriant undergrowth or occultism. Following this path or that, one 
may nevertheless perceive that all is not- mystery or aimless wandering. 
Certain symbols such a.s the tree, the bird, the ocean, and many others 
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have the potential of being both occult c,nd traditional. 'l'he symbol with 
a multiple meaning may on the one ha.nd suggest the 11large elementals"-
the slcy-, the ocean, thB journey, the return of the sea.sons-and also add 
the secretive meanings of occultism. Yeats's llgreat water plant"-or so 
he evidently vie'!N-ed anima mundi during th:; middle period.1-iWE'.s used in 
this way. As the series of symbolic meanings begins to evol 'i-e into a 
pattern ( the "procession") in the heroic plays, the 11-v.ater plant,,'' in the 
form. of something nupri.ght 11 ( usually a. tower or a tree), is ma.de to serve 
also as the symbolic nc entre • 11 
Yeats's allusions to certain colors in the heroic plays suggest his 
continuing experimentation ·with .multiple meaning. Professor Ell.ma.rm 
pointed out in The Shadowy Waters the presence of-the triad red, black, 
and white-and-red,. These ca.lors, .in this order., are roost noticeable in 
On Baile' s Strand.. In a final scene the blood from Cuchulain I s sword. 
- ----- -----
that is wiped on the white feathers of the fowl suggests that once a.gain 
1 rn Per Amica. Silentia Lunae (1918) Yeats attempts to express his 
conception°of the Great Mero.cry with images borrm1ed from the poetry o! 
Edmund Spenser. Professor Melchiori suggests that the ref'erence in the 
follmving lines is to .Spenser I s Garden of Adonis: 1nr /Jeati/ think of 
Anirr.a Mundi ae a great pool or garden where it /J. logical process or a 
series of related ira.agesJ spreads through allotted· growth like a great 
water plant or branches more fragrantly in the air. rn Quoted by Mel-
chiorl, p. 30. 
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a 11reconciliation11 of sorts has taken place. In ~ K;ng 1 s Threshold 
this particular series is not prominent, although at the ncentre''-th.e 
Tree of Life in Seancha.n' s dream-the fruit that is ea.ten, supposedly 
apples, does suggest the inner white and the outer red. If the allusion 
seems a bit vague, Fedelm makes the point quite clear when she says sug-
gestively a few lines later: "I'll dip this piece of bread into the 
wine, / For that will make you stronger for the journey. 111 
In Deirdre the white-and-red in association with a symbolic 11Centrett 
occurs twiee, perhaps for emphasis. In the song of the Musicians2 the 
gannets (white) and a blossoming apple-stem (red) are singled out along 
with a tower (the first emergence, so to speak, of a "Centre0 ). In the 
last scene., Deirdre •s suicide (suggesting red blood and ·white skin) 
occurs at the second 11Centren (only to the worldly intellect is it ttsecondtt: 
it is an open grave that holds the dead body of Na.oise) o 
Central to the SJ,-mbolic intent of the heroic plays., therefore, is 
the ever-recurrent ·suggestion that a. cosmic Principle lies always beneath 
the surface of things. Communication in the world is primarily in terms 
of power (and perhaps without a.n understanding of "real rt power). People 
view each other from islands, withou,t thought of the grea. ter "reality" 
of the nainland. The islands 1 perhaps , symbolize abstraction and are 
proof that the mainland-even such a. concept as this-is mere fiction. 
Those who believe otherwise do best to play the game arid keep their 
thoughts to themselves. 
The trait to strive for in such a world is "aloofness, tt which in 
~lays, p. 90. 
2Ibid., p. ll6. 
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itself denotes a certain passion for an ideal. l'lithin the inner-self 
the life of the soul or of the mind then becomes dominant. It is in fact 
the only real entity worth speaking of; when all conflict is over only 
it vtlll remain. It rem.a.ins, possibly,. because it develops from a nstill 11 
point in time, a memory ·of something that denotes both origin and destiny. 
Eventually, fo.r the passionate soul, it becomes 11reality 11-a v~ of 
-
journeying toward the 11Centre 11 of things. In the heroic plays the ritual 
of the sou1 is enacted symbolically, 
In The King's Threshold the "bird in the pool" image suggests that 
Seanchan's individual consciousness is committed to something; outside 
himself. In ea.ch successive image the 1tCentre 11 tends to enlarge, until 
the symbolic tree itself is recalloo. by Seanchan. The world is finally 
rejected, the bod.v dies, and the individual memory enters the formless-
ness of 1treali ty •0 The imagine.ti ve 11C entre II in On Bai.lets Strand is 
suggested. by the 0 chicken in the pot. n The fowl is eaten at the last 
by a Blind Man, symbolically hinting at the death of the body and the 
departure of the soul. In terms of Yea.ts' s llopposites, 11 it is seen that 
as the fowl is ta.ken from the cauldron so also is the soul of C~hulain 
delivered to the waves.. Father and son thus find deli~erance from a world 
that has pitted them against ea.ch other. The flwiJ.d bird in a cage" sug-
gests once a.gain in the third play, Deirdre, that a symbolic "Centre n 
is being fashioned. The 11room11 and the 11 grave 11 hint at the nrich nought" 
of the "Centre.rt At the end of the play Deirdre and Naoise 11 escape 11 into 
one. of Yeats's "cyclic" worlds. 
THE KING• S THRESHOLD 
The opening scene of ~ IO:ng' s Threshold shows the bard Seanchan 
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lying on the steps before the palace of King Gua.ire at Gort.. 'I'he King 
welcomes a pupil of Seanchan and explains the ca.use of Seanchan •s hunger 
strike. His opening lines hint that there is a dichotom.,y in art, or 11two 
kinds of tlusic: the one kind / Being like a woman, the other like a ruan.111 
The division is stated matter-of-factly; yet, unaware, a. reference to 
nature's opposites-symbolized by silver and gold_;slips into his speech. 
The Oldest Pupil, won over by Gua.ire I s arguments temporarily, asks 
Seanchan to give up his protest. The poet merely answers by recoru1ti11g 
a dream, for it is o:n this plane that he riould have his pupil focus his 
attention. 'I'he next few lines then suggest symbolically that Seanchan 's 
individual consciousness is in a 11 lunar phase, n or that the 11ritu.al of 
passionn is now in tune with a ndream world. 11 'l'he overt implication is 
that the poet is indeed on the King's (or rather 11reality 1sH) th:resholcl: 
Oldest Pupil • 
.. • • The hunger of the crane, that starves himself 
At the full moon because he is afraid 
Of his ovm shadovr and the glittering v,ater, 
Seems to me little more fantastical 
'rhan this of yours. 
Seancha.n. Why, that 1 s the very truth. 
It is as though the ID.Don changed ever,Jthing-
Myself and all that I can hear and see; 
For when the heavy body has grovm weak., 
'I'here • s nothing that can tether the wild .mind 
'I'ha t, being moonstruck and fantastical, 
Goes vmere it fancies.l 
In the succeeding exchange between the poet and his pupil$, Sean-
chantries to place his art in a larger perspective, as something tha.t 
11God. gave to men before He gave them 1t,heat. 112 'I'he Oldest Pupil at this 
point raises a question. Why, he asks, does poetry then need def ending? 
1Plays, pp. 72-73. 
2Ibid.: p. 74. 
Seanchan •s answer is not too clear; he refers in vague tones to the 
future. His voice rises to an ecstatic pitch; he prophesies of the 
coniJ.ng "joy n: 
I would·· have all know that when a.11 falls 
In ruin, poetry calls out in joy., 
Being the scattering hand., the bursting pod., 
The victim's joy among the holy flame, 
Go::l •s laughter a.t the shattering of t,he world. 
And now that joy lr,uf$lls out., and weeps and burns 
On these bare steps.~ 
Seanchan as the 11Mask, 11 the def·snder of his art in the world, thus pro-
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claii11s his task of building., through revelation and protest., the "golden 
cre.dle 0 so that his special kind of art may be preserved. 
The episodes that fOllow in the play show the bard. in the role he 
must play. His poetic utterances defend deity and the inevitable cosmic 
change that must, ir1 the end, make 1tn11 things vanish a11.ray 0 11 nr have 
heard, / 11 Seanchan says, trMurmurs that are the ending of all sound./ 
I ~·'.·ill·, .. o.·ut of· li"fe. 112 T1 HC t n t h .. h S i 1 • 1·r d 11 - 11e . en re, · o w ic eanc.1an s 1nner-se  · gra ua y 
awakens, at this point, appears as a state of blessedness removed, ttThe 
images of them that weave a dance / By the four rivers in the mountain 
garden. a3 
When the Monk arrives on the scene the symbolic reference to the 
nc entre n becomes clearer and more immediate. Seanchan uses the image of 
a 11drowsy 11 K:ing listening to the chir•ping of a bird a.fter the table has 
been cleared. 'l'he language., as a part of a dramatic exchange, merely 
points out that the state religion has beccm.e a hireling of the King .. 
1 75. Play:s,, p. 
2 rbld., p. 82. 
3 .. Ibid., p. 83. 
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The 11dr ::;nsy" I{fo,3 nnd the bird that keeps him a-:;mke, hoY:rcver, suggest a 
de,apGr parc;llel. If not for the singing, it. is impUed, there would 
esscnt:tall:r be no kingdom, for it is the one of the Many at the rin of 
tho Wheal ( the singing bird i~1 t::tis in.stance) v1hich in itself indicates 
the existence of' the One ( the King who is thus 2:wake). It is the Kil)&, 
m the other ha.nd, who has given the bird its voice. The one cannot exist 
vr.i..thout tho other (cogr.itively). The following passage, then, suggests 
in typice.lJ_y bri€f and cryptic lc1x16tt1.agc the concept of the '.'fhecl: 
S C.-'ll:'1 ch :JZ1 • 
stoop dry:;.n, for I would whisper it in your ear. 
~fo.s thaL wild Goe:. of YOU.I'S, that '..'lfJ.S SC 11.ild 
When you'd but lately taken the King's pay, 
Grown at\Y- ta.mer? n:e gave you all rc.uch trouble. 
I.fo:rLic • 
Let go .my habit ! 
Seanchan. Have ,you persuaded him 
To chirp between two dishes when the King 
Sits do,vn to table? 
:!tonk. Let go my habit, sirt 
SE>,ancha.r.:. 
And maybe he has learned to sin_,:; quite softly 
Because loud singing would disturb the King, 
~'7ho is r:;itti:ng drowsily among his friends 
After 't,hc table has been cleared .••• • 1 
Perhaps the nest striking c r1111nenta:r"3r on these lfrtes is provided by Yeats 
himself. A kingdom is li.ke a ~fheel; at the center one finds the 11drou'fsy 
Emperor. 11 If he should sleep, i"i:. would indeed be 11emptinessn at the 
11Centre. 11 Nevertheless, all art, ideally, pays hom.a3e to the One: 
Once out of nature I shall never tBke· 
M:r bodil,7 form from any n&.tural thing, 
But such a. form as Grecian goldsmiths make 
Of har>.1:rr..ered gold and gold enameling 
To keep a drovrny E.-nperor avmke; 
Or set upon a golden bough to sing 
'l'o lords and la.dies of Byzrmtiu.m 2 
Of what is past, or passing, or to come. 
211Sailing to Byzantium, 11 ~, p. 192. 
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In The King 1s Threshold the bird is thought to 1::e perched on·the King 1s 
. . . 
finger. Hevertheless, 1Nha.t is offered in both poem and play is a. "i'rag-
roont 11 of an idea.. 
'l'he fusion of ideas in the poem-vhere the 0 golden bough" suggests 
a ray of sunlight, as well as the title of Frazer's book (hence "inherited 
subject matter it )-is also a clue to the dominant ( that is, ana!yza.ble · 
dominant) ncentre 11 in 'l'he K~' s Threshold. The colors that fuse, or at 
lea.st a.re closely juxtaposed, are, in the play, white-and-red. Fedelm., 
the poeVs betrothed., offers Seanchan a. life of ease if he will give up 
the hlmger strike. The of.fer implies a. rejection of the One and an 
acceptance of the 11flux" of life-the Many-for she.says that there a.re 
numerous beds, suggesting thus the various "cradlesll or phases of the moon: 
Come 1.'Jith me now .... 
For I have a g:rea.t room that ts full of beds 
I can make ready; and there is a smooth lavm 
Where they can play at hurley and sing poems 
Under an apple-t.ree .l · 
The 11apple-+,ree,- n of course,- causes Sea.ncha.n to remember another "treett-: 
Sooncha.n. I know that place.: 
An apple-tree, and a smooth level la~n 
iiihere the young men can sway their hurley sticks. 
§ingsJ -
The four rivers that run there, 
Through well-movm level ground" 
Have come out of a. blessed well 
That is all bound and wound 
By the great roots of an apple 
And all the fowls of the air 
Have gathered in the idde branches 
And keep singing there. 
Fedelm. 
No, there are not four rivers, and those rhymes 
Praise Ada.1n' s paradise. 
Seanchan.. I can remember now, 
It' s out of a poem I made long ago · 
About the Garden in the Ea.st of' the World, 
1 cm Playp;, p. 07. 
And how spirits in the images of birds 
Crowd in the branches of old Adam's crab-tree. 
They come before me now, and dig in the fruit 
With so much gluttony, and are so drunk 
With that harsh wholesome savour, that their feathers 
Are clinging one to another with the juice. 
But you would lead me to some friendly place, 
An:i I would go there quickly, 
• • • 0 • • • • ·• .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fedelm. 
1 1 ll drip this piece of bread into the wine., · 
For that will make you stronger for the journey.1 
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The theme of the "Centre" has, by a bold, rhythmic passage, moved to 
the foreground. It is not the final "Centre.," however. Seanchan's vision 
is better understood by referring to a passage in the Zelator Grade of the 
Golden Dawn "telling of ma.n's bliss, fall into matter, and slow return": 
'And tetra.graromaton placed Kerubim at the East of the Garden 
of Eden and a Flaming Sword 'Which turned ever wa.s to keep the 
Path of the Tree of Life., for He had created l\J'ature that Man, 
being cast out of Eden, may not fall into the Void. He has 
bound Man with the Stars as with a. chain. He allures him with 
Scattered Fragments of the Divine Body in bird and beast and 
flower, and He laments over him in the W'.ind and in the Sea and 
in the birds. When the times are ended, He will call the 
Kerubim from the East of the.Garden, and a.ll shall be consumed 
and become Infinite and Holy. • 2 · 
The kinship that is suggested here be~ween man and the stars occurs also 
as a part of Seanchan' s poetic vision. In rather Nietzschean tones, 
Seanchan speaks of the union of opposites and the nmi.ghtier racen that, 
will come: 
l lay a.wake: 
There had come a frenzy into the light of the stars, 
And th1:2y 1"'3re coming nearer, n..nd I knew 
All in a minute they were a.bout to marry 
Clods out upon the ploughlands, to beget 
A mightier race than any that has been.> 
1Plays, pp. 89-90. 
2 Quoted by Moore; p. · 144. 
3 Pla~, P• 89. 
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After Seanchan I s vision of the 11 tree, 1t then, his delirium. increases 
and his body weakens. 'l'he King, in one last effort, urges him to eat. 
The unrepentant bard addresses his pupils-now as adamant as he in their 
defiance of the King-in words that contain standard Biblical references, 
as well as the deeper strain of occult meaning. There is, in fact, in 
Seanchan 1s last speech a rather strange play on opposite meanings. The 
poet says, for instance, 11The man that dies has the chief part in the 
story. 111 The inference, if stated in terns of Yeats I s opposites, is that 
the ttsoul that lives" has also the least part in t.he 11 story. 11 The moon, 
in terms of the "mere story, 11 is leperous-that is, wholly misleading if 
seen through worldly eyes. Only after the body has become "husl-:: 11 or an 
empty shell :may one see that it is the very opposite. Therefore, Seanchan's 
last words are "Dead faces laugh. 11 In the speech that .follows it Pill be 
noted that, Seanchan begins vJith a paraphrase of Christ I s words as b.e 
looked out over Jerusalem. 2 The city which is here indirectly suggested 
is., in terms of Yeats's occultism, a symbol of the "fifth ele.ment ••• or 
final harmony11-that is, t1reality 11 :3 
O my chicks., fLW' chicks 1 
'fhat I have nourished underneath my wings 
And fed upon my soul. L.ITe rises fil!1 walks down ~.P..§.• 
I need no help. 
He needs no help that joy has lifted up 
Like some miraculous beast out of Ezeldel. 
The man that dies has the chief part in the story, 
And I will mock and m.ock that image yonder, 
That evil picture in the sky-no, no 1 
I·have all my strength again, I will outface it .. 
O, look upon the m.oori that's standing there 
In the blue daylight-take note of the complexion, 
1PJ.a 93. __ y_s, P• 
2 See Matt. 23:37 and Luke 13:34. 
3 Supra, p. 85 of th.is study. 
Because it is the white of leprosy 
And the contagion that afflicts mankind 
Falls from the moon. When I and these are dead 
We should be carried to some windy hill 
To lie there with uncovered face awhile 
That mankind ?.nd that leper there ma.y know . 
Dead faces laugh. L!Ie fall§.~ then half rises. i 
King l King 1 Dead f a.ces la.ugh, Zllii dies. 
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The lunar color-i3ilver-comes at the conclusion of the play :in the 
words of the Youngest Pupil: 
O silver trumpets, be you lifted up 
And cry to the great race that is to come.·· 
Long-throated swans upon the waves of time, 
Sing loudly., for beyond the wall of the world 
That race may hear our music and awake.2 
The Many who sing, these lines seem to suggest symbolically, may yet give 
meaning to the "limitless One, 11 who in the !J.p.3.nishads is described as 
11He who awakes the world."3 The theme of~ King's Threshold is, never-
the less, 0we perish into reality. 11 
ON BAILE' S STRAND 
An advance in Yeats's iconographic practice is noticeable in the 
tightly constructed play, 2£! Bru.le 1s Strand. Cuchulain., the central 
figure of the play, is identified in Irish rn,ythology as a II solar hero • 114 
Originally associated with nthe hound of Cu, 11 Cuchulain is linked in Qu 
Bru.le •s Strand with Yeats I s pervasive bird imagery-in this instance a 
hawk. The alteration of traditional imagery suggests that the individ.-
ual c an.seiousness is to be symbolically exalted-Cuchulain's sub,jecti viti-
1Plays, p. 93. 
2Ibid • ., Po 94. 
3 John B. Noss, ~ ~eligions (New York, 196.3), p. 140. 
4 John Unterecker, "The -Shaping Force in Yeat.s' s Plays, 11 Modern 
Drama, VII (December, 1964), p. 350. 
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'While at the same time his role in the "mere storyn is to become essenti-
ally that of a 11~!ask.n The nsolar hero,1t therefore, appears to be very 
much of the world. 'l'he tragic circurustances that surround this figure-
the circu.'ilsta.nces of \<hich the "Mask" is wholly a part-is, therefore, 
all the more cruelly determined. The 11story11 rushes toward catastrophe; 
the 11 real11 Cuchulain, on the symbolic level,. escapes. 
The ma.in characters, it will be noted, are four in number. The 
occult view that all the elements present~ nature are to shape the 
11 stor1J" is thus suggested. Yeats later refers to these four characters 
as "those combatants who turn the wheel of life. u1 The symbolic 11Centrett-
at lea.st the first unobstrusive suggestion of such-is of primary interest 
here however. The "bird in the pool 11 image, it will be remembered, 
initiated the symbolic series pointed out in The King's Threshold. Such 
an image is al.so est.ablished in the opening passage of On Baile ts Strand. 
The Fool says, 11 You take the fowl out o:f my hands • • • and you put 
it into the big pot at the fire there.»2 The ttca.uldron, 11 as Professor 
Ellmann explained, is asso.ciated 11with moving images (presumably imag-
ined) .n3 The "firen in the Tattvas symbols corresponds to the color 
ttred, 11 symbolizing morning, youth, tension., music, energy-. The "water" 
supposedly is to bring to mind the color n silver, 11 hence the crescent 
shaped moon (Tattvas) and a. premonition of the coming "peace, n the coming 
"night, 11 the future "silence." Am.ma. Mundi, it is suggested, is astir. 
It is quickly seen that as Conchubar and Cuchula.in a.re opposed to 
1Quoted by Se.i.den, Mythmake,r, p. 58. 
2p-
~' 
P• 162. 
3supra, p~ 85 of this study. 
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each other as wise man and warrior, so also are their respective shadows 
or antitypes, the Blind Man and a Fool, who open the play. The latter 
bvo parody in cruder terms the larger c.onflict of the play. They squabble 
over a scrap of food a.nd perhaps suggest by their a.c tions a.11d their talk 
that amorality or nihilism is the order of the day. On the. symbolic level, 
however, their words suggest, usually, the very opposite of what they say. 
At the first, however, it is seen that the conflict of the play must be 
completed before the symbolic meaning of the "chicken in the pot 1t becomes 
clear: 
Blind ~· Hush, hushi It is not done yet. 
Fool. You said it was done to a turn. 
B1irrl ~· Dirl. I, now? Well, it might be done, a.nd not done. 
The wings might be white, but the legs might be red. The flesh 
might stick hard to the bones and not come away in the teeth. 
But, believe me, Fool.,. it will be well done bef'ore you pu.t your 
teeth in it.1 
As .the play progresses the symbolic fowl becomes associated first with the 
young .man from Aoife I s country-described as having red hair-and secondly 
with Cuchulain. Aoife 's country.,. the Blind Man makes clear, is in the 
North (hence a. premonition of darkness.,. completeness.,. and the opposite of 
11 solar11 influence) •2 From the hints given, the auditor also understanis 
that the young man is Cuchulain• s son. Thus the individual consciousness 
that is the possible intent of the fowl a.s a symbol is a.lso related to 
Cuchulain. The specific reference to this f'act is ma.de v.nen Cuchulain 
enters a.nd begins his argument with the High King. One line out of' some 
seventeen establishes the. link. Cuchulain says, 11.A.re .nzy- shins speckled 
1 Plays, p~ 163. 
2Ibid., p. 165. 
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with the heat or the fire? 111 In this simple utterance the red legs of 
the fowl are brought to mind. 
Reference is also made in this same passage to the trGarden in the 
East of the ;~.lorld." The phrase, at least in its vowels, is like a dis-
tant shout; yet, "East" is a masculine symbol of youth and fire., and 
"Garden" but suggests once again the anima mundi. Conchubar ref·ers to 
the wildness of Cuchulain's blood-the red again. 2 And several passages 
later the identity of the ''Mask1t-suggestive of aristocratic privilege-
is somewhat defined: 
I think myself most lucky that I leave 
No pallid ghost or mockery of a. man 
To drift and mutter in the corridors 
Where I have laughed a.nd sung .3 
Conchubar, of course., discounts such a wild thought o He reminds Cuchu-
la.if'. of the hereditary line that must be safeguarded. The "story interest.," 
in fact, is emphasized at this point with only scattered references to 
symbolic individuation. 'l'he ndream world, 11 however, is not forgotten; 
as the conversation turns to love and the perspective comes to include 
a wild love affair that happened long ago., Cuchulain suddenly reflects 
poir1tedly upon his experience. In the world, he suggests, the contrary 
forces are such that one looks forward to little; the conflict of mere 
existence permits at most "A brief forgiveness between opposites 0 : 
I never have know1'l love but as a kiss 
In the mid-battle, and a difficult truce· 
Of oll and. water, candles and dark night, 
Hillside and hollow, the hot-footed sun 
1Plays, P• 167. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid., P• 16S. 
And the cold, sliding, slippery-footed moon-
A brief forgiveness between opposites 
That have been.hatreds for three times the age 
Of this long-'stablished ground.l 
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The need for .something more, something undetermined, in these lines, 
is a ttmood 11 which has a faint echo in Cuchulain 1s expressed sentiments .. 
Certainly it is difficult to distinguish between the "Mask" and the nself 11 
in such passages as these. One must keep in mind the lofty tones and, 
possibly, the iconographic intent. "To become impassive in the face of 
one 1 s ovm remembered experience., 11 Professor Helen Hennessy Vendler writes., 
11 is the Yeatsian goal, not to repent and do otherwise,. 112 It is in fact 
difficult to say what Yeats meant by repentance, unless it signifies 
the oblivion of the conscious mind.. In a poem quoted elsewhere in this 
study, Yea.ts has the line, 110nly the dead can be forgi ven,. 11.3 Ilievertheless, 
Cuchulain's nremorse" offers a clue to the determinism present in Qn 
Baile' s Strand o And as Cuchulain the "Mask'' is a],so a pa.rt of the world 1 s 
scheme of things., it is understandable that the ''Mask" should be swallowed 
up by the world.. Nevertheless., Cuchulain• s inner-self rebels at the 
prospect of becoming the King's hireling: 
Nestlings of a. high nest, 
Hawks that have followed me into the air 
And looked upon the sun, we• ll out of this 
And sail upon the wind once more. This King 
Would have me take an oath to do his will, 
And having listened to his tune from morning, 
I will no more of it.4 
1Pla.ys, P• 170. 
211Yeats 's Changing Metaphors for the Otherworld, n Modern Drama., 
VII (December, 1964)., p. 309. 
>supra, P• 45 of this study. 
j'lays, p. 170 .• 
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Cuchulain, however, does agree to ta.ke the oath, thus S·etting in motion 
the tragedy which will end in the death of his so-n and his own madness. 
The Sidhe-as guardians of what some call heroism., others anarchy-a.re 
exorcised by the women of the court: 
May this fire have driven out 
The Shape-Changers that can put 
Ruin on a great king's house 
Until all be ruinous •••• 
The women none can kiss and thrive, 
For they are but whirling wind •••• 
Bodies that can never tire 
Or L,TOW kind, for they anoint 
All their bodies, joint by joint, 
'lf!ith a miracle-working juice 
That is made out of the grease 
Of the ungoverned unicorn •••• 
Those wild hands that have embraced 
All his body can but shove 
At the burning wheel of love · 1 
Till the side of hate comes up. 
The dominant ucentreu of the play is here suggested as the Kings 
kneel in a semicircle before two of the women of the chorus and Cuchu-
lain. In Yeats's Irish Mysteries, it will be remembered., such a. scene 
, 2 
was termed the II entrance into the formless • 11 The flame into 1,irhich 
Cuchulain thrusts his sword. represents the One (.microcosm.ically), the 
participants the Many. Off stage, the Blind 'Han, as we find out later, 
now decides to eat the fowl himself. 
The pace of the dramatic action quickens f.rom this point on. Cuchu-
lain encounters his son. One of the women of the chorus cries out, 11 I 
have seen Cuchulain's roof-tree / Leap into fire, and the walls split and 
bla.cken.113 'I'he dark night of the soul is perhaps suggested. 
, 
l Plays, pp. 171-172. 
2 Supra,. p. 39 of this study. 
3Plays, p. 178. 
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Next the Fool and the Blind Man re-enter. S,Ymbolically their words 
indicate that the ''pattern" is now complete: 
Fool. You have eaten it, you have eaten it! 
You have left me nothing but the bones. 
~r;,.•.-··•••·'*·•••·•o•·~•e•• • 
Bl.i11d Man. \Yb.at ,~rould have happened to you but for ra.e, cmdH 
you without your wits? If I did not take care of you, what 
would you do for food and warmth? 
Fool. You take care of me? You stay safe, 1J.nd send me into 
every k1nd of danger, You sen'!:. ri1e down the cliff for gulls t 
eggs while you warmed your blind eyes in the sun; and then you 
ate all that were good for food. You left me the eggs that 
were neither egg nor bird.1 
The final harmo.n.y, whose figure is "ovoid" in the Tattvas symbols, is 
here suggested. The paradoxical last line leaves no doubt that an 
ulterior meaning is implied. It only remains to dispose of the bones. 
At this point Cuchulain e,nters and listens to the two quarreling. 
The Blind Man again refers to the final phase symbolically: 
Where would he {the Foo"ij be but for me'? I .must be always 
thii.'1king-thinki.11g to get food for the two of us, and when 
we've got it, if the moon is at the full or the tide on the 
turn, he'll l;Bave the rabbit ir1 the snare till it is full 
of maggots, or let the trout slip back through his hand into 
the str•.Ja.m .• 2 
The crescent n1.oon at the opening of the play is here at the full. In 
Yeats ts 1'.system 11 tl:1e full or the dark of the moon denotes the absence of 
. 3 
all life. The ''fish to water" image hints that a return to nature 1s 
Great Memory-the ani:o:a mundi-·has been made. Cuchulain then proceeds 
1 178. P1i3,ys, P• 
2n·d )J. • ' P• 179. 
3S,ee Yeats 1s poem, nThe Phases of the M'oon," ~, p.161. 
Robartes. Tvventy-and-eight the phases of the m.oon-
The full and the-moonts dark and all the crescents, 
Tv11enty-and-eight, and yet but six-and-twenty 
The cradles that a man must needs be rocked in: 
For there 1 s no human life at the full or the dark. 
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to wipe the blood from his sword on the feathers nearby~ He then learns 
from the Blind Man that he has killed his 01Nn son. Silence-of a terri-
fying ki..ri.d-ensues. In an insane rage Cuchulain rushes d.01,m to the sea 
and begins fighting the vrn.ves. The bones, symbolically, are disposed of 
at last. 'fhe. theme of the play is nwe perish into reality.II 
fJE.JJIDRE 
A definition o:f thfo last. play in the 11grand traditional manner,n 
as Joseph Hone phrases it, iB suggested by a rerfl.ark that Yeats aimed at 
the central figure, Deirdre--"a. wild bird in a cage. n1 Deceptively 
simple, the remark causes Profensor Ure to write, !!fler last phase • • • 
is certair.J..y :not a phase of pure and almost depersonalized grief, like 
that of S.1n1ge 1 s heroine ['fn Deirdre .£! .!dl£ S?rrows?. n2 The problem 
ccnr1ected v.rith character portrayal that Professor Ure raises has been 
· d · t ' l h · tl · , , 3 in :i .. ca ea. e se11r ere in u .. s s e,cic,y. By contrast, however, Yeats 1 s cozn.-
ment tends to solve a problem for a11;rone 1:Jho tries to gauge the extent 
of the symbolic meaning in this play. 'l'he author therefore suggests that 
one finds here the Hbird in the pool 11 iraage of th~ . tvm preceding plays, 
The Kii'1g 1 s 'l'hre sh old &nd On Bai le 's Stans., cast simply in a.not her mold. 
'the 11 lfothir1gneDs n at the ire entre, n surrounded in this image by the wires 
of a cage ( the Many), finds its symbolic count.erparts in Deirdre as the 
11:room II and the 11 grave. 11 Deirdre, one might note, is throughout the play 
first. in one and then the other. 11An empty house upon the journey's 
1 Peter Ure~ Yea.J::§_ the ,!'laywright (New York, 1963) ~ p. 56. 
p. 5'1• 
3 Supra~ pp. 70-?l of this study. 
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1 
endt" she says. It is., significantly, a guest-house near the seashore, 
referred to in the oper,.ing lines oi' the play. In such references one 
tends to think of the ,'\Thole island kingdom of Britain a.nd Ireland set in 
the midst of the sea. Nevertheless, the imagery is seen even on a micro-
cosmic pla.ne v\then DeJ.rdre speaks of the "house of ivory'1: 
O M01Ter of the sta,rs -
;l1r:t made this ~e~ica.t~ house· of ivo~, ,. · 2 
al'lQ ma.de my sou.1. 1 ts ms tress, keep l. t sa:rn l 
The setting thus is symbolic, for outside the guest-house Conchubar 1 s 
silent army, a hundred n trong benea. th each of the great oak trees., awa.i ts. 3 
The bridal chamber that the lustful Conchubar is readying for Deirdre 
is repea.ted.ly mentioned. The allusion, seemingly.,. is to a richly orna-
mented bird cage: u. • • e..rn.broideries / _ To hang upon the wa.11, or new-mown 
:rushes / To strew upon the floors. • _ • n4 Conchuba.r ts intent, it is 
clear, is a very worldly one. Deirdre, therefore., has the choice of 
giving up her idealism. or of :remainin~ true to her inner-self'. 
The story and its outcome, consequent];y, is suggested by the conver-
sation between Fergus and the Musicians: 
Come now, a verse 
Of some old time not worth remembering, 
And all the lovlier because a. bubble. 
Begin, begin., of some old king and queen,. 
Of Lugaidh Roo.stripe or another; no; not him, 
He and his lady perished wretchedly .5 
The hint that all is not as clear-cut as these lines seem to ~nply is 
, 
1 ll8. · Plays, p. 
2Ibid.,. p. 120. 
, 
3Ibid • ., P• 124. 
4Ibid.,. P• llJ. 
5Ibid ., pp. ll5-116. 
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giv-en in a brief passage imrnediately preceding the above. Fergus extolls 
Conchubar is fame, but suggests, symbolically, that he may be getting more 
than he has bargained for: 
Conchubar I s fame 
Brings merchandise on every wind that blows. -
They may have brought him Libyan dragon-skin, 
Or the ivory of the fierce unicorn.l 
Deirdre I s opening lines :i.n the play suggest that Conchubar I s 11 mer-
chandise, n in this instance, is akin to a lio-n in sheep I s clothing. The 
terms are essentially occult-a Hfierce unicornu (intense spirituality) 
in a 11Libyan dragon-skinn (a worldly rnask)-but the surface meaning is 
clear: 
It is my husband ts will 
I show rn,y trust in one that 1nay be here 
Before the mind can call the colour up. 
My husband took these rubies from a king 
Of Surracha that was so .murderous 
He seemed all glittering dragon. I~mv wearing them 
Myself wars on myself, for I myself-
That do my- husband I s will.2 yet fear to do it-
Grow dragonish to myself. 
Deirdre, in other words, is preparing to assume the 11 1Iaskon The emotions 
that have grovm cold-the n jewels II that she must wear-are for her pre-
de,stined role in a 1Norld of conflict. The red of the rubies upon her 
bodily 11 house of ivoryt1 suggest that the ritual of her soul has a cosmic 
setting not indicated by the "mere story. 11 
Deirdre, of course, rebels at a life of pretense. IJaoise explains: 
HShe has the heart of the wild birds that fear / The net of the fowler or 
the wicker cage. 113 Being born in a 11mountainous place,1t like the eagle, 
l 115. Pla,2:s, p. 
2 117. Ibido, p. 
3 ... b.d 
.L l • ' p • 121. 
she , rd.gnificantly, !'p9..st v:rong forgotten 11 and a, l0vo that is not, 
sLfbJect to ciuln.go. Tl1us > lik:e C11chulc1.ir1, s.he EL:JJies an effo:ct to 
herself~ 
'.'iere vre not born to wander? 
These have been reaped by the iru1oc6i1t sword 
upon a mountain, and a mountain bred rne; 
But 1Jho can tell v1hat change can c0me to love 
Arnong the valleys? I speak no falst)hood now. 
A,;:;_1,y to windy smvnits, and there mock . l 
The night-jar and the valley-keeping bird! 
After Deirdre has been inform.ed that the house it, surrounded, however, 
she prepares herself for the worst. 
1()9 
The lines mnch ad1nired. by Professor Bowra ( and condemned by Professor 
St.e'(f"''"'tJ) a·re s:'ol{-E'.n a1· -~111·. r-_, r)o:1_•1t. ""he 11·',-!,1t 01" tl1e 0 oul i·t· 1' 0 <'•·--"1~01i' v. o..i. -· y -· v v ., ; __ , l · · .J..c!,• ·· ..., . :, v o,[1uiJ -
cally suggested, is near: 
And pra.i se the double sunset, i' or nauc3lrt I s lacking 
r; 
But r.:., good end to the long, cloudy day. ie. 
The torches then are lit L1 the sconces; there is a 6rowing sense of 
solitude and loneliness. Tl1e }'i'Iusicians sing. Deirdre speaks to Haoise 
}3end and. kiss me now, 
For it may be the last before our death. 
Jin.cl "'1iJl1011 t.hat's over,. rve'll. 'bo· clif£01~e11t; 
,. · ' bl ' ! . 1 .. ,,. '2 . 
... n;peri sna e 1, u.ngs, a c oua. or a r 1.re •--' 
. . 
Yet, 11 hollm,r night ts above, n4 Uaoise cries out to her lat.er vk1cn 
confronted with his mrri. death. 'l'he part that Deirdre has to play is now 
in earnest. {1aoise is killed. Deirdre contrives to see h.im once n1ore. 
lp~ 
- lJl'\TS =-=.r,_, p. l'Y' .::.,,:'.,. 
2 
125. Ibid., 1). 
3-, .d J.OJ.. . •:, P• 126. 
4Ibid., p. 129. 
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In her last lines Deirdre expresses joy and shows that .she has made her 
choice: 
Now strike the wire, and sing to it a while, 
Knowing that a.11 is happy, and that you know· 
Within vmat bride-bed I shall lie this night, 
And by what man, and· lie cl.ose up to him, .. 1 
For the bed's narrow, and there outsleep the cockcrow. 
After these lines Deirdre kills herself. The Fir.st Musician says, "Eagles 
have gone into their cloudy bed.n2 The stage directions note that the 
house should now be filled with the glare of: torches. Fergus says, "King, 
she is dead; but lay no hand upon her. / What's this but empty cage. and 
tangled wire, / Novi the bird I s gone? 113 Throughout the play the explicit 
outreach of symbols had been-directed to this moment of 11stillness.n 
Beyond the event is one of Yeats 1 s fa.ding 1.fmrlds. The 11Ce11:l;ren a.s a 
i:assa.gewa.y., symbolized by the ~rave, has opened up to receive its orm. 
Time., momentarily, has stopped. The theme of' the play., once a.gain, is 
"we perish into rea.li ty. 11 
1 Play~, P• 133. 
2I. bid. 
3Ibid. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
The heroic plays of ,Ffilliam Butler Yeats are perhaps only meta-
phorically accessible to the intellect in the final analysis. As a part 
of The King~ Threshold, On Baile's Strand, and Deirdre one finds that 
the seemingly casual drift of im.Ei.ges and sym.bols tends to create, perhaps 
not fully, an imaginative "pictureH world, a vrnrld that is assuredly pa.rt 
motion and part stillness, a world with geometrical outlines (the Wheel, 
the sphere), as well as its allowable but perhaps rri,ysterious enerr,y 
11quotion 11 ( the ritual of ascent and of individuation)., Does such an art 
center mainly on the i1nagin.ation? The non-mystic at lea.st will always 
think so. But is it possible to i:rnagine that one is now turned toward 
the light and is for the first time at the mouth of Plato's cave, the 
shadowy 1rnrld of false assumptions far behind'? Art in general is capable 
of this effect, this ttreality." For the most part it is earth-bound, a. 
picture world abstracted from constant change, from Heraclitus' 11flux. 11 
'I'he heroic plays, however, because of faulty structure, remain so.me how on 
the margin of such effectivenesso 
Compared to such a view, the ;'theorizingH mentioned by Professor 
ElLtriann suggest,s that the Hproblem" of the heroic plays is to be grasped 
• h • t 11 t I • • • t • ?) entirely by t e 1nve ec ,using 1w.ag1na ion. • It is a bit late to be 
defining problems; but, even here, it helps with one final query about 
the heroic plays 0 One asks, can the most significant value of these 
plays be known? The author's answer is 11only partially. 11 To give more 
lll 
ll.2 
of an ansv,rer than this, Ellm&.nn I s assumed nproblem11 must be stated. 'I'he 
problem, in this instance, is essentially the intellect,ualization of terms 
at the vital center of the .he:roic plays such that they yield familiar 
values, or, in the light of anthropomorphism, ~h!ng at least of our ... 
selves. The recognition of the latter., o.f course, is but a step removed 
from c].assifying Yeats as a humanist. In this light the Delphic inscrip-
tion "Know thyselfn (individun.tion) vm.s sugge.stsd as a possible aspect 
of Yeats I s aesthetic formula, a 11unity bet·ween opposites. 11 On an ethical 
plane, it may be noted, the latter phrase merely indicates that between 
love and hate, happiness and suffering there is a common ground. 
Is the comm.ot1 ground then 11 jcy11 or 11bl0i::,sednes.s 11? Yeats perhaps 
means both when he uses the former word. It cannot be shovm, however, 
that suffering or hate has anything to do viith any meaning of 11 joy. tt The 
dualism of the heroic _plays, therefore, remains, and the aesthetic formula., 
in this respect, begins to topple. On the other hand it is poBsible to 
couple II joy11 with the phrase nKnow thyself. n 'fhe resultant phrase, 
generalized, would read roughly a 11 joy in speculation. 11 If it were not 
for the later poetry., such probir1g would be a clutch:ing at straws. To 
11Know thyself, 11 it is clear, is a sure prelude to much else. At least 
it is the 11m.uch else11 that is the only tenable ground. And of such is the 
significant feature, this author believes, of 11 gaiety 11 in the following 
lines from 11Lapis Lazuli 11 : 
Tv10 Chinamen, behind them a third, 
Are carved. in la.pis lazuli, 
Over them flies a long-legged bird, 
A symbol of longevity; 
1'he third, doubtless a serving-man, 
Carries a musical instrument. 
Every discoloration of the stone, 
Every accidental crack or dent, 
Seems a vrater-course or an avalanche, 
Or lofty slope 1t:here it still snows 
Though doubtless plu.m or cherry-branch 
Sweetens the little half-way house 
Those Chinamen climb toward, and I 
Delight to imagine them seated there; 
There, on the mountain and the sky, 
On all the tragic scene they stare. 
One asks for mournful melodies; 
Accomplished fingers begin to play. 
Their eyes mid many wrinkles, their eyesi·. 
Their ancient, glittering eyes, are gay. 
llJ 
Their 11 half-vm.y house 11 is perhaps, in one of its various guises, Yeats's 
aesthetic formula, a. principle, the poem seems to say, which is only 
reached by a leap of the imagination ( 11 I / Delight to imagine them seated 
Yet, let it be said finally that in the heroic plays there are only 
pale reflections of what later was to become polished works of art. 
Yeats I s 11 mirror world, n in the later poetics, achieves a unity to which, 
on the other hand, the heroic plays offer much, the most important of 
which, possibly, was a skeletal outline of the possibilities of syn'l.bolism. 
As such, perhaps, the heroic plays are seen as the necessary work of a 
poet. It does not in the least detract from their interest. The 11ga.ietyfl 
of the tvm Chinese mystics has lldignity, 11 1•J'hereas the 11 joy" of the heroic 
plays has only aristocratic pride. A:rrl in the last analysis the author 
suggests that the heroic plays are as much npre-philosophyn as they are 
"pre-drama.. 11 They contain not logical ideas to be developed but, signi-
ficantly perhaps, much contemplative thought. 'l'he action-and it is 
difficult to apply such a. vJord-is mainly of the ritualistic kind. For 
the events are deter.mined from the very start, and the object is to reveal 
or uncover and not to develop a point of view. Instead of a language of 
1 Poems, pp. 292-293. 
cornmunication, one discovers in retrospect the language of co.m.,'1lunion. 
In the heroic plays, ho:rJage is done to yesterday and its myths, to the 
11big houseu of the Irish countryside, to kings and warriors., to lost 
causes and past love affairs, to ~ series of fading worlds, in fact-
a.nd it is doubtful that such things,. when th~y are lost from sight, 
recede into the past or, paradoxically, into the future. For are not 
such things., in art at least, a part of the process of individuation? 
114 
111 I always feel., rn Yeats says of one of his last plays., 11 'that my vork is 
not drama but the ritual of a lost faith. "'l Yet., life on the Great Wheel 
is such that nothing is really lost, nothing dispensable. One I s only 
assurance is that the generic flbirds" that take flight in these plays do 
in fact enter the next world-the world proper of the fa1entieth-century. 
Their aviary is the later poetics., a.nd their world a_EFea,rs to be the 
·world of the Many. Mo one, perhaps, can prove otherwise. 
What results in the heroic plays, then, is possil:ily a psychological 
attitude or merely an impoverished theme that stat·es nwe perish into 
reality. n Since the 11Self tt is largely an unknown., silence is its best 
defense. Nevertheless, the author suggests that the bird syw.bol.s and the 
vm.y they are used in the heroic plays explain much more than any inter-
preta tion based solely on the dramatic conflict. In The King 1 s 'rr1reshold 
the individual consciousness is symbolically represented by the crane. 
The circumstances of Seancha.n I s life are but a foil to the more signi-
fica.nt ritual of the soul. The mundane world, which is but a shadowy one, 
is rejected, the body dies, and the individual memory enters the form-
lessness of nreality. 11 
1Q.uoted by Moore, p. 329. 
ll5 
The symbolic pattern is especially- close-lmit in On Baile 1E> Strand. 
- .. , 
The imaginative 11Centre 11 is suggested by the fowl in the pot, representing 
the inner-self or both father and son. The ritual of the soul is fmished 
when it is perceived that there is only "emptiness" at the ncentre. n 
A series of related symbols is used with good effect in Deirdre. 
The "wild bird in a cagett i.s used as a frame of reference throughout the 
play. The "rich nought" of the "Centre" is more imaginatively suggested 
by the use of an open grave. An ideal love, but in another world, is 
hinted at when the First Musician says, 1'Ea.gles have gone into their 
cloudy bed. n The theme of all three plays, the author suggests, is 0we 
pet'ish into reality•" 
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